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Geography is concerned with the description 
and explana~ion of locational patterns of static 
or moving phenomena on the surface of the earth. 
Human geogrkphy, therefore, is concerned with the 
description! and analysis of locational patterns 
of static or moving phenomena of human origin on 
the surface of the earth. 
Kevin ·R. Cox 
1972 
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American society is a very mobile one, with approximately twenty 
~ercent of the populace changing its place of residence every year. It 
Has been estimated that bver two-thirds of all moves take place within 
tlhe city. Geographic stldies of intra-urban. migration generally treat 
tlhe relocations as eithet 1) movement from one areal unit to another, 
fch as inter-census tralr flows, or as 2) individual-level, unrelated 
moves between respective origins and destinations. In reality, however, 
each change of residence is one part of a much longer sequence of 
changes. 
This thesis examines intra-city moves within the framework of 
their real-world linkagel by utilizing the concept of the vacancy chain. ~e work emphasizes the 1patial manifestations and geometric character 
ok intra-urban residentill movement by using the vacancy chain to des-
clibe, analyze, and expllin the patterns. More specifically, the-
] h I. · 11 . · d · · f · · · " h 1 f researc attempts to stat1st1ca y 1 ent1 y 1ntra-c1ty c anne s o 
I · I • 
migration," whose existence has been postulated by several scholars 
(though none has substanJiated the notion). The study is based upon 1~72 mobility data colledted by three utility companies for Lincoln, 
I I Nebraska. ] 
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I Principal findings of a geographic nature include the fact that 
6b.9% of the intra-urban changes of residence were 2.99 miles or less I 
ih length. In general, the length of a link was found to be inversely 
I · I . 
related to its position in the chain with the first "link" (the initial 
ml.e to the urban periphJry) being the longest. "Similarly, there tended 
tl be an inverse relatiodship between directional bias and link number 
Jth the angles of-.,;,ves lin central parts of the city being more "random" 
ttn those for the outer ~reas. The vacancieS in the sequences of moves 
tlnded to "move" closer tlo the Central Business District and the level 
ffl II 1 t . II f h I . . d d" d f h b k o c us er1ng o t e mo~e-or1g1ns ecrease as one move urt er ac 
ij those sequences. The ~our statistics developed to quantify the geo-
Jtric alignment of each racancy chain allowed only 20.3% of the chains 
tj be"correctly grouped accordirtg to the neighborhood of origin. There-
fle, the multivariate clLsification failed to substantiate the existence 
of "migratory streams" wilhin ~he city. 
I 
, The "housing-envifonment" analysis determined that 71.1% of the 
vabancy chains ended in clnsus tracts that were below the mean dollar-
value of the city's owner1
1
occupied homes, with 58.5% terminating in 
I . 
trkcts that were one standard deviation below the mean and 12.6% in 
trlcts that were two stanlard deviations below average. The sequences, 
I I 
ho&ever, generally did noti continue to the poorest areas of the city. 
In all, 72.7% of the movejs migrated to a "better" housing environment, 
but the extent of the "upjard-filtering" decreased as link number in-
crlased. "Reverse-filter~ng," then, tended to become more prevalent as 
h i · 1 h d A 1. . 11 . . f. t d ... ff f d c a1ns engt ene . stat;1st1ca y s1gn1 1can 1 erence was oun 
beLeen the "upward-" and i"downward-filterers" as the average level of 
inLease for the former grrup was $10,105 while the decrease for the 
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1at te r group was only $ sl, 059 • The multi variate analysis of the "f 11 t er• 
:ilng indicators" allowed borrect classification of 42.2% of the vacancy 
dhains but much of the dkscriminatory power rested merely on the home 
ialues in the neighborh+ds where the sequences originated. 
I The principal hypothesis of the dissertation, dealing with the 
jtatistical identificatibn of intra-city "migratory streams," had to be 
I -· · I 
-r;lejected because the four developed spatial indices did not allow con-
- I 
I 
sistent and accurate gro¥ping of vacancy chains. Despite this fact, the 
Juthor believes that "vaha~cy-chain analysis" has great potential, espe~­
ilally for research involting large metropolitan areas. 
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CHAPTER I 
MIGRATION AND THE VACANCY CHAIN 
I 
I 
I 
I Introduction 
I 
I Migration, the ~movement of persons from one locality to another, 
I 
I 
is a geographical phendmenon that dates from the earliest days of the 
lhuman race. Man seems !to harbor an innate predilection for the occupa-
1 ' 
I tion of new territory, ;whether for reasons of sheer survival or merely 
i 
!because of his insatia~le curiosity about the landscape beyond the next 
i Whatever the ;reasons, this earth has seen much human mobility horizon. 
with the passage of ti~e. Numbers of migrants have ranged from the 
temporary and oft-repe~ted wanderings of small food-gathering or hunt-
' I 
; 
ing parties through pemanent moves due to climatic change to great 
I 
I 
I 
masses of humanity mig:trating to avoid oppression. Man's " 
I 
I 
· · d d h · 1 01: f d h ,,l 1s 1n ee a c ron1c e movement an c ange. 
Genetal Classification of Migratiqn 
Geographical Scale 
I 
Migration remains a strong force in many areas of 
· f d I· d. h. · necess1ty o un erstan 1ng t 1s pervas1ve process was 
I The 
I 
• histor'y 
the world. 
recognized 
early, and many resear~hers have since attempted to study movement in a 
I 
I 
1H. P. Chudacoh, "Men in Motion: Residential Mobility in 
Omaha, Nebraska, 1880-1920," Published Ph.D. Dissertation, Department 
of History, Universityiof Chicago, 1969, p. 1 
1 
u 
0 
0 
u 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
systematic fashion. Th,e investigations generally treat migration as 
I 
I 
I 
either: 1) inter-national--movement between nations; 2) intra-
1 
I 
national--movement with!in one nation, such as rural-to-urban or 
I 
I inter-state migration; !3) inter-urban--movement between cities of one 
I 
nation; or 4) intra-urb~an--movement within one particular city. The 
I 
I inter-national scale o~ movements has received the greatest atten-
i 
tion in the literature,i followed by intra-national, inter-urban, and 
intra-urban, in that o~der. 
Permanence 
The subject of !human migration can be clarified further when 
considered in terms of 'two distinct temporal subdivisions--temporary 
and .Permanent movement.; Temporary or frequent trips departing from 
' 
and returning to the hdme include the jourqey-to-work, shopping and 
school trips, and socie~;l .interaction. Permanent movements, on the 
' I 
2 
other hand, refer to aqtual changes in the location of the home. This 
I 
study focuses only upo-q. permanent changes in one's residence. 
I 
Residential Mobility Within the United States 
: Levels of Movement 
The permanent change of residence has long been a commonplace 
I 
i 
i -
event in American society. The 1850 federal census, which represented 
I 
I 
I 
the first attempt to measure the extent of residential mobility within 
I 
the country, concluded;that Americans were highly mobile. 2 This has 
i 
since become a fact of 1 life in the U.S. Since that 1850 enumeration, 
I 
' I 
cities have continued to grow and the streams of migration, aided by a 
m 
u 
0 
0 
u 
u 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
3 
continually improving ~ransportation technology, became vast rivers of 
• human movement. 
The Bureau of the Census has shown of late that 20 percent of 
I 
the populace moves eve~y year, and this rate has been remarkably uni-
1 
form since 1947. The ~raph illustrated as Figure 1-1 points up the 
I interesting fact that national events such as foreign wars, recession, 
and inflation ha~e .afflcted the mobility rate (1947-1968) very little. 
I 
I 
I 
Other somewhat surprising statistics show that 50 percent of the popu-
1 
I 
I lation changes its pla¢e of residence in a five-year period, and that 
I 
I 
I 
the average family moves eight or nine times during its existence as a 
I 
I 
unit--all indicative of our intense spatial mobility. 3 
I 
I 
A more recent ~tudy by the Census Bureau reveals that from 
I 
I 4 
March 1970, to March 1~73, 31.8 percent of all U.S. residents moved. 
; 
Consequently, the early 1970's reflect slightly higher mobility rates, 
although the economic slowdown of the mid-1970's casts some doubt on 
I 
I 
the prospect of that trend continuing. 
I 
' I 
Despite the large residential turnover, the inter-county and 
inter-state migrants accounted for only a small part of the total 
I 
movers during the 1947~1968 period (Figure 1-1). In those years, only 
I 
I 
I 
' about 7 percent of all: migrants went to another county, with approxi-
mately 3 percent of the moves being inter-state. Thus, about 10 per-
cent of the movers wer~ left unaccounted for. Vincent Barbara, 
Director of the Census: Bureau, more recently suggested that only 
3 James W. Si11llllons, "Changing Residence in the City: A Review 
of Intra Urban Mobility," Geographical Review, Volume 58, Number 4, 
October, 1968, p. 622;; and P. H. Rossi, Why Families Move, Glencoe: 
The Free Press, 1955, ;p. 9. 
' 4
"Mobile Amer~ca," Parade, July 14~ 1974. 
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I 
I 
13 percent of all migrants move to another county and 3 percent move to I 
I 
5 I 
a different state. Mo$t changes of residence, then, actually cover 
little physical distanc~ •. Butler, et al., in'a.national survey, re-
I 
lvealed the extent of thts limited or "micro-migration," finding that 
I 
' 
slightly more than 60 pkrcent of all moves are less than five miles in 
I 
,,length. 6 This general ~onclusion, which has been substantiated in I . -
lmany succeeding works, ~s a very important one for the geographer (as 
!will be shown later). 
I Since inter-cou~ty and inter-state migrants account for only a 
small part of the total:moves, most residential movement apparently 
takes place within the limits of large metropolitan areas. Herbert, 
in fact, estimates that: over two-thirds of all moves are intra-city. 7 
It is with this intra-urban residential mobility that the present 
study is concerned. 
Generalizations Regarding Intra-
Urban Residential Mobil:ity 
' A thorough revi'ew of the literature regarding the subject of 
intra-city mobility ca~ be co:nfusing. The findings are varied and 
I 
often contradictory. s:everal authors including Simmons, Abu-Lughod and 
I 
Foley, Herbert, Johnsto;n, and Moore have made attempts to consolidate 
I 
a sizable portion ·of th1e research on mobility into one organized 
I 
5
"The American !Family," Parade, December 30, 1973. 
6E. W. Butler e!t al. , "Moving Behavior and Residential Choice: 
A National Survey," National Cooperative Highway Research Report Number 
81, Highway Research B~ard, Washington, 1969. 
7 : David Herbert , 1 Urban Geography: 
I 
Praeger, Inc., 1972, p. 244. 
A Social Perspective, New 
York: 
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I treatise, but even thi~ can leave the reader in doubt at times. 8 
I I 
I 
Therefore, the following comments are intended to summarize briefly a 
I 
significant amount of the literature on intra-urban migration by noting 
only the most salient 4nd empirically verified of all the findings. 
' 
I 
References to other wo*ks related more directly to the evolution of 
I 
' the study are found in;a succeeding section. 
I 
As stated abov~, many of the early censuses and academic inves-
1 
' 
tigations have shown s~atistically that we live in a mobile nation and . 
that these rates remai* fairly uniform. It is now understood, however, 
' 
that one segment of the population accounts for these high rates of 
9 
movement while another,portion is rather sedentary. It is also self-
evident that renters are more mobile than owners. 
8simmons, 1968~ op. cit.; Janet Abu-Lughod and Mary Mix Foley, 
"The Consumer Votes byjMoving," in Robert Gutman and David Popenoe 
(Eds.), Neighborhood, €ity, and Metropolis: An Integrated Reader in 
Urban Sociology, New Y<!>rk: Random House, 1970, pp. 460-478; Herbert, 
1972, op. cit.; R. J. Johnston, Urban Residential Patterns, London: 
G. Bell and Sons, Ltd.~ 1971; and Eric G. Moore, "Residential Mobility 
in the City," Association of American Geographers, Commission on 
College Geography, Res0urce Paper Number 13, 1972. 
I 
1 
9sidney Goldst~in, "Repeated Migration as a Factor in High 
I I 
j Mobility Rates," American Sociological Review, Volume 19, October, 
1954, pp. 536-541. The reader is also referred to other ·related works 
such as: Peter A. Mort·ison, "Duration of Residence and Prospective 
Migration: The Evaluation of a Stochastic Model," Demography, Volume 
4, 1967, pp. 553-561, ~ho, for example, substantiated the hypothesis 
that a person's propen~ity to move declines as his duration of resi-
' dence increases. Morrison, "Chronic Movers and the Future Redistribu-
tion of Population: A~Longitudinal Analysis," Demography, Volume 8, 
1971, pp. 171-184 again substantiated the mover-stayer dichotomy indi-
cating that mobility i~ largely a matter of habitual movers changing 
residence repeatedly a~d frequently. One of the conclusions of this 
latter study, which shhuld be of interest to geographers, is that the 
spatial distribution of habitual migrants is uneven. For additional 
considerations of mover-stayer concepts, the reader is also referred 
to A. Speare, Jr., "Home Ownership, Life Cycle Stage and Residential 
Mobility," Demography,:volume 7, 1970, pp. 449-458, which casts some 
doubt on the inverse cbrrelation between probability of moving and 
length of residence (o~ what has been termed the "axiom of cumulative 
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The most fundam~ntal and outwardly obvious characteristic re-
I 
I 
I 
intra-urban migration relates to distance. Researchers have 
I 
i 
concluded time and agaip that most movers actually traverse little 
I 
I physical distance when relocating. This is, of course, related to the 
I I 
I I 
individual's activity sbace since one has much better information on 
I 
those localities that are closer to the original place of residence. 
I 
IThis concept is w~1i unaerstood in view of the current behavioral con-
, I 
i : 10 1cepts which have come tb fore. 
' 
7 
The other spatikl characteristic of migration, directional bias, 
I 
I 
I 
iis not as clearly understood or empirically proven as distance bias. 
I 
I 
lon a "a priori" basis, however, one would predict a general outward 
I 
jflow of migration away from the Central Business District, and this has 
' 11 lbeen shown to account fbr the majority of moves. In addition, the 
[outward-trending moveme~t of the populace with time is a basic assump-
1 ! 
I I 
ltion in two of the "classical models" of urban structure and growth. 
! 1Burgess, for example, s~ggested that new in-migrants to the city would 
I I 
!
inertia"). Spear detenp.ned that the axiom holds for renters but not 
for home owners. See also, P. W. Cave, "Occupancy Duration and the 
!Analysis of ResidentialiChange," Urban Studies, Volume 6, Number 1, 
!February, 1969, pp. 48-69; Kenneth C. Land, "Duration of Residence and 
Prospective Migration: !Further Evidence," Demography, Volume 6, 1969, 
pp. 133-140; and Seymour Spilerman, "Extensions of the Mover-Stayer 
~odel," American Journat of Sociology, Volume 78, Number 3, November, 
~972, pp. 599-626. ~ 
I 10An excellent teview of basic behavioral concepts as they re-
~ate to mobility as fou~d in Frank E. Horton and David R. Reynolds, 
!"Effects of Urban Spati~l Structure on Individual Behavior," Economic 
~eography, Volume 47, NJmber 1, January, 1971, pp. 36-48. 
I I . . 
11 ~ II d Johnston, 1971, op. cit., p. 320. Theodore Caplow, Inci ence 
and Direction of Residential Mobility in a Minneapolis Sample," Social 
Forces, Volume 27, May, il949, pp. 413-417, also reported a slight tend-
~ncy for families to dr~ft outward toward th~ urban periphery. 
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8 
,locate in the transitio~al area near the urban core, and, after a period 
]Of economic and social acculturation, would move outward in a concentric 
I . I 
i I 12 
!fashion to more desirable areas. This outward progression was concep-
1 
I I 
ltualized as an on-going: process represented by a positive relationship 
jbetween socio-economic ~tatus and -di_stance of residence from the Central 
!Business District. Sim~larly, Homer Hoyt envisioned outward movement in 
I - > I ]his "Sector Model" despite the fact that the various class divisions of 
I 
i • : 1soc1ety were (in his model) arranged in the city in distinctive 
I 
'I 13 
,"wedges." His conceptualization suggested that the outward movement 
I 
I I 
ras caused by "filterin$," the process whereby individuals of success-
I 
I I 
lively lower socio-economic levels occupy a given dwelling with the 
! 
!passage of time. In ad~ition, the newer "factorial models" have shown 
lthat "family status" or i the stage in the family life cycle, one of the 
-!three Shevky-Bell socia~-area constructs, is indeed a concentric 
! 
!phenomenon, i.e., as a family moves through its life cycle, the move-
~ent trend is generallyiaway from the city center. 14 The literature 
1 I 
I ; 
jregarding this spatial ?haracteristic, however, implies that more 
I 
!definitive work needs t0 be done. 
I 
!to 
]in 
12Ernest W. Bur~ess, "The Growth of the City: An Introduction 
a Research Project,": (1925), in George A. Theodorson (Ed.), Studies 
Human Ecology, New Y?rk: Harper and Row, 1961, pp. 37-44. 
13 i 
Homer Hoyt, T~e Structure and Growth of Residential Neighbor-
ihoods 
It ion, 
in American Citie~, Washington D.C., Federal Housing Administra-
1939 • I 
, 
14
see, for example, Peter D. Salins, "Household Location Pat-
~terns in American Metropolitan Areas," Economic Geography, Volume 47, 
Number 2, June, 1971, pp. 234-248. For a review of the principles of 
!"social area analysis," i see Eshref Shevky and Wendell Bell, "Social 
IArea Analysis," (1955),:in Theodorson, 1961, op. cit., pp. 226-235. 
11The reader is also referred to T. R. Anderson and J. A. Egeland, 
"Spatial Aspects of Soc:f_al Area Analysis," American Sociological Review, 
:volume 26, 1961, pp. 39?-399. 
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A generally 
I 
I 
I 
accepted 
' I 
I 
fact concerned with the decisional aspects 
residential mobility ,i and founded largely in the work of Rossi, is 
9 
that 
I 
the most important :single determinant of a change of household loca-
l 
tion is the stage of the! life cycle. 15 Authors, again, have expounded 
I 
I / 
Jtpon the fact that housing needs change as one mo:ves through the life-
1 I 
$tages of single, young-barried, paren~, and grandparent, and that most 
: -· . I 
moves occur in the early, stages of the family history. Despite recent 
I I 
I : 
ciriticism by Morgan to the effect that Rossi tends to overestimate the 
I : 
influence of household s:ize on mobility, this concept maintains a promi-
1 
I 
1 1 • h 1 • I • h . d= • 0 16 ~ent p ace J.n t e J.tera:ture concern1ng t e movement ecJ.sJ.on. 
I ] The "push-pull" :framework has provided a satisfactory and time-
torn means of organizing: reasons for moving. "Pull factors," or the 
I I 
attractiveness of anothe:r location, might include such factors as a 
I I 
I • I • ~restigious neighborhood, a secluded lot, proximity to a good s-chool, 
I . 
I I 
I I 
the fact that the home under construction has a fireplace and two-car 
I : 
I I 
garage, or any number ofi other variables. Conversely, the push 
I 
I 
factors might include la1ck of space, a "degraded" condition of a dwell-
1 I 
! I 
fng or neighborhood envi:ronment, proximity to a noxious facility (rail-
toad, interstate highwayi, airport, etc.), social composition of the 
Jeighborhood, the inacceissibility of the present location, and many 
! I 
mjore. 
1 
It is important tlo reiterate Rossi 1 s finding that the most moves 
I i 
stem from "push factors": - negative reactions to the present dwelling . 17 
j 
15R . OSSJ., 1955, op. cit. 
j 
16Barrie S. Morg·an, "'Why Families 
~rofessional Geographer,; Volume 25, Number 
17R . OSSJ., I 1955, op. cit. 
Move': A Re-Examination," 
2, May, 1973, pp. 124-129. 
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10 
Related to the ,push-pull variables is the concept of "place 
I 
I 
I • 1 . t 1118 1ut1 1 Y• 
I 
Each resid;ent retains a mental image or "list" of the 
I I 
I advantages to be had at: that particular location in space. This place 
I 
I i 
I utility is constantly c!hanging as new input is added from the corres-
1 
' 
I ' pending "action space."i When one reaches a point where greater utility 
i 
can be gotten from anotper location, one begins the considerations that 
I 
lead eventually to the :decision to seek an alternate residence. 
I 
' These generaliz~ations are deemed by the writer to be the most 
I 
I 
conclusive and empiricallly valid of the research completed to the 
I 
i 
present. With this mat:erial in mind, the study can proceed to a con-
I 
I 
sideration of typical g1eographical approaches to intra-city residential 
I 
mobility, followed by a detailed discussion_ of the approach to be used 
in this work. 
' Traditiopal Approaches Used for Geographical 
Rese1arch on Intra-urban Migration 
I 
Studies of intr;a-urban migration can also be classified in two 
other ways: 1) those that treat migration as movement from one areal 
I 
unit to another and 2) lthose that consider exact points of origin and 
I 
d . . 19 est1nat1.on. The dif:ference is in the level of analysis--"aggregate" 
versus "individual." 
18 Julian Wolper!t, "Behavioral Aspects of the Decision to Mi-
grate," Papers of the Rbgional Science Association, Volume 15, 1965, 
pp. 159-169. L. A. Brow and D. B. Longbrake, "Migration Flows in 
Intraurban Space: Plac~ Utility Considerations," Annals, Association 
of American Geographers!, Volume 60, June, 1970, pp. 368-385, attempted 
to ope rationalize the cioncept of place utility using Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa, data. 
i 19 . 
1 
Examples of wbrks utilizing areal units include T. E. 
I
I Sullenger "A Study 
search, Volume 17, 
"Information Flows 
in Intra-Urban Mobility," Sociology and Social Re-
I Sept;ember-October, 1932, pp. 16-24; W. A. V. Clark, 
and iintra-Urban Migration: An Empirical Analysis," 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:Aggregate-Level Analysi$ 
I 
I While the aggregate approach has been rather popular in the 
I 
literature, there are cbrtain difficulties associated with it. For 
11 
, I 
:example, the choroplethj map, which is often used for studies of this 
I 
' 
1 type, gives only broad !indications of movement patterns and may give 
I 
lfalse impressions since! moves within the areal unit cannot be shown. 20 
I 
' I 
' -· • I 
In addition, if census ;data are used, the "turnover period" is ten 
I 21 ,years! Even if aggre:gated data for a one-year period can be obtained, 
Proceedings, Associatio,n of American Geographers, Volume 1, 1969, 
pp. 22-26; Eric G. Moor
1
e, "The Structure of Intraurban Movement Rates: 
An Ecological Model," Urban Studies, Volume 6, Number 1, February, 1~69, 
pp. 17-33; and R. J. Jo:hnston, "Some Tests of a Model of Intra-urban 
Population Mobility: Melbourne, Australia;" Urban Studies, Volume 6, 
Number 1, February, 196;9, pp. 34-57. Examples of studies using the 
vector approach includg John S. Adams, "Directional Bias in Intra-Urban 
Migration," Economic G~ography, Volume 45, October, 1969, pp. 303-323; 
and Lawrence A. Brown and John Holmes, "Intra-Urban Migrant Lifelines: 
A Spatial View," Demogi;aphy, Volume 8, Number 1, February, 1971, 
'PP· 103-122. ' 
I 20 
, In other words, when the data are gathered, it is usually 
:done by referring to a :source that may reflect simply the fact that a 
/different household no~ resides at a given address than did so at the 
'time of the last check.~ The choropleth map would then show those areas 
, (e.g., census tracts) ~hat either gained or lost population, or those 
!with the most new residents--again, only general patterns can be shown. 
21James P. Allen, in a book review of Stephan Thernstrom, The 
:other Bostonians, Camb~idge: Harvard University Press, 1973, found in 
Economic Geography, Vo~ume 51, April, 1975, p. 180, discusses some of 
the problems of using census data for mobility analyses. He also makes 
I . 
an interesting stateme~t (p~ 181) concerning Thernstrom's method of 
studying (individual level) social and residential mobility in Boston 
from the 1880's to the :1960's. Allen states: "The type of data used 
[Boston City Directories] is different from that employed by most geo-
; graphers, and it is a tefreshing change. I'm referring to the empiri-
; cal base of individualE! traced through time, as opposed to the usual 
procedure of aggregating data at different points in time but without 
I 
any necessary continuity between the populations represented. One 
senses that the formeriprovides a better grasp on the personal reality 
of the mobility situation and makes possible more concrete and power-
ful writing." 
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12 
'which is doubtful, move:rs who change residence more than once in any 
i 
i I 
igiven year are not reprrsented in the totals. Finally, " it is 
I 
I I 
ibeing increasingly realti.zed that aggregate level models do not possess 
I 
I 11 22 
1 a high degree of predictive power • . • • For these reasons, this 
I 
1 type of approach is les~ than perfect. 
I 
I 
I 
Nonetheless, there are some advantages to the aggregate approach. 
I 
I 
-~ ~ I 
:First of all, data are pften more readily available in aggregate form 
I 
I 
i<e.g., the census) or dm be transformed rapidly to that mode. Regard-
ling the latter point, Census Bureau computer packages such as DIME 
I 
I 
i (Dual Independent Map Encoding) allow the assignment of tract designa-
I 
I 
!tions to individual str¢et addresses to be done automatically, and the 
'resultant aggregated data can then be mapped· in choropleth fashion v:ery 
leasily through procedur¢s such as SYMAP. Secondly, other variables 
I 
I I 
!such as socio-economic indicators as presented in census publications 
ican be related to the tract-level movement patterns. Finally, aggre-
!gated data are readily ~dapted to mathematical modeling, although there 
I 
:are difficulties in tho~e procedures (see source in footnote 22). 
!Individual-Level Analysis 
I 
I 
Analyses using tjlaps depicting origin-destination vectors are, on 
I 
I 
~he other hand, much more revealing. There is, first of all, obviously 
I i 
~ greater level of spectficity, or what has been referred to as the 
I I 
~'personal reality" of residential changes, in these maps (See footnote 
I 
I 
el). The exact distanc~ and direction--the spatial components--of each 
I 
tnove can 
1 
i 
also be record~d. In addition, the migration can be considered 
~n terms of any focal pqint in the city such as the CBD if so desired. 
22 Morgan, 1973, lop. cit., p. 124. 
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13 
I 
I 
,Finally, the nature of ~he environment at both origin and destination 
, I 
I I jean be evaluated, eithe~ by personal inspection or through statistics 
' : 
I 
that can serve as a surrogate for one's personal assessment. 
I 
In contrast to ~hese advantages, though, there are also cer-
1 
I 
tain difficulties associated with the vector treatment which have no 
I 
I 
doubt limited its use ip the past. The most obvious problem is, of 
I 
course, the greater amo\mt of time required in the mapping of the 
I 
results since the exact: location of individual addresses--both origin 
I 
and destination-has to ~e first identified. This can be, and usually 
is, an exceedingly tedtous proposition. Secondly, if all moves in a 
,. I 
city were mapped in vec;tor fashion, any significant results would surely 
I 
i 
be obscured by thousan4s of superimposed vectors. Because it is often 
I . 
I 
difficult to ferret ou~ any spatial patterns in the vector configura-
! 
!tions, sampling is usu.9;lly necessary--to red~ce the number of mapped 
i 
vectors but still allow geographical conclusions regarding the movement 
process. In sampling, a representative grqup of single moves is 
selected for mapping, ~hereby removing certain other moves, i.e., vee-
tors, which are "tied" :to those that were selected. This is perhaps 
the biggest defect of the vector approach-~the fact that each move is 
treated as being unrelated to all others when in reality each individ-
ual change of residence is only one part of a much longer sequence of 
changes. Of course, i~ every intra-urban move that took place in a 
city during a certain time frame could be mapped, the vectors compris-
I ing these "sequences of changes" would naturally be included on the map. 
I I , For reasons noted abov~, though, it is usually not feasible to map every 
single move that took place within a city. Consequently, while it is 
I 
! desirable to use sampling procedures, it would, at the same time, seem 
' I 
I 
I 
' 
' 
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14 
logical to develop a means of examining changes of residence within the 
, framework of their real-world linkages. 
Th~ Concept of the Vacancy Chain 
' ~hilosophy of the Technique 
The innumerable residential relocations in a metropolis all 
have a common denomina~or--each represents a decision based upon numer-
ous considerations. ~e end result of these myriad individual decis-
1 
ions is the residential pattern of the city at that point in time. 
Because the existing r~sidential structure stems from these individual 
I 
decisions, the writer submits that mobility should initially be studied 
in as much detail as possible. The search f~ spatial orqer and/or 
I 
geographical generalization calls first for simplifying the complexity 
I • 
1 wrought by the many inaividual moves. In short, it is here contended 
that a more complete understanding of the "macro" spatial patterns can 
only come through deta~led examination of many singular intra-city 
migrations, followed by gradual aggregation (at increasing scale). To . 
accommodate these consiiderations, this writer proposes utilization of a 
i variation of the vectoir techn~que here referred to as "analysis of 
1 vacancy chains. " 23 
23A vacancy ch~in is defined, for purposes of this study, as a 
series of related moves constructed by linking individual vectors which 
I 
connect the origin and: destination of each change of residence in the 
series. A vacancy cha~n consists of at least two vectors with the first 
link being an intra-urban move. The term is used synonomously with 
I 
"linkages." A "Glossa;ry," included as Appendix "A", provides the 
reader with a list of ;the terms (and their definitions) used in this 
vacancy-chain analysisi· 
I 
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Four events in~tiate vacancies in cities: 1) construction of 
I 
a new dwelling unit; 2~ a resident leaves the city (out-migration); 
' 
1
'3) the death of an individual or a family unit; and 4) an intra-urban 
' ' I 
move. Each of these occurrences has a pronounced effect upon other 
' parts of the city in t~at a whole chain of vacancies is created within 
the housing market. As an illustration, if a person residing at loca-
tion "A" in a hypothetical city called "X" chooses to move to another 
city, a vacancy is created at location "A." (See Figure 1-2). Other 
persons in the city then have the opportunity to leave their current 
I 
dwelling and move to t~at found at location "A." That is to say, the 
persons currently residing at "B," "C," and "D," all of whom are inter-
ested in location "A,"'now are competitors for that property. If the 
resident of location "C" outbids the others for location "A" and actu-
ally migrates to that point in the city, then a new vacancy is created 
at "C," for which othei:-s in the city will compete. In the illustra-
tion, an in-migrant fr<pm city "Z," and residents at locations "N," 
! "R," and "M" now are the bidders for location "C." Note that the resi-
dent at "R" outbids the others and moves from that point to location 
"C." In similar fashion, the resident of location "E" competes with 
an in-migrant from city "Y" for the newly vacated location "R." The 
in-migrant is the high bidder and relocates at "R." Here, the intra-
urban sequence of changes is halted because of the lack of continuing 
vacancy. So, when oneiperson changes his place of residence by moving, 
a vacancy is created at his former address, which creates another, and 
I 
so on. The housing su~ply is reallocated as people satisfy their 
' I housing needs. This if quite obviously a very dynamic and perpetual 
I 
'process, and one which 1 warrants detailed examination. 
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SAMPLE :vACih~CY CHAIN IN A HYPOTHETICAL CITY 
In-migrant; 
from city :Z 
·' 
' 
' 
jcorporate Limit of City X 
Figure 1-2· 
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' 
' "\ 
"\ 
"\ 
M 
In-migrant 
from city Y 
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Vacancy chains:, which can be ferreted from mobility data and 
' I 
mapped within the spat~al context of the city, are traceable, in the 
intra-urban sense, until termination. Chains can terminate in three 
' general ways. In the first place, an intra-urban sequence of residen-
tial changes may be enaed when an .in-migrant--someone moving into the 
city--fills a vacancy in a given chain. Chain #1 in Figure 1-3 illus-
trates just such a situation. Note that Chain Ill is ended because no 
! vacancy is left within: city 11B. 11 Secondly, a vacancy chain may be 
I 
I terminated when a dweliing unit is removed from the housing stock. The 
unit at location "I" in Figure 1-3 has been destroyed by fire thereby 
ending the sequence hete called Chain 112. • Finally, vacancy chai'ns can 
: be terminated simply wHen no vacancy is left at a given point in a 
' 
chain. One of the ways that this can occur is illustrated by Chain #3 
in Figure 1-3. Here a divorce has occurred but one of the individuals 
has _chosen to remain in the dwelling at location "J. 11 Therefore, there 
are no further vacancie:s in Chain /13. In similar fashion, chains can 
! be ended by marriage. 'Chain /14 depicts a situation where two young 
adults have left the pa!rental home to form a new family. Since the 
' 
!parents of these indivi~uals remain in the dwellings at locations "K" 
I 
I 
! a_nd 11L, 11 this particular vacancy chain cannot be continued. These, 
I 
;then, are examples of sktuations that cause termination of intra-urban 
' 
! h . 24 !Vacancy c a1.ns. 
24v h · ' · · · h d d · acancy c al.n$ somet1.mes term1.nate 1.1! ot er ways, epen 1.ng 
upon the nature of a particular study. For example, if the researcher 
lhas mobility data for a:certain city for a period of one year, chains 
!end when the vacancies are carried into the following year--for which 
I ' 
!no data are available. : In this way, chains cannot be continued because 
lithe end of the data set; is encountered. There are also other unique 
situations that terminate vacancy chains such as a student moving from 
1a dormitory. 1 
i 
! 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
' t· 
I: 
\._.,. 
I 
t 
., 
I 
II 
·.~ 
a 
,I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
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EXAMPLES OF REASONS FOR VACANCY-CHAIN TERMINATION ; 
Chain 114 
N 
r----- -------
r----- --~--~ 1 I 
I Former residence ~ I ' I 
tYoung adult marrie:s, 1 
lforms new family. i No l 
!Vacancy left in th;is 1 
!_~_~c:_r_:~~~e_!'~::_r:_e_:..:l 
. :chain as parents still : 
·,reside here. 1 
·----- -------------
r------ ------, 
l Divorce, one pfirtner : 
1 remains in dwe~ling. • 
I No vacancy left in : 1 this chain. : I L---------~-----~ 
r-----
• 
'Unit removed from , l housing stock due t<jl 1 
: fire. No vacancy left .• 
1 : I 
~-----------------1 I ' 
Cor orate Limit of Cit !B 
*Note- "N" signifies a: 
newly constructed 
home on the urban 
periphery. 
Chain #3 
* 
·-------- -------., 
1 In-migrant to city B 1 
: from city Z. No vacancy I 
1 left in this chain (in I l city B). I 
~------------------~ Figure 1-3 
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The vacancy-cha~n technique incorporates all the positive aspects 
I 
·Of the detailed vector Freatment discussed above, but most of all, it 
still allows analysis at the "micro" level. Environments at move-origin 
and destination can stifl be studied, but the scope of the view is ex-
' 
tended with the vacancy:chain. Instead of only two environments, sever-
al can be "tied togethef' in sequence thus giving the researcher a 
better opportunity to view not only movement behavior as reflected via 
I 
! 
spatial expression but cilso the process of residential "filtering" in 
i:fetail. 
' 
The idea of "moJement" of vacancies through a chain is actually 
I 
founded 
i 
in the concept df "filtering." As Harrison C. White has stated, 
bhe filtering hypothesis; is ". . • quite vague . • • " and ". has 
I 
~een described variously;, but it generally refers to the tendency of 
i 
liouses over time to depreciate in value, eventually falling into the 
I ' I ; 
nands of families with lbwer incomes."25 While the previous statement 
by White is the view from the "housing side," the same idea <;an be ex-
' 
pressed in terms of the individual mover rather than the dwelling unit. 
In this sense, one can view the underlying hypothesis as man moving in 
25Harrison C. White, "Multipliers, Vacancy Chains, and Filtering 
' i:U Housing," Journal of the American Institute of Planners, Volume 37, 
March, 1971, p. 92. Mah~r, too, in an extensive investigation of filter-
i~g in Toronto, suggestsithat while the concept appears easily defined 
op an intuitive level, ": ••• empirical investigations have shown oper-
aftional definitions to b~ confused and ambiguous." See C. A. Maher, 
''Residential Change and the Filtering Process: Central Toronto, 1953-71," 
Uppublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Toronto, 1972, p. 20. This 
wprk also provides an exc\ellent, very lengthy review of the literature 
oh the topic. Concerning filtering, the reader is also referred to 
I ' Walliam G. Grigsby, Housing ~~rkets and Public Policy, Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1963, and Wallace F. Smith, "Filter-
i~g and Neighborhood Charlge," in Larry S. Bourne, Internal Structure of 
the City, New York: Oxfdrd University Press, 1971, pp. 170-179. 
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20 
:order to better his hou\3ing conditions. According to this model, the 
I 
'majority of the changes! of residence that a family makes should be to a 
I 
dwelling that is "bette~" than the previous one. Abu-Lughod and Foley, 
' I for example, suggest th?t 60% of those who move within the same commun-
'ity are seeking to bett~r their housing circumstances. 26 In short, 
I 
I 
:models of changing urban socio-economic structure are based upon upward 
I 
, - • I 
1social mobility whereby! housing filters down. This process is both in-
iherent in and elucidated by the vacancy chain. 
In addition, th~ vacancy-chain approach gives the writer the in-
1tuitive feeling that more order is associated with analyses of sequences 
!of moves. Rather than the many, seemingly disorganized vee tors seen on 
I 
I ~ps,·each move can be classified according to its place in the mobility 
!system, e.g., "second generation" vacancies created by initial vacancies 
). . 1 b b . 27 1~n a part~cu ar su ur an area. So, although the vacancy-chain method-
I 
plogy still does not solve all of the difficulties associated with the 
bore traditional single~vector approach, it does remedy the implication 
i 
bf unrelated moves since they can now be linked together to reveal 
I 
greater detail concerning housing turnover • 
From a geograph~cal perspective, the movement patterns illus-
~rated by vacancy chains hold much promise. Linkages that any one 
peighborhood has with tne remainder of the city can be revealed. ·A 
ma]or portion of the mo~ility system of an urban area can be checked at 
any point in time by focusing on one or two areas of initial vacancies 
26 Abu-Lughod an~ Foley, 1970, op. cit., p. 472. 
27 ' The term, "second generation," refers to the second vacancy in 
the sequency of moves. :vector "GJ" of Chain lf3 in Figure 1-3 is an 
~xample. ' 
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I 
I and mapping the resultan~ vacancy chains. The researcher could, for 
I I 
ibstance, select the most prestigious neighborhood in a particular city--
! 
' 
s[uch 
' 
I 
as "The Knolls 1' in J;..incoln, Nebraska--for analysis. It may be pos-
I 
slible that new constructfon in The Knolls e'¢'entually benefits lower-
! I 
ipcome residents such as,those in the "Malone" area of Lincoln by open-
I 
i~g up more housing. 
' I 
Th~ hypothetical vacancy chains shown in Figure 
i 
li-4 illustrate hm~- the m*pping of these linkages could reveal such 
I I 
! I 
interrelationships between two neighborhoods lying at opposite ends of 
' I 
' ' I ' 
al city's socio-economic ¢ontinuum (like The Knolls and Malone). A map I • 
i 
u!sing the single-vector approach based on sampled data would never re-
i 
I 
,eal such areal ties. It would appear, then, that an actual finding 
siuch as the hypothetical:situation shown as Figure 1-4 surely ought to 
ble considered in any futlire decision-making concerning a city's housing 
pblicy, especially in guiding suburban development. 
The rental syste~ of a city might be the subject of investiga-
dion by analysis 
I bf selected, all 
I 
of vacancy chains. One large apartment complex could 
I 
moves i~to its units recorded, and the associated 
!linkages developed and mapped. Assuming that moves into rental units 
' g:enerally come from, othe-;- rental units in the city, the system of flows 
' 
' : 
rlelated to that particular portion of the housing market can be analyzed 
biY focusing on only one initial set of vacancies--in one apartment com-
, --' 
pilex. If, however, the t,mits are often taken by new in-migrants to the 
I 1 
ciity, chains will automafically be terminated. In this case, the 
I I 
I 
p]atterns of first residential location of the in-migrants can also be 
' I 
eilucidated. Many possibilities exist in this area of research. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
'I 
i 
HYPOTHETICAL VACANCY CHAINS RELATED TO INITIAL 
VACANCIES IN "THE KNOLLS" AREA 
! 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
Figure 1-4 
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23 
tics. These can be studied since each move obviously occurred at some 
' 
point in time and thus!has a date attached to it. One could map differ-
' 
ential vacancy rates for various areas of a city to perhaps identify 
: those that are beginnii?-g to decline as evidenced by long-term vacancies. 
A significant B,spect of using the vacancy chain to study intra-
1
city residential movem~nt relates to the existing models of urban struc-
1 ture and form, viz., th:e Concentric Zone and Sector configurations. 28 
!Because the nature or spatial character of mapped vacancy chains is one 
! ' 
' I 
!of linear sequences of ~inked moves, gross movement behavior should be 
I 
jmore apparent. In addi~ion, the more detailed view of the housing 
I 
!turnover process should, either help confirm or deny the existence of I 
particular spatial models since the filtering process is fundamental to 
~he Burgess and Hoyt (Cdncentric Zone and Sector) models. As a result, I 
I 
the writer believes that the vacancy-chain approach is capable of I 
I I ~llowing a more positive: identification of the specific model(s) operat-
1 I 
ing in a city. It may ailso be possible to gain additional insight into : 
i 
the mechanics of these "tlassical" models by studying vacancy chains. I 
I 
I 
Perhaps most imp9rtantly, though, with the use of the vacancy-
chain procedures, the scale of investigation can now be considered to I 
h~ve an "intermediate step" rather than the "polarization" suggested by 
ofily the individual and ~ggregate levels. The linking of individual 
I 
m¢>ves gives a "medial" ldvel to investigate.· This line of thinking, 
wiich gives one a greate~ feeling for mobility at all levels, is organ-
' I 
iZed as follows. 
I First, !the individual move-vector can be examined. I 
I 
Secondly, these single moves can be combined into their respective I 
28 I 
Burgess, 1925, op. cit. and Hoyt, 1939, op. cit. 
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24 
chains--or spatial systems of moves. Finally, the overall or aggregate 
'situation can be ascer~ained by studying the systems of chains. These 
I 
! • i 1var~ous scales of inve~tigation are obviously related, but only the 
i 
!Vacancy chain permits a simultaneous view of them. 
i 
I 
Prev'ious Attempts at Chaining Moves 
Other resea:cche~s have "chained" individual moves together, but 
i f • 
; 
through very different 1nethods and with somewhat different intentions 
:than those to be testedi here. F. S. Kristof, a planner, utilized this 
i 
'technique 29 in assessing the turnover of housing in New York City. He ; 
I 
' 
research with'an interview sample of 64 initially occupied !began his 
I 
[new units. 
I 
I 
Interviewer~ then visited the housing unit left vacant by 
I ' 
!the household that had qccupied the new unit, and each successor house-
pold was also interview~d in the same fashion until the chain was broken 
I 
either by a continuing vacancy, demolition of a house, etc. Kristof, 
' 
from this very small--and admittedly not representative--sample, found 
I 
that for every 10 newly :constructed units in the sample, 24 families 
I 
I 
I 
<i:ould adjust their housiing circumstances--10 by moving into the new I 
Jnits and 14 by "filteri;ng" up to better housing, i.e., moving into the I 
I 
qwellings which were vac~ted. He did not concern himself with the 
I I 
~patial manifestations ipherent in the process. 
A study by Lansipg, Clifton, and Morgan of the University of 
Michigan also dealt withichains of moves in an effort to test the idea 
' 
. 
29
Frank S. Krist~£, "Housing Policy Goals and the Turnover of ~ousing," Journal of theiAmerican Institute of Planners, Volume 31, 
A6gust, 1965, pp. 232-24$. 
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25 
that people filter up Ito 
I 
b h . 30 etter ousJ.ng. The researchers used a very 
small number of moves if rom each of many U.S. cities, and interviewers 
' 
' 
questioned householder$ about their socio-economic characteristics. 
i 
! The primary concern of! this study was to determine if poor people bene-
fit indirectly by new construction, so the work (like Kristof's) was 
I 
based solely on chains;begun with new homes. The authors found that 
i only 10 percent of all: the movers in the· chains ,.,ere "poor." When they 
i ; ' 
I considered the income levels of individual in- and out-movers at the 
I 
I 
same dwelling, they found that 55 percent of the former had lower incomes 
than those they were r~placing and 25 percent earned more. Thus, 
filtering accounted for a slight majority of the total moves. 
A mas.ter' s thesis'· done by a geographer, also can be classified 
as an. empirical study o,f the vacancy chain. Dzus 's 1975 work, focusing 
upon the city of Windso'r, Ontario, was " • • • conducted to determine 
!the indirect effects of: new, single-family housing construction in 
I 
!creating housing relocation opportunities in an urban housing market 
'area through the housing turnover pro.cess. " 31 The author cased his 
!analysis upon 90 newly constructed single-family homes--and, therefore I 
I 
90 vacancy chains. Much attention was given to the "multiplier effect," 
~hich is simply the total number of moves in a series of vacancy chains 
I 
~ivided by the number of newly constructed units (or initial vacancies). 
I 
I 
30
J. B. Lansing, C. W. Clifton, and J. N. Morgan, New Homes and 
roor People, Survey Research Center, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
!1969. 
, 
31
The thesis re~erred to, and discovered long after this present 
dissertation was begun, :is Roman Dzus, "Residential Construction, 
yacancy Chains, and Mob~lity Through Intra-Urban Space: A Case Study of 
the Windsor Metropolita~ Area," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Department 
bf Geography, Universit~ of Windsor, 1975, p. 147. 
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I 
1 
In other words, the mul!tiplier effect refers to the generation of new 
i 
1 
opportunities, i.e. , valcancies, in the housing market through the re-
I 
I 
I allocation of units due: to new construction. In "multiplier terms," 
I 
1
Dzus found that 110 add~tional housing opportunities appeared and were 
; 
I 
iconsumed as a result of! the 90 newly constructed homes (multiplier 
I 
I 32 ! 
:equals 2.22). One ot~er related finding, perhaps more important from 
Ia geographical point 
ition does not have a 
; 
ofiview, was that the 
I 
I 
si~nificant impact on 
' 
location of the new construe-
the multiplier effect. 
In his introduc~ory material, Dzus proposed to describe the 
I 
i I ~igration flows and spatial patterns related to the Windsor vacancy 
chains. Two maps, with little accompananying discussion, comprised the 
~eographical aspects of the study. Nevertheless, principal "geographi-
cal conclusions" included the fact that there was no difference in the 
' I 
I d• ~ean 1stances from respective origin points for the Position #2 and #3 
I 
i 
~oves and that some directional bias was manifested. in the form of two 
I 
distinct housing market~ in 
interesting and signifidant 
' I 
h . 33 t e c1ty. While the work by Dzus is 
in terms of the housing-market analysis, 
the question of the spat!ial characteristics of the vacancy chains is 
1 I 
left unanswered. 
A second master ':s thesis in geography has also contributed know-
ledge conce~ning the vacancy chain. Romerill's (1975) study, which 
! 
32
nzus, Ibid., p1, 41, distinguishes between a "local multiplier" 
~nd a "total multiplier.~' The former, 2.22, refers to the statistic that 
~esults when the affect bf in-migration is excluded (200 vacancies for 90 ~ewly constructed units):. The latter, 2.49 in the Dzus study, includes 
~n-migration (224 vacanc~es for 90 newly constructed units). 
! 
33
"Position 112" knd "Position #3" refer to the second and third ~oves in a vacancy chain!begun by new construction. I 
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27 
!focused upon Hamilton County (Cincinnati), Ohio, is best classified as 
I 
!a housing-market analysis since the emphasis is on the impact of new 
: . d . . 1 . : 34 Ro "11 h d ires~ ent~a construct~o~. mer~ _, w ose state research goal was 
1
" ••• to investigate t~e spatial operation of the new housing market," 
I : 
' 35 !utilized 281 vacancy ch~ins in testing 13 hypotheses. These 281 
I : 
]chains, consisting of 549 individual households, led to a multiplier of 
11.95. In summarizing his principal findings, the author included: 
I 
, I 
!1) a majority of househ()lds entering new unit additions were former 
. I 
i I 
!local market occupants;: 2) variations in chain length generally followed 
• I 
6 hierarchial pattern with larger, higher-value units leading to the 
! I 
; 
I 
[ongest chains and smal~er, 
I I p) systematic variation~ in 
. : 
I 
lower-value units causing short chains; 
both unit and household characteristics 
I 
werenoted (e.g., high 
I d . 
quality, owned, single-family dwellings were 
i 
encountere ~n 
I 
dominating the 
i 
I 
0perate within 
early chdin links with lower quality units and rentals I 
advanced !link posit.ions); 4) the filtering process did 
the new ~ousing market, but it usually halted prior to 
I . . 
teaching households in t!he lowest income categories; and 5) the new 
I I 
' I 
lil.ousing market operation;s tend, in a spatial sense, to conform to tra-
. ' 
I 
dlitional notions of urban residential structure. Regarding this latter 
: i 
~oint, Romerill found th~t as chains increased in length, successive 
, I 
I I links were located close·r to the CBD and the distance between units in 
I I 
I 
j I 
a chain tended to decrease. Romerill provided three (single-vector) j I 
claps of moves--those to ~he new units, those to the vacancies created 
34James P. Romer;i.ll, "Vacancy Chains and Intra-Urban Migration: 
~he Impact of New Resideptial Construction in Hamilton County, Ohio," 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Department of Geography, University of Cirr-
dinnati, 1975. 
I 
I 
: 
35
rbid., pp. 2-3 The chains were built from mailed questionnaires. 
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1 by the initial moves, 
I 
i ~nd those to the vacancies created by the "second" 
' I 
;moves. There was no d~scussion of the spatial patterns of the movement 
: 36 
except for the distanc~ factor. 
I 
The studies citjed above all examined vacancy chains with refer-
' 
ence to the impact of ~ew construction on the housing market. No one 
i 
'has attempted to utiliz:e the concept to analyze the spatial aspects of 
I 
intra-city moveme~t: ofe geographer, Eric G. Moore, has called for an 
:analysis of the vacancy! chain. 37 Moore's suggestion, though, referred 
I 
! 
primarily to the possib~lity of gaining insight into the nature of the 
I I 
1housing market. The rekding of the article by Moore led directly to 
I . 
the current dissertatioh sinc.e it occurred to this writer that intra-
' I 
'urban vacancy chains sh~uld also have certain spatial characteristics. 
i • A book review of the Lans1ng, et al. study (discussed above) 
i 
acted as a further cata:)_yst when J. F. Betak, the reviewer, had similar 
I 
! 
:feelings about the spatial components of vacancy chains: 
I 
I 
In looking at lbcation of the dwellings in the metropolitan 
areas, the authors [Lansing, et al.] only treat the distance of the 
chain. The authorsifind that there is a tendency for sequences, as 
they get longer, to
1
move closer to the center. However, we have no 
indication from their data whether the chains show particular direc-
tional biases or ar~al configurations. Yet, the evidence regarding 
I 
the importance of personal contacts in the search for new housing, 
and the theoreticallwork on urban contact fields would lead us to 
believe that there ~hould be very distinct patterns in the sequences 
of moves.38 1 
I 
' 36 i Romerill, p. 108, noted that " .•• visual comparison is hamp-
1 
ered by the complex movement patterns illustrated ..•. " The maps 
~bowed only individual links rather than complete vacancy chains. 
: 
. 
37Eric G. Moore~ "The Nature of Intra-Urban Migration and Some 
~elevant Research Strat~gies," Proceedings, Association of American 
Geographers, Volume 1, 1969, pp. 113-116. 
I 
38John F. Betak~ Book Review of New Homes and Poor People, found 
in Geographical Analysis, Volume 6, 1974, p. 99. 
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As a result, this present work focuses upon one important geographic 
! 
1 question left unanswer~d by Lansing and his colleagues--that regarding 
I 
'the spatial pattern or !form of the chains. 
i 
29 
All of the stu~ies on vacancy chains cited above used data based 
I 
on personal interviews .j While the spatial fo.cus of the current work 
I 
i 
'differs from previous opes, the study also differs with regard to the 
data base. 
.. • I 
Rather tha~ utilizing the interview approach, the present 
: 
work derived its chains: by scanning a data file, thus greatly speeding 
! 
!UP the process and makip.g research such as this much more feasible. 
I 
I 
If this system of build~ng sequences of moves is practical, it could 
I 
i 
have positive implicatipns for local planning agencies. This research 
i 
'also differs in that cpains will begin with an out-migration (inter-
' 
' I 
or intra-urban move frotn a certain house) as well as with new construe-
! 
'tion, thereby allowing ~ more complete coverage of the city. 
This chapter has thus far established that the dissertation will: 
1) employ the concept of the vacancy chain and 2) use thesesequences 
I 
iof moves in attempting fo solve spatial problems relating to intra-
' I 
urban mobility. But the nature of the specific spatial problem to be 
investigated must also be brought to light. 
Other Literature Related 
Directly'to the Evolution of This Study 
While the literature on migration as a whole is voluminous and 
that for intra-urban re~idential mobility is growing, the following par-
i ' 
b.graphs are aimed only at those few works which had a direct bearing 
I 
~pon the formulation of:the current research topic. Certainly many 
pthers, not discussed i~ detail here but mentioned in the footnotes to 
I 
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39 this section, were rele:vant to the development of the research. 
' 
One of the earl:,iest attempts at a conceptualization of the great 
I 
migrations was done by ~avenstein in 1885. 40 After surveying vast 
I 
shifts of population asj reported by the Census of 1881 in Great Britain, 
I 
i 
•Ravenstein concluded hiF research with several "laws," two of which are 
',significant to 
Law 112 
I 
the presbnt study: 
I 
It.is ~he natural outcome of this movement of migra-
tion, il.imited in range, but universal throughout the 
country, that the processes of absorption go on in the 
following manner: 
I 
The inhabitants of a country immediately surround-
ing a town of rapid growth, flock into it; th~ gaps thus 
! 
39r dd. . i h k d. d . h h d . n a 1t1on to t e wor s 1scusse 1n t e text, t e rea er 1s 
. I 
:referred to at least the following studies: R. D. McKenzie, "The Neigh-
fborhood: A Study of Lotal Life in the City of Columbus, Ohio," American 
~ournal of Sociology, v?lume 27, September, 1921, pp. 145-168; Andrew . 
~· Lind, A Study of Mob~lity of Population in Seattle, The University of . 
~ashington Publicationsiin the Social Sciences, Volume 3, Number 1, 
pctober, 1925; Elsa Lon$moor, Elsa Schneider, and Earle F. Young, "Eco- · 
~ogical Interrelationsh~ps of Juvenile Deliquency, Dependency, and Soc-
[al Mobility: A Cartographic Analysis of Data fvom Long Beach, Califor-
p.ia," American Journal df Sociology, Volume 41, March, 1936, pp. 598-
610; Robert E. L. Faris!and H. W. Dunham, Mental Disorders in Urban ~reas, Chicago: Univer~ity of Chicago Press, 1939; Christopher Tietze, 
Paul Lemkau, and Marcia:Cooper, "Personality Disorder and Spatial Mobil-
~ty," American Journal df Sociology, Volume 48, July, 1942, pp. 33-39; 
fiarvey J. Locke, Mobili~y and Family Disorganization," American Socio-
)l.ogical Review, Volume ~' August, 1949, pp. 486-493; Samuel Stouffer, 
"Intervening Opportunities and Competing Migrants," Journal of Regional 
I • I I $c1ence, Volume 2, 1960~. pp. 1-26; H. L. Ross, 1 Reasons for Moves To and 
From a Central City Area," Social Forces, Volume 40, Number 3, Harch, 
~962, pp. 261-263; William A. Albig, "The Mobility of Urban Population," 
Social Forces, Volume 1~, March 1933, p. 351-367; Georges Sabagh; 
~urice D. Van Arsdol, ~r., and Edgar W. Butler, "Some Determinants of 
+ntrametropolitan Reside,ntial Mobility: Conceptual Considerations," 
Social Forces, Volume 4~, 1969, pp. 88-98; and Samuel Stouffer, "Inter-
yening Opportunities: P+ Theory Relating Mobility and Distance," Amer-
tcan Sociological Revie~, Volume 5, December, 1940, pp. 845-867. 
40E. Ravenstein ,: "The Laws of Migration," Journal of the Royal 
$tatistical Society, Volume 48, 1885, pp. 167-235 and Volume 52, 1889, 
PP• 241-301. 
•. 
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31 
left byi the rural population are filled up by migrants 
from mote remote dist·ricts ~ · until the attractive force 
of one 9f our rapidly growing cities makes its influ-
ence fe~t, step by step, to the most remote corner of 
the Kingdom. Migrants enumerated in a certain centre 
of absotption will consequently grow less with the dis-
tance PfOportionately to the riative population which 
furnishes them • • • • 
I 
I 
I ' Law #4 - Each main current of migration produces a compensating 
I 
counter;current. 
concept ~f, the !vacancy chain is similar to Ravenstein's hypo-
1 
! 
The whole 
l 
thesis of "step-by-step movement" whereby the movement of one person 
I 
leaves a "gap" to 
1 
m1grants were not I 
• I be f1lled by another 
I 
(Law 112). Of course, Ravenstein's 
moving isolely within metropolitan limits as they are in 
I ! 
tHe present work, but the! concept is similar. I I . It is interesting, too, 
tHat Jansen notes that ".: • • Ravenstein' s • • • thesis on migration by I 
I . 
s~ages has never been ade~uately verified."41 Law #4 leads this writer 
I 
' 
td wonder whether or not there are migratory currents and counter-
, 
cJrrents within the city ~s Ravenstein has postulated for the rural-ta-
l 
uriban situation. If so, this would mean that regular patterns or intra-
I : 
urban "channels" of movement should become apparent. 
In supplementing the work of Ravenstein, Lee noted that few 
I 
ad~itional generalization~ have been advanced-since the 1880's. 42 Lee 
began his study by discus~ing four factors which influence the act of 
migration, and he followed by offering eighteen hypotheses which are 
gr~uped under three generdl headings. One group, "Stream and Counter-
! I 
stfeam," holds particular promise for the geographer because of the 
I 
i 
41
clifford J. Jans~n, (Ed), Readings in the Sociology of Migration, Lo~don: Pergamon Press Ltd.,. 1970, p. 10. 
42 ' 
EverettS. Lee, "A Theory of Migration," Demography, Volume 3, 
Jarluary, 1966, pp. 47-57. 
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I • 1 . ~pat1a connotat1ons. ~ee's related hypothesis, which surmises that 
*igration tends to gene~ally occur within well-defined streams, would 
seem to support not ions :expressed earlier regarding Ravenstein' s Law /14. 
I 
! 
The two previous: authors referred to migration in a more general 
I 
I 
sense, but Duncan Timms provided further stimulus for the current re-
I 
' ~earch when he made the ~allowing statements in an intra-urban context: 
The resident'ial movement of individuals and groups is highly 
systematic. As a re~ult of the existing structure of the residen-
tial system and of the positive feed-back induced by patterns of 
information flow, residential mobility is channelled in particular 
directions.43 
~hese words again reflect the feeling that migration, in terms of its 
! 
~eography, occurs in an 9rderly manner. 
Geographers have:also implied, some more directly than others, 
tih.at distinct migratory channels exist within the city. Building upon 
cjertain spatial-behavioral tenets of migration was John Adams, whose 
' 
wiork concerning the concept of sectoral mental maps suggests regular 
I 
44 
mbvement patterns. Adams' basic premise, which was founded in the 
original mental-map conc¢pt as espoused by Peter 'Gould, is that the 
I 
mental image of an urban:area that one possesses is biased direction-
: 45 
ally. The sectoral im~ge proposed by Adams runs from the downtown 
' 
43Duncan Timms, ~he Urban Mosaic: Towards a Theory of Residen-
tial Differentiation, Lorldon: Cambridge University Press, 1971, p. 122. 
I 
44 Adams, 1969, op. cit. See also, R. J. Johnston, "Activity 
Spaces and Residential Preferences: Some tests of the Hypothesis of 
S~ctoral Mental Maps," Economic Geography, Volume 48, April 1972, 
pp. 199-211; and B. Donaldson and R. J. Johnston, "Intraurban Sectoral 
M~ntal Maps: Further Evidence From an Extended Methodology," Geograph-
i~al Analysis, Volume 5, :Number 1, January 1973, pp. 45-54. 
45Peter Gould, "Qn Mental Maps," Michigan Inter-University 
C9mmentary of Mathematical Geographers, Discussion Paper Number 9., 1966. 
Also found in Paul W. English and Robert C. Mayfield (eds.), Man, Space, 
abd Environment, New YorK: Oxford University Press, 1972, pp. 260-282. 
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33 
area through the adjace~t slums and the home neighborhood to the suburbs. 
I 
I 
He reasoned that this w~dge-shap~d image is apparent because urban resi-
1 
i ! 
!dents are more likely t~ find peripheral areas beyond their home more 
I 
i 
!desirable than the oldet districts nearer the CBD, yet they are familiar 
I 
I 
with all areas in that bne sector because of their travel which is pre-
i 
I 
dominatly along radial toutes--either to the CBD or to suburban shopping 
I 
I 
~enters. Adams hypothesized that one's activity space is primarily in 
I 
I I 
one sector of the city, jand therefore, if a residential change is made, 
I 
~t will be within that garticular sector. The hypothesis was tested 
I = i 
using three Minneapolis !samples and directional bias was confirmed for 
I }ong moves, while short jmoves were found to be random in direction. 
I .. 
A study done in 11969 by Ronald Boyce hinted at an answer to the 
I 
; 
~uestion of the channel~zation of intra-urban migratory streams when 
I 
• ! 
the author stated that 'l ••• residential movement within Seattle is 
I 
I 
~omplicated by short mo~es among and between areas in a complex network 
! 46 
0f feeder and receptor areas." Boyce, who utilized public-utility 
data to examine residency changes in Seattle for the years 1962 through 
i967, found that movemen;t patterns do differ according to housing-value 
types. Regarding this p:oint, Boyce stated: 
In the Negro cen!tral areas movement is mostly internal • . • • 
Movement out of the ~rea is highly restricted and channelized to 
nearby and newly forming Negro areas. By contrast, most other low 
I 
value and middle value housing areas are best characterized as 
I 
having a star-burst pattern. The dominant type of move in both 
cases seems to be toi the next higher housing value rather than any 
suburban movement. 
I The high value housing moves are highly directed, but primarily 
to other high value ~reas rather than to suburban areas • • • • 
46Ronald Boyce, :'Residential Mobility and Its Implications for 
~rban Spatial Change," Proceedings, Association of American Geographers, 
Volume 1, 1969, p. 24. 
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I The general movemen~ among high housing value areas is a cross-
town pattern.47 I 
! 
these findings suggest that vacancy chains should be configured in a 
discernible spatial patt!ern within a city. 
i 
A geographical ~ork by Curtis Roseman dealing with the concept 
I 
df migratory streams plalfed a significant role in the development of 
I 
I 
tth • h • 48 I 
, l.S t esJ.s. Ro.s~man Fhowed that interpersonal contacts in the form 
of family and friendship! networks are a primary consideration in the 
I 
i 
Locational decision of tpe potential migrant. He analyzed the spatial 
; 
I ~low of information leading migrants from the rural South to choose a 
I 
I i 
~articular urban destination in the industrial Midwest. Because of 
• . I 
I I 
tihese networks of information flow, ! I 
I 
the author hypothesized the existence 
I 
df strong channels of mi~ration between certain origins and destinations 
I 
I 
I ~hose citizens have experienced interpersonal ties. 
I 
Roseman's simple 
s!tatistical model did reyeal the hypothesized channelization. While the 
situdy of inter-urban ties done by Roseman is indeed intrigueing, the 
I 
I 
research cited above implies that channelization should manifest itself 
' I 
w[thin the city as well ~s between cities. It would appear that inter-
, I 
; 
p~rsonal contacts and in~ormation flow are important in both cases. 
i 
tion 
A review of the ~iterature on the subject of intra-urban migra-
I 
I has revealed several 
' I 
I 
"gaps" in our understanding of that process. 
From a geographical poin~ of view, it seems that little knowledge of the 
I 
I 
spatial configurations o~ intra-city movement has been accumulated, 
47Ibid. 
' 
' 
48
curtis Roseman,: "Channelization of Migration Flow from the 
Rural South to the Industrial Midwest," Proceedings, Association of Amer-
i~an Geographers, Volume :3, 1971, pp. 140-146. 
! 
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; 
except for that regard~ng the prevalence of a "distance bias." Many 
researchers allude to ~ertain "geographical patterns" of moves, but 
' 
empirical evidence is minimal and overriding generalizations are lack-
1 
I 
I 
ing. As was suggestedlin the preceding paragraphs, several scholars 
have implied that reguiar "channels of migration" exist within the city. 
I 
1 References to this phe*omenori include Ravenstein' s "currents" and 
I 
I 
"countercurrents" of migration, Lee's statement that migration tends to 
I 
occur within well-defi*ed streams, and Timms' feeling that "mobility is 
channelled in particul4r directions."49 It must be remembered, however, 
' I 
that Timms was the onlt one of the three that was addressing intra-
' urban mobility directly. The work of certain geographers, including 
; 
Boyce who stated that 'i· there appears [emphasis mine] to be a com-
plex network of channeis and flows within and a~ong areas . • II 
. ' 
I · 5o 
h . f: . h 1 'supports t e not1on o 1m1gratory c anne s. Betak felt that " 
I 51 
'there should be very d:ilstinct patterns in the sequences of moves." 
i I 
I 
1Dzus, using vacancy cha,ins in Windsor, found some directional bias in 
I 
•the form of two distinct housing markets, one on either side of a main 
I 
,thoroughfare. 52 
' I 
Curtis Roseman, though, is the only scholar to attempt ; 
I . 53 
'to statistically verify and map migrator:y channels. Unfortunately, 
I 
I 
!his analysis dealt onlY! with inter-urban movement. 
'-------------------
49Ra . venste1n, 1:885, OE· cit.; Lee, 1966, OE· cit.; and Timms, 
'1971, OE· cit. 
50 1969, cit., 25. Boyce, ;oE· p. 
51 1974, cit. Betak, OE· 
52 Dzus, 1975, op. cit. 
I 
' 
I. 
I 
53 Roseman, 1971:, OE. cit. 
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Statement of the Problem 
As Brown and Hqlmes have indicated, considerable past attention 
' 
' 
1 has been directed to iqentification of migration variables and residen-
1 
' 
'tial site selection mo4els, but " •.. relatively little attention has 
i been given to the spat$al patterning and geometrical aspects of intra-
b . . ,54 ur an m~grat1ons. ~e present study emphasizes the spatial manifes-
' 
tations and geometric dharacter of intra-city movement by using the 
I 
I 
I 
vacancy chain to descr~be, analyze, and explain the patterns. More 
I 
' I 
specifically, the rese~rch attempts to statistically either confirm or 
I 
deny the existence of i!ntra-urban "channels of migration." If pronounced 
routes of movement do eixist within the city, it should be possible, using 
clustering all?orithms, :to group vacancy chains that originate in several 
.Peripheral neighborhoods on the basis of certain spatial and/or housing-
environment characteris~ics. In a more general sense, the work is in-
tended to answer three bther types of questions: 
1. What geogra~hic/geometric characteristics are identifiable 
from the first detailed maps of intra-urban vacancy chains 
I 
for an American city and from a spatial analysis of those 
chains? 
2. Are there significant differences in the housing environ-
ments at thk various positions in the sequences of vacancies 
I 
to adequateTy substantiate the filtering hypothesis? 
I 
3. Is the vaca~cy chain a meaningful and useful concept to use 
in geograph~c research on intra-urban migration and does it 
help clarify the spatial and/or social aspects of the process? 
54Brown and Hol1p.es, 1971, op. cit., p. 103. Concerning site 
selection models, see, for example, E. J. Kaiser and S. F. Weiss, "Some ~omponents of a Linked Model for the Residential Development Decision 
process," Proceedings, Association of American Geographers, Volume 1, 
tl969, pp. 75-79; M. A. ~tegman, "Accessibility Models and Residential 
Location," Journal of the American Institute of Planners, Volume 35, 
i1969, pp. 22-29; and Bal;'ry M. Moriarty, "Locational Preferences and 
Urban Residential Development," Proceedings, Association of American 
peographers, Volume 4, +972, pp. 76-80. 
' ' 
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CHAPTER II 
APPLYING THE VACANCY CHAIN TO THE PROBLEM 
Elements of Application 
In~roduction to the Methodology 
Each day thous~nds of households change their place of residence 
:within the limits of the large metropolitan areas of the country. The 
' 
urban geographer and t~e planner are concerned with this process of 
iintra-urban migration since it does result in a change of the urban 
I . 
' 
, spatial structure, and imore specifically, it changes the makeup of 
existing residential ne.ighborhoods. 
As Herbert note,s, the " ••• study of intra-city mobility is 
·but recently developed ;and has comparatively few firm concepts. nl 
Residential mobility only now beginning to receive the attention it 
!deserves although it is: an extremely important aspect of urban growth. 
This research etnphasizes what has been called the "clearly dis-
1tinguishing feature" of: migration--residential movement in space. 2 In 
I 
studying the phenomenon: of intra-urban migration, a spatial analysis 
as well as a housing-en~ironment analysis of vacancy chains within the 
city of Lincoln, Nebras~a, is attempted in order to evaluate the 
1 ' David Herbert, Urban Geography: A'social Perspective, New 
iYork: Praeger, Inc., 1:972, p. 244. 
2
curtis Roseman:, "Migration as a Spatial and Temporal Process," 
11Annals, Association 
September, 1971, p. 
I 
of ~erican Geographers, Volume 61, Number 3, 
591 1• 
I 
' 
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I 
utility of focusing oni sequences of moves to examine intra-city move-
' ' 
ment. The methodology! for accomplishing this goal is discussed in 
I 
succeeding paragraphs.~ 
The Study Area 
I 
The capital ci~y of Nebraska, located in the southeastern 
- i 
portion of the state a~out 55 miles southwest of Omaha, was selected 
as the "laboratory" for this investigation (see Figure 2-1). Lincoln 
I 
I 
38 
is small enough to mak~ the mobility data manageable--since all intra-
, 
I 
' urban moves in a city have to be first listed for linkage construction--
' 
and yet large enough to allow meaningful generalizations. The 1970 
Census reported a population of 149,518 in the corporate area with 
' ; 
1167;972 in the urbaniz~d area. The 51,469 dwellings were 58% owner-
1 
: occupied, 37% renter-o~cupied, and 5% vacant. 3 The writer felt that 
Lincoln would prove an;interesting study area since so much of the 
• previous research on i~tra-urban residential mobility has focused on 
much larger cities. 4 
31970 Census o~ Population and Rousing, Lincoln Nebraska Urban-
ized Area. 
4For a few exaJples of works focusing upon large cities, refer-
i ence is made to: Seat~le--Ronald Boyce, "Residential Mobility and Its 
i Implications for Urban[Spatial Change," Proceedings, Association of 
American Geographers, yolume 1, 1969, pp. 22-26; and Warren E. Kalbach, 
et. al., "MetropolitaniArea Mobility: A Comparative Analysis of Family 
Spatial Mobility in a Gentral City and Selected Suburbs," Social Forces. 
Volume 42, Number 3, M.J.rch, 1964, pp. 310-314. Milwaukee--W. A. V. 
I Clark, "Migration in ~lwaukee," Economic Geography, Volume 52, Number 
1, January, 1976, pp. 48-60. Chicago--Bruce C. Straits, "Residential 
I 
Movement Among Negroes ;and Whites in Chicago," Social Science Quarterly, 
December, 1968, pp. 574-592. New York--Michael R. Greenberg and Thomas 
I 
D. Boswell, "Neighborhqod Deterioration as a Factor in Intraurban Migra-
tion: A Case Study in :New York City," Professional Geographer, Volume 
24, Number 1, February,! 1972, pp. 11-16; and FrankS. Kristof, "Rousing 
Policy Goals and the TJrnover of Housing," Journal of the American 
Institute of Planners, !volume 31, August, 1965, pp. 232-245. Omaha--
T. Earl Sullenger, "Th~ Social Significance of Mobility: An Omaha Study," 
American Journal of Sociology, Volume 55, 1949-50, pp. 559-564. 
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LINCOLN AND THE REGION 
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40 
Data Sources 
' 
I 
I 
The most diffic~lt part of any study of residential mobility in 
1the U.S. is generally the acquisition of suitable data. 
! 
In the search 
I 
for these data one is f[rst tempted to utilize the publications of the 
Bureau of the Census, bpt this source is inadequate as it considers 
I : 
!only aggregate moves into an·d out of specific counties and cities with 
I ' 
I 
I 
!no account of intra-urbf!.n flows. Consequently, if one is interested 
1in precise origin-destipation data, the census statistics are not suit-
1 
:able. 
i 
Common data sou~ces for analyses of residential mobility in the 
!United States include Pplk directories, telephone directories, elec-
' !toral registers, and sc'ttool records. The compilation of move data from 
I 
!these sources is a veryi time-consuming and exhaustive process, and the 
! 
jaccuracy of the acquire~ data is sometimes questionable. In addition, 
leach of these data souri:!es has its own particular bias. Polk direc-
it aries, for example, ar7 published once a year, therefore eliminating 
iall "multiple moves" within ·the period of that year, and since they are 
' 
'compiled through a door+-to-door canvass, many residents are missed 
I , 
1totally if they are not; at home during the survey. In using these 
I !directories in the past~ the writer has found them to be somewhat in-
' 1 5 
'camp ete. 
The best data source in this country appears to be public 
' 6 !utility connection records. The data for this present study, provided 
5 The author has;no personal experience using telephone direc-
!tories, electoral regis~ers, and school records as data sources, but 
lthey are not highly rec9mmended by Eric G. Moore, "Residential Mobility 
lin the City," Associati?n of American Geographers, Commission on College 
!Geography, Resource Paper Number 13, 1972, p. 47. 
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41 
by the Credit Bureau of Lincoln, Nebraska, originated from three such 
I 
sources--Lincoln Electric Service, Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph, and 
' 
I 
Cengas. Each of these:organizations forwards the daily connection 
records to the Credit Bureau, where names are cross-checked and dupli-
1 
cates eliminated. The:credit Bureau then publishes the information in 
the form of the "Daily:Moving Record" (See example on following page). 
I 
> I 
The "Daily Mov:tng Record" certainly must compare very favorably 
to other data sources as it is a combination of records from the three 
utility companies. However, this source, too, has its biases. Because 
' I 
many large apartment buildings leave power and gas on in all units at 
, all times, even when unoccupied, the "Daily Moving Record" is biased 
· toward the individual homeowner and thus tends to underestimate 
I 
i 
·renters. Therefore, if a renter does not desire a telephone, his pre-
, 
. sence in the city may ~ot be recorded. 
In addition, tlie use of the "Daily Moving Record" does not 
·allow one to accurately distinguish the "owner-occupiers" from the 
I 
' 
! "renters." Of course, :this type of difficulty surfaces when using most 
' 
:data sources (except fdr the personal interview), so the "Daily Moving 
I 
I 
Record" is not unique ~n this regard. When a given street address on 
:the move record is folJlowed by a unit number, the assumption is prob-
1 
;ably that the resident ,of that unit is a renter. But this can be a 
!misinterpretation sine~ it is possible that the owner of a multiple-
lunit structure might o9cupy one of the units himself. On the other 
' I 
:hand, if a street address is listed and is not followed by a unit 
I I --
number, one is likely to assume that the resident is the owner. This 
:latter judgement may al;so be inaccurate since many families rent 
lsingle-family dwellings. In short, the use of the "Daily Moving 
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D~ILY MOVING RECORD 
Compiled o~d Published by The Credit Burea~ of Uncoln, Nebraska, Inc. 
I 
i·tLta;?~.c~ 
' 
VOLUME 59 NUMBER 5~ Publishers of the BLUE BOOK MARCH 18, 1972 
' . 
128 NOR'nol IISTHiSTREET UNCOLH. NEBRASKA 158501 TELEPHONE 432-8891 
Baumert Carol A 
Boor Ray B 
Brekke Uiana J 
tSrown Thad M 
Coleman Richard 
Crow Gary L 
fpp Carol A 
Fox Michael T 
Fritzler D K 
Gillies Richard 0 
Golden Edward 
Hamm Phi lip s 
Huenink Diane F 
Jorgensen Paul 
Kaiser Philip J 
Kirkendall Kenneth 
Kunkee Michael H 
Larmer R M 
Marcum Gwen V 
Maxfield Lawrence W 
Newkirk Robert 
Porter Eileen 
Ropers Arlene 
Schlegel William 
Thoq>son Mary Jo 
Wardyn Kathleen 
Way Robert E 
Wenke Margaret Mrs 
Zajcek Larry 
Zook Robert 
Hlavac Wi 11 i am 
Isbell w w 
Johnsen Kai n L 
Nichols Connie S 
Schutts N Philip 
Stimson Leonard M 
T omka Anna Mae 
Weyers Walt 
Gonzal~s Alfred G 
Scott Steve J 
Stahly Tim 
Zarband John S 
* * * 
! CHANGES 
From- 1201 J 
: 309 No 32 
' 6302 Platte 
3006 r 
1032 J 
5610 Wilshire 
3728 So 52 
1626 0 
2726 E 
8105 Cobblestone 
3715 Everett 
1222 So 14 
6432 Leighton 
4915 Cleveland 
1626 0 
6819 Colfax 
2915 No 53 
600 No 15 
1335 No 47 
5310 W Superior 
4600 Briar P.ark 
1703 No 65 
1716 E 
3400 X 
600 No 15 
1130 So 16 
912 So 17 
1860 Dakota 
926 c 
1430 So 20 
OUTGOING 
4000 Cornhusker 
1860 Dakota 
2020 G 
2925 L 
1335 No 47 
916 No 8 
541 So 18 
1035 No 53 
INCOMING 
Mexico 
Bloomfield NE 
Brookings SO 
Omaha NE 
* * * 
To- 3340 Y 
3239 R 
2205 i~o 30 
2912 H #4 
315 H 
2913 No 51 
3502 So 51 
4838 Meredeth #305 
2125 A #5 
8010 Hickory 
3760 Everett 
3179 R #2 
7200 Holdrege 
1235 So 22 #6 
4722 Judson 
3436 No 48 
6903 Colby 
1201 J #400 
6037 Baldwin 
5231 W Superior 
2507 Knottingham 
2016 So. 45 
1027 Garfield #3 
3419 )( 
1120 No 14 #303 
1230 H #3 
4330 Madison 
7221 South #9 
4011 So 32 
4900 Mathis 
Hickman NE 
1727 No 54 Omaha NE 
Rt 1 Roca NE 
Lake Quiviera KS 66106 . 
3031 So 70 #109 Omaha NE 
Roca NE 
3822 California Omaha NE 
4580 E Bails Denver CO 80222 
2502 Q 
1617 So 27 
· 2035 Griffith 
1914 Jefferson 
* * 
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i : 
iRecord" precluded a detailed consideration of owners versus renters and 
I 
therefore, discussion concerning changes in tenure that occur at the 
!various positions in th~ sequences of moves may be subject to a margin 
I 
lof error. 
With regard to the actual construction of the vacancy chains, no 
!problems were encounter¢d in working with addresses for single-family 
I 
!dwellings, but th~· ;;Daiiy Moving Record" tended to be inconsistent with 
I 
I 
:regard to addresses for!multiple-unit structures and trailer parks. 
' IThe inconsistency is re~ated to the frequent lack of a complete address--
' I lthe apartment-unit numb~r or trailer-park lot number--on the data lists. 
i I 
. I iA "spot check" of ten o~ the largest apartment complexes and trailer 
I 
I I jparks in Lincoln allowe~ an evaluation of the prevalence of this in-
' 
'consistency in the data:. 
! 
The ten apartments, first of all, had 439 
' !moves into their 988 units during 1972 (Appendix "B," Table 1). Of 
I 
I 
:these 439 moves, 28 (6.~%) had no apartment number given for the new 
;residential location. These same apartment complexes had 537 "families" 
I 
lmove out during the yeat, but for 455 (84.7%), the complete address of 
' ' 
! : 
ithe location they were ;Leaving was not given. The same trend is seen 
! I 
'in the data for ten large trailer parks in Lincoln comprising 648 
i 
·total lots (Appendix "B:," Table 2). There were 120 moves into the 
I ' 
I ' 
'mobile-home parks durin~ 1972 with 11 (9. 2%) of the listed moves ·not 
I • • 1 Gd 1conta1n1ng a comp ete au ress. 
I 
A total of 137 moves out of the parks 
;
1
were recorded and 130 of these (94. 9%) were without the complete 
I 
I ' i I 
!address for the location being vacated. While the omissions were a 
' I 
I ' 
:definite handicap in cohstructing vacancy chains (example given in 
i ; 
I I 
I I 
:"Procedures" section), ~he complete addresses were, in most cases, 
' 
I I 
!eventually discovered through cross-checking the original "Daily 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' ! 
Moving Record" with thtk computer lists, telephone directories, and 
I 
' I 
city directories. Theidata inconsistency affected the study only in 
44 
the sense of causing a'greater expenditure of time for chain construc-
1 
I 
tion since it could no~ be done by computer and it was also necessary 
i 
to consult ·other sources (directories). 
' 
The origin of this data inconsi-stency lies largely at the 
I 
credit bureau itself. :After all the data were gathered, keypunched, 
I 
I 
and computer-listed (sq that the problem could be detected), the 
author inquired about ~he difficulty. While it was learned from 
credit-bureau personne~ that the utility companies do not always pro-
vide complete information, it was determined that much of the blame is 
I 
caused simply because the credit bureau is more interested in where a 
I 
I 
' person moved to than where he came from. Because the "Daily Moving 
I 
Record" is subscribed ~o by certain solicitation agencies, the person-
i 
· nel in charge of listi~g the names and addresses of the migrants tend 
to emphasize move destinations at the expense of move origins. 
A reading of tl!J.e above paragraph concerning the "complete" 
address might cause on~ to ask about the overall quality of the "Daily 
' 
' 
Moving Record" as a data source for analyses of intra-urban migration. 
Familiarity with the d~ta record leads the author to state that for 
I 
I 
the "usual" procedurest-that is, not using vacancy chains--it is·excel-
1 
I lent. In other words,:for studies where the street address alone is 
; 
sufficient, as it is i~ most mobility research designs, this data 
I 
' source for Lincoln is ~he most convenient, reliable, and complete to 
, be fo.und. Unfortunately, because the construction of a vacancy chain 
alwaysrequires the pr¢cision of a "complete" address for a multiple-
unit structure, the data source lacks somewhat. Improvement in the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I data record can only e:ome through more careful and persistent informa-
l 
' 
' 
tion-gathering on the :part of the three utilities involved and a 
I 
greater effort by the :credit Bureau to provide the most detailed move 
record possible. 
The data file :for this study, then, was compiled from the 
"Daily Moving Record" for Lincoln, Nebraska. All move records for 
1972 were obtained ~nd! all moves into, out of, and within the city of 
Lincoln for that year ~ere recorded. These 19,239 moves comprise the 
1 initial data base. 
' 
' 
The only other; data used are "housing indicators" derived from 
I 
the 1970 U.S. Census. ·These data, discussed in detail later in the 
' I 
work, consist of info~tion on housing in the residential blocks 
"contacted" by the mapped vacancy chains. 
' 
Procedures 
' The Initiator Cells 
Six "initiator: cells" were selected on the periphery of the 
; 
: city of Lincoln (see Figure 2-2). 7 Each is in the newer, expanding, 
more affluent sections:of the city. These cells, which constitute 
I 
I 
major portions of six different census tracts--11, 12, 38.02, 38.01, 
I 
I 
I 
27.02, and 36.02--are considered by the author to comprise six dis-
' 
I 
tinct "neighborhoods"-t"Bethany," "Meadowlane," "Wedgewood," "Trend-
· wood," "College View,"; and "The Knolls." They were selected primarily 
' I 
j because of their positfons in urban space--on the suburban fringe with 
I 
' I 
7An "initator ~ell" 
i constitute all or part i of a 
tative of a "neighborhood." 
"initiate" vacancy cha~ns. 
is found in Appendix "A." 
is a contiguous set of sample blocks which 
census tract. It is taken to be represen-
Moves to the initiator cells are used to 
A glossary of "vacancy-chain terminology" 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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LINCOLN AND THE INITIATOR CELLS 
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I 
two of the cells being! located north of "O" Street, Lincoln's main 
street, and four south! of that thoroughfare (see Figure 2-2). 8 Re-
I 
I 
garding the location of these cells on the fringe of the city, it 
I 
I 
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should be noted that mbst of Lincoln's growth in recent years has been 
i 
I 
to the east and southe~st. Another major consideration in the selec-
tion of these particulkr areas to serve as the initiator cells for this 
-· • I 
I 
study was the fact that each is rather homogeneous in nature consisting 
I 
I 
mainly of single-family, owner-occupied dwellings. 
I 
I 
I 
While the six ~nitiator cells contain a degree of homogeneity 
I 
I 
with reference to predfminant house-types, there are, at the same time, 
some distinct differen~es among these neighborhoods (see Table 2-1). 
I 
First, the average value of the owner-occupied homes ranges from a low 
of $19,000 in Bethany to a high of $42,300 in Trendwood. Meadowlane 
I 
1 is near the low end of:the scale ($20,300), followed by College View 
' 
1 ($25,300), and Wedgewo6d ($28,600). The average home in The Knolls 
I 
I 
! was valued at $36,000 tn 1970 (see footnote to Table 2-1). A similar 
I 
·trend is seen when the!average number of rooms for the owner-occupied 
i I . 
homes is considered. Here, the values range from 5.6 rooms for 
I 
I 
I 
'Bethany to 7.5 for Tre~dwood. The average contract rent paid in 1970 
I 
i I 
. reflects the same patt~rn as Bethany was lowest ($116) and Trendwood 
I 
I 
iwas highest ($256). The rank-ordering of the initiator cells is-
1 • I 
I 
I 
! altered somewhat when ~he average number of rooms occupied by renters is 
! reviewed, but again, B~thany renters had the fewest rooms (4.5) and 
I 
Trendwood the most (6.~). In terms of population characteristics, 
' I 
8The Knolls wa~ added to the study because of the curiosity of 
I 
the pattern of vacancy chains related to the place to 
of Liricoln. 
the writer as to 
I 1• h : ~ ve in t e city 
I 
I 
,, 
I, 
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TABLE 2-1 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF CENSUS 
TRACTS CONTAINING INITIATOR CELLS 
- -Cll Cll .j...l Cll Cll (IJ ~ (IJ a (IJ t) ~ (IJ a llO ctl llO ~ 0 IJOctl ctl ~ IJO~O 
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Cll 
~ 't:l 
~~ ~ ~ 
0 0 ctl 
...-i..-!00 ..-i..-t 
.j...lctl.j.J..-i .j...l ctl .j...l . 
~ .j...l ctl ~ .j...l ctl Cll Initiator --~ ctl ,<ll ..-i ~ ctl (IJ 0 ctl ~ ..-i (IJ ctl (IJ 0 ~ ,0 p::; (IJ 0 ..-i ~ (IJ 0 ..-i ~ ~ Cell and ~I==' ..-i (IJ~,OP::: ~.j...l.j...l..-i 
.j...l tJE-I;:)<IJ tJE-I;:)~(IJ 
g<IJ,:...tO § (IJ 13 (IJ ~ ~ 0 ~ (IJ 13 ~ P..'t:l ~ p.. 't:l 
Census Tract ~~e ::> ;:) 4-1 o<zo ~8~e <lll:>;:)l!-1 P:::<zo (IJl!-10~ <lll!-1 ON..-i 
Bethany 
(11) 
! Meadowlane 
(12) 
! Wedgewood 
(38. 02) 
Trendwood 
(38. 01) 
College View 
(27.02) 
!*The Knolls 
i (36.02) 
19,00\:> 
I 
20,306 
I 
' I 
28,600 
I 
42,300 
I 
I 
25,300 
I 
36,000 
I 
' I 
5.6 
6.0 
6.5 
7.5 
6.2 
6.5 
P..OP..::;::J P..OP..\00 
116 4.5 39 6 
130 5.4 46 3 
155 4.7 44 3 
256 6.3 42 3 
136 5.1 40 7 
44 4 
1 Source: 1970 Census of Housing, Lincoln, Nebraska Urbanized Area. 
- I 
!*Because the neighborhocj>d (and initiator cell) called "The Knolls" com-
prises only a small part of Census Tract 36.02, these figures refer only 
' I to those blocks actually included within the initiator cell. In addi-
tion, much of this are~ was under construction in 1970 so the census 
' data were not availabl~ for several of the blocks used. As a result, 
the statistics, especi~lly the rather low average value of owned homes, 
may not present an acc~rate picture of this very affluent area. The 
I initiator cells here ci:1lled "College View" and "Wedgewood" encompass 
, virtually all of Censu~ Tracts 27.02 and 38.02 respectively. The 
"Bethany," "Meadowlane~" and "Trendwood" initiator cells constitute the 
. major portions of Tracts 11, 12, and 38.01, and the statistics provided 
1 in the table are considered by the author to present an accurate picture 
of those neighborhoodsl 
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i I 
similarities are seen i~ the percentage of the total population that is 
less than 18 years of age. Bethany had the lowest percentage of young-
I 
I I 
rters (39%) and Meadowlane the highest total (46%). While Meadowlane 
bad a relatively high p~rcentage of persons under 18 in 1970, it was 
I 
I 
and Bethany (6%) apparently 
bne 
I 
ition 62 
I 
of three neighborhoJds that had only 3 
I 
years or older. ! College View (7%) 
percent of the total popula-
: 
pad the greatest proportion of elderly residents • 
vfuile there are similarities among the six initiator cells, 
!there are also distinct differences. The greatest variation appears 
! 
ito lie in the housing-value (range=$23, 300) and the rent-paid (range= 
~$140) statistics. The ~verage numbers of rooms mirror these latter 
,indicators. The population characteristics, on the other hand, 
!appear more similar. 
The original research plan called for the establishment of a 
1system of initiator cel:Ls at the geographic center of each of the 1970 
:census.tracts for Lincoln. The study was actually begun in this manner, 
I 
:but the procedure was eirentually abandoned for several reasons. First, 
i 
! I . 
Ia troublesome "redundan<;:y of chains" was frequently encountered. As 
an illustration of this;problem, consider the following example as 
I 
I 
!depicted in Figure 2-3.: Assume that a series of sample initiator 
·cells (1 through 10) were distributed throughout a hypothetical City 
1 called "F." If one begins to build vacancy chains associated with the 
1more-central locations,; the aforementioned "redundancy" problem be-
I iComes apparent. Consider vectors "C," "N," and "Y" as "foundation 
I 
I 
I 
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I ingressions" into 
1 
I 
I 
Initiator Cell "7."9 
! 
Because these initial moves 
I 
preate other vacancies =i;n the city, moves "D," "O," and "Z" occur 
I : 
51 
~ater and are subsequen~ly tied to the initial moves. The result is 
!three vacancy chains cailed "CD," "NO," and "YZ." This seems fine un-
1 ! 
itil one begins to record the foundation ingressions into Initiator 
I 
~ell "4" where move "B" is recorded. It turns out that the vacancy 
I 
I 
I ]created by move "B" led 
1 
to moves "C" and "D," which are already a 
i ' 
matter of record. At this point, it is learned that vacancy chain 
I i 
I"CD," previously noted is in reality part of a larger chain called 
I 
!"BCD." 
I 
The exact same Situation has led to chain "XYZ" associated 
rith Initiator Cell "5" in the hypothetical example. The situation 
,I ~orsens when foundation ingressions "A," "L," and "W" are recorded 
I 
if or Initiator Cell "2." Then and only then do the complete intra-
' ! 
]urban chains surface. ~hain "BCD" is really "ABeD;" chain "NO" is 
i 
!''LMNO " and "XYZ" is "WXYZ." 
' , I 
When this situation is repeated a hun-
I 
ldred or more times, it ~oon becomes apparent that all of these same 
' I 
:vacancy chains would haye resulted by focusing on only one initiator 
I 
icell, #2 in this case. iThe others are not needed to derive the three 
I • I 
lsample vacancy chains used in the illustration. This problem of chain 
! 
I 
!redundancy caused the ahthor to establish only six initiator cells as 
lsuch, but they do cover] nearly the entire growing fringe of the city 
I 
of Lincoln. The chainsl resulting from these large peripheral initiator 
I 
cells "contacted" virtuhlly all parts of the city. 
i 
j 
I 
9A "£ d . i. . II • h . b . t h , oun at1on !l.ngress1on 1s t e 1ntra-ur an move 1n o t e 
initiator cell v1hich inltiates the vacancy chain. It can be caused 
either because of a pre~ious change of residence involving (i.e., from) 
an initiator cell or new construction. It is the first "link" in a 
vacancy chain. (Tl:le te'rm "link" is more properly defined in a succeed-
ing footnote). 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The second rea~on for choosing six initiator cells versus many 
I 
I 
more in all parts of tHe city is related to 'the very nature of the 
I 
I 
1 
vacancy chain. Becaus~ cities grow by accretion on the periphery, the 
; greatest proportion of lnew construction is obviously found there. 
I I 
1
vacancy chains are mos~ logically begun in that same area, which is 
I 
' I probably why all of the previous works on vacancy chains were based 
I 1 1 .. . I. 1 d h b f . 10 If . . . 
. so e y on new construct1on ocate on t e ur an r1nge. 1n1t1a-
~ I 
1 tor cells are to be di~tributed throughout the city, one need not even 
I 
I 
use vacancy chains. Inter-neighborhood flows could easily be shown 
I 
I 
:with single vectors ledding to the various cells. The work with the 
I 
; data 
I 
and maps for this ,study has led the author to conclude that there 
I 
I 
, is no basis for using a vacancy chain if they are to be initiated in 
I 
i all parts of the city. ; 
I 
I 
Thirdly, the v~cancy chain best serves as an organizing concept 
, for mobility analyses Jhen the initiator cells are limited to the per-
i 
I 
! iphery of the city. Tiius "Link 1" is always a move to the peripheral 
! 
! ce11. 11 If more-central initiator cells were to be used, Link 1 for a 
! 
I I 
! central cell (for examele, vector "C" in the previous diagram) would 
1
°Kristof, 196S, op. cit; J. B. Lansing, C. W. Clifton, and 
I J. N. Morgan, New Home~ and Poor People, Survey Research Center, Univer-
' sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1969; Roman Dzus, "Residential Construe-
: tion, Vacancy Chains, Jnd Mobility Through Intra-Urban Space: A Case 
Study of the Windsor MJtropolitan Area," Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
I . 
;Department of GeographJt, University of Windsor, 1975; and James P. 
iRomerill, "Vacancy Chains and Intra-Urban Migration: The Impact of New 
• Residential Constructidn in Hamilton County, Ohio," Unpublished Master's 
I 
1 Thesis, Department of Geography, University of Cincinnati, 1975. 
! 
11A "link" is ~n individual vector in a vacancy chain. It is 
the straight line conn~cting the points of origin and destinption 
(shortest path) of one ;intra-urban move. Links are numbered beginning 
1 with the "foundation ingression" to an initiator cell, which is Link 
I 111. 
~· 
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I 
' 
have to be compared to ~ink 1 of the periph.eral cell (vector "A") 
I 
during the analysis (wh~n vector "C" is really the third link of chain 
I 
I 
"ABCD"). The approach [is more systematic when using only peripheral 
cells. 
' The final reasoh for the selection of six large initiator cells 
! 
'rather than numerous smk11 ones relates to the sheer mechanics of 
I 
I 
!vacancy-chain construcdion. As will be discussed in more detail in 
' 
:succeeding paragraphs, :the more-central areas of Lincoln are largely 
! 
I 
i within the rental marke!t. Therefore, if initiator cells were to be 
I 
'established in that area, it would be very difficult to complete chains 
by linking moves since bnce a chain reaches the rental market, the 
I 
1 likelihood of the chain! continuing is greatly reduced. 
jDetailed Explanation of~ the Deriva·tion of Vacancy Chains 
When this resea:rch topic was originally formulated, it was 
I 
;hoped that all aspects pf the linking of moves into vacancy chains could 
I 
i 
lbe done by a computer s;can of addresses in the data file. But problems 
I 
lin 
I the completeness of ,every entry on the data source, which were noted 
I 
:above, precluded this ~ethodology. Therefore, all searching for spe-
. cific addresses leading! to the construction of linkages was done manu-
' I 
:ally, after some initia!l computer sorting. 
I I 
The first step :in the actual research was to organize all of 
I 
the moves into a workab:le format. Therefore, after all entries· on 
I 
1 each edition of the "Da!ily Moving Record" were keypunched and verified, 
j the cards were read ontio a tape and then subjected to an alphabetiza-
tion subroutine. The d:ata were then printed out into a list organ-
' 
I 
ized by move destinatio·n. An example of a portion of the list 
follows as Table 2-2. 
• 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
·a 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Date 
~0 14 72 p6 20 72 
b
09 30 72 
' 7 11 72 
!10 18 72 
n.2 22 72 
ps 09 72 
p2 26 72 
04 07 72 
Jto 21 72 
Jto 28 72 P6 1s 12 
etc. 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE 2-2 
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ALPHABETIC-BYJNUMBERIC LISTING OF MOVE DESTINATIONS 
From: 
2710 Vine 
329 So. 29 
Omaha N 
405 No. We. 18 
1940 So. Cotner 
4502 Baldwin 
6823 Garland 
Ashland N 
2301 A 
7218 Logan 
Homestead Fla. 
8132 Deweese 
To: 
4821 Leighton 
4844 Leighton 
4848 Leighton 
4926 Leighton 
5011 Leighton 
5142 Leighton 
6902 Leighton 
7301 Leighton 
4119 Lenox 
4214 Lenox 
4040 Lewis 
5200 Lexington 
The vacancy chains used in this work were built by careful 
i ~xamfnation of successi~e destinations. As an illustration, suppose 
I 
I 
~ddress "Z" (below) wer~ within an initiator cell, as shown by the 
! .~ 
~ypothetical street grid, and a move :into location "Z" occurred during 
! 
~he time period under i~vestigation. Further, if the origin of that 
I 
I 
particular move was location "Y," then location "Y" will be a destina-
' I 
1 I 
tion for a later move, unless the chain is halted for various reasons 
I 
I 
previously discussed (iri Chapter 1). So the moves into both "Z" and 
I 
I 
l'Y" can be found in the :alphabetized listing of destinations. 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
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·I 
The first step 
the range of addresses 
I 
i 
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1. 
IJ.n 
I 
the chain-construction procedure was to note 
' I 
:included within each block of each initiator 
I 
I 
I 
i cell. In an effort to maintain both as much accuracy as possible and 
I 
I 
I 
i a systematic procedure,: one recording sheet was utilized for each 
I 
"initiator block. "12 T:he blocks were identified by their census des-
ignations. A portion o;f the recording sheet for Block 116 of the 
Wedgewood Initiat~r. Celh follows as an example: 
I 
Wedgewood--Block 116 
I 
' I 
Block 116 is bdunded by the following streets: 
A) Cherrywood 
B) Maplewood 
C) Cottonwood 
D) East Cherrywood 
The street numb
1
ers included within Block 116 are: 13 
A 1 ) 8000 1 s - .odd numbers (on Cherrywood) 
B1 ) 7941 thro~gh 8000 1 s - even numbers (on Maplewood) 
C1 ) 200 1 s - even numbers (on Cottonwood) 
D 1 ) 100 1 s and! 200 1 s - odd numbers (on East Cherrywood) 
The range of street numbers for each of the 155 initiator blocks in 
I 
the six initiator cells: was determined by detailed reference to the 
1972 edition of the Polk Directory for the city of Lincoln. 14 
Next, the compuiter listing showing moves organized by destina-
1 
I 
ition (portion shown abo~e as Table 2-2) was scrutinized and each move 
12An "initiatori block" is one of the sample blocks in an init-
, iator cell. 
13In Lincoln, the odd-numbered addresses are on the south and 
west sides of streets while the even numbers are on the north and east. 
I 
I 
14Part III of the Polk Directory is called the "Street and Ave-
nue Guide." In this se;ction, the numbered streets are arranged in 
:numerical order, follow~d by the named streets in alphabetical order. 
! The numbers of residenc;es are arranged in numerical order and the names 
:of intersecting streets are given to denote ends of blocks. 
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I 
!into addresses within ~ndividual initiator blocks was recorded as 
ishown below: 
From: __ , To Date 
:A) 06 02 72 1128 Wash'ington 
I 
8021 Cherrywood (See "A" & "A'" above) 
i 
I 
'once the "cell ingressibns" into each initiator block were all identi-
]fied and recorded, it tpan became a matter of checking the data list 
. 15 for possible l1nkages. 1 In the example immediately above, one must 
treat "1128 Washington": as a destination in searching for a move tied 
to the "first" move to ~'8021 Cherrywood." Those cell ingressions that 
I jcould be linked with anpther move became foundation ingressions. 
It should also be noted that when vacancy chains are being 
1developed, the dates of! the moves are very important. The move con-
lstituting the second link of a chain, for example, must have occurred 
I . 
I 
!after the date of the f~rst. In other words, a situation such as the 
I i 
1
following cannot consti'tute a vacancy chain (even though the addresses 
imight match): 
y 
15A "cell ingression" is an initial move into an initiator cell. 
iit may be intra-urban, intra-state, inter-state, or even inter-national. 
;If the intra-urban ingr~ssion leads to the construction of a vacancy 
!chain, it is then referted to as a "foundation ingression." If it does 
lnot, it is simply termed a "non-foundation ingression" to a particular 
jinitiator cell. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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. Obviously, one cannot love from location "X" to location "Y" in a city 
I 
I 
I 
:until a vacancy has be~n created at location "Y," and in the example 
i (immediately above), tqe vacancy was not created until July 8th. 
At each step 
' I 
d~ring the linkage construction, the addresses 
I 
I 
I 
as to type of dwelling, i.e., whether they were 
I 
1 involved were checked 
of the single-family, I 16 apartment, or mobile-home variety. This was 
I 
' I done quite simply because one move involving a multiple-unit structure 
I 
I 
or trailer park cannot !be matched with another to build a chain unless 
1 the correct apartment rtumber or mobile-home lot number, i.e., the 
. I 
' 
; complete address, is kdown (see earlier discussion). An example of a 
I - ' 
. I 
situation where the lack of a complete address caused a problem follows 
:below. 
I 
Referring back :to the sample foundation move in the example 
(above), it was learned that "8021 Cherrywood" was a single-family 
.unit while "1128 Washi~gton" was a twelve-unit structure. This was 
I 
·further elucidated whert the address, "1128 Hashington," was checked 
]in the computer list o~ destinations (right-hand column below), which 
I I 
I 
I 
contained the followin~: 
12 09 72 3440 So 46 1128 Washington 
07 15 72 895 Elmwood 1128 Washington lfll 
08 18 72 329 So. 27 1128 Washington #12 
08 22 72 Ogallala N 1128 Washington 114 
09 08 72 1545 R 1128 Washington fl7 
i 12 02 72 Hartington N 1128 Washington 117 
I 09 08 72 ·. Omaha N 1128 Washington #8 
i 06 13 72 3340 L 1128 Washington ff9 
16Individual a4dresses were checked against the 1971 and 1972 
·Polk Directories for Lfncoln and the "Listing of Multiple-Unit Struc-
ltures in Lincoln," pub~ished by the Office of the Housing Administra-
1 tor, February 9, 1974. ! 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Because of the great 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
number of moves into "1128 Washington" during I 
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,1972, it became necessa~y to ferret out the correct apartment number. 
I 
I 
If the apartmen!t number or trailer-park lot number was not 
: I . 
listed on the move reco~d, as in the case of the move involving "1128 
]washington," then the ildividual's name as given in the "Daily Moving 
i I 
~Record"--in this instanhe, ''Richard C. Bruhn"--was checked in the Polk 
, I 
!Directories. 
lthe following 
. • i 
In this example, the directory (1971, p. 72) contained I 
I 
information: 
Bruhn, Richard C. (Dianne) 
Greenskeeper,:Hillcrest Country Club 
1128 Washingt?n Street, Apartment 9 
~he computer list of de~tinations was then again consulted, and the 
isecond link was found. , Consequently, the chain took this form: 
P6 o2 12 p6 13 72 
I 
1128 Wa~hington #9 
3340 L ; 
8021 Cherrywood (foundation) 
1128 Washington #9 (link.2) 
lrhis particular chain was then terminated because the "L"-Street 
I 
' I 'I 
address was not contained in the computer list of destinations, which 
: I 
I ~uggested that it remai~ed vacant for the rest of the year. So, while 
I I 
~here was a move into t~e Washington-Street location during 1972 allow-
I ~ng a second link, theri was none (detected by the utility companies) 
I ' I I 
:J_nto the "L"-Street unit;, meaning that the chain ended with two links. 
I 
I 
I 
The proper apar~ment number for an individual cannot always be 
I 
bbtained from the Polk birectories. 
I For example, the following series 
I 
I I 
d>f linkages also resulted from a foundation move into Block 116 of the 
' ' 
lj]edgewood Initiator Celli: 
q3 25 72 
05 07 72 
06 07 72 
I 
2800 Woods Blvd /11206 
4532 So. 47: 
1525 F 
212 Wedgewood (foundation) 
2800 Woods Blvd #1206 (link 2) 
4532 So. 47 (link 3) 
The "F"-Street address p~oved to be an apartment with ten units, and 
1 I 
I i 
since the number was notl given on the "Daily Moving Record," the Polk I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I 
Pirectories were 
I 
I 
I 
consul~ed. It was determined that the individual 
I I 
fuover in the latter residential change was 11Perry G. Worster." 
I 
I 
11.1
1' 971 version of the dirJctory listed: 
While in 
I 
I 
I 
Worster, Perry G. 
I 
Plumber, Morrissey's Plumbing 
I 
435 N.W. 20 Street 
the 1972 direcrlory: 
I 
-· , I 
Worster, Perry G. (Pamela L.) 
Plumber, Morrissey's Plumbing 
4532 So. 47 1 
The 
I 
'j['hus, while the 1971 di~ectory listed Mr. Worster as residing at an 
59 
! ' 
hddress other than that lnoted in his intra-city move of June 7, 1972, 
i I ~he 1972 volume had himlresiding at his newer South 47th Street address. 
! i 
! I ~n this case, it was no~ possible.to obtain an apartment number needed 
I • 17 ~o continue a vacancy cqa1n. 
I 
I 
The examples of !vacancy chains discussed above are intended 
to outline the procedurJs used in constructing the linkages to be 
I I 
~-tudied in 
I 
I 
this work. ~ile the rather detailed.procedure described 
I ~hove points out 
I 
I 
! • • ¢onstruct1on, 1t 
i 
the veiy cumbersome mechanics of manual vacancy-chain 
I 
I 
I 
also e~ucidates the difficulties associated with resi-
i I 
aential changes involving multiple-unit structures because of incon-
' I 
I 
sistencies in the data. 
! 
I 
17
rt should be rloted that in cases such as this where the 
~eeded apartment number iwas not availabie in the Polk Directories, the 
Lincoln Telephone Directories were also consulted. In a few instances, 
Fhe needed information was obtained from the latter source. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Stat~stics for Analyzing the Linear 
Cha~acteristics of Vacancy Chains 
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Because of the Ifact that the vacancy-chain approach to analyses 
I 
I 
10f residential mobilit~ is rather new, it was decided that certain 
:analytical techniques ~esigned especially for vacancy chains were 
!needed. Established 1:1ear-analytic procedures such as geographic 
1 
"network analysis.,". as ~discussed by Haggett and Chorley, were gener-
ally not applicable to !this particular spatial entity. 18 Consequently, 
I 
I 
it became evident that istatistical means for describing and analyzing 
:the geographic orientatlion of a vacancy chain had to be devised. The 
I 
: I 
i resulting measures cons!ider several important aspects of vacancy 
' 
chains--e.g., the physi!cal spacing of links in a chain, its linear 
I 
i 
"path," and the relatiO:n of the chain to the CBD. 
; 
Chain Spacing 
One of the des~riptive statistics developed to assist in the 
I I 
examination of vacancy !chains, termed the "Spacing Index," (lttempts to 
: ! 
i I 
·provide a measurement o;f the actual spacing between residences in a 
I 
I • 1 h . ipartJ.cu ar c aJ.n. 
I 
i 
This' index is simply an adaptation of the well-
1 
I 
1 known variance statistilc--in this case, the average variance of the 
I ! 
I 
'lengths of individual viectors about the mean for one chain. Thus, 
I 
:there is one coefficie~t calculated for each chain of vectors. -The 
I 
I 
:formula is: 
i 
I 
18Peter Haggett! and. Richard Chorley, Network Analysis in Geo-
~ graphy, New York: St. 1Mart1n's Press, 1969. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Sp. = 
J 
where: Sp 
X. 
~ 
X 
Nj 
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N (x. - x) 2 
l: : ~ 
I 
i=li N. J 
= tqe Spacing Index 
I 
I 
= each individual link distance in one chain 
i 
I 
mean link distance = the of all links in one chain 
i 
I 
= ttle number of intra-urban links in a chain 
: The following examples illustrate the concept of the Spacing Index: 
'Example 1: 
v 
Here, !Sp = 0, i.e., perfect spacing 
; Example 2: 
Here, Sp , .25, i.e., fairly regular spacing 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Example 3: 
X 
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., 
I 
-~ 
y 
Here, Sp = 3.06, i.e., not regular spacing 
The examples on this and the previous page'point up the fact that a 
I 
I 
high index means that there were great differences in the actual physi-
i 
cal distances of linksi in a particular chain, and a low index shows 
regularity in the distlnces traveled. But a fairly significant prob-
1 
lem had to be resolved~ regarding this quantitative measure--just what 
I 
is a "high" and a "low"i index, i.e., what exactly is meant by "regular" 
I 
I 
I 
spacing? For quantitative measures to be truly meaningful, the verbal 
I 
I description should coi~cide with the quantitative description. With 
I 
no prior vacancy-chain~ precedent to refer to, the task of applying 
I 
I 
"verbal synonyms" to tpe various quantitative values was a formidable 
I 
one. After studying h~pothetical configurations in terms of their 
i 
calculated Spacing Ind~ces, it was decided that those indices that 
I 
were below .25 would b~ termed "regular," those between .25 and ·.99 
I 
I 
"fairly regular," and :those above 1.00 "not regular." The values may 
' 
seem rather low and thF requirements somewhat stringent, but the determ-
1 ination was made with !the city of Lincoln in mind. It seems that this 
I 
classification may req~ire alteration with regard to the size of the 
, city in which application of the technique is being made. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!Chain Sinuosity 
I 
I 
I 
The second statlistic adapted and added to the analysis of 
I 
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•vacancy chains is here icalled "Migration Sinuosity" and is a measure of 
I 
' the path wandering of t!he chain. 
, I 
Like the Spacing Index, it is also 
based upon the distancJ component of the residential changes. The 
I 
I 
statistic, an adaptati9n of stream sinuosity, merely relates the actual 
i 19 
,path of the links in a ichain to the length of the expected path. 
1consequently, there is !one coefficient calculated for each chain of 
I 
I 
I 
vectors. The formula is: 
A .. 
Si - _ll 
- Eij 
where: Si = 
A .• = l.J 
E .• = l.J 
tqe Index of Migration Sinuosity 
I 
I 
tlie actual length of the combined links in a chain 
I 
the length of the expected path of a chain, i.e., 
t~e straight-line distance from the last vector 
origin in a chain (i) to the destination of the 
f~undation move (j) 
The following examples illustrate the concept of the Index of Migration 
Sinuosity: 
19Ibid., p. 58. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
•Example 1: 
2 miles 
,v 
Example 2: 
' 
' I 
I 
I 
;,., 1 
!w 
' 
I 
mil~ 
Here, A 
E 
Th~refore, Si 
1 mile 
• X 
= 5 miles 
= 5 miles 
1JI 
y 
r--
I 
: i 
I 1 mile I II' 
I 
I 
L-
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--
--r--, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
z I 
I 
I 
----
--...I 
initiator 
cell 
= 1.00, i.e., there is no difference 
between A and E--no sinuosity. 
--, 
I 
I X 
I -----E.,_ ___ ,.:. ___ ------------ ;...1--i'----1---1--; 
~--------- I I 
i Example 3: 
w 
! 
Here, A = 5.5 miles 
E = 5.4 miles 
I 
-..I 
Theli'efore, Si = 1.02, i.e., there is little differ-
ence between A and E--low 
sinuosity. 
Here, A = 8 miles 
E = 2.8 miles 
--, 
I 
I 
_.J 
Therefore, Si = 2.86, i.e., there is much differ-
ence between A and E--high 
sinuosity. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
After establis~ing the Sinuosity Index as an operational tool, 
I • 
I 
it again became necess~ry to establish "levels of importance" for the 
I 
I 
computed values. A review and comparison of hypothetical vacancy 
I 
I 
' chains, their geometridal configurations, and the calculated indices 
I 
! led to the decision th~t chains with a Sinuosity Index· less than 1.25 
' I 
I 
, I 
, would be said to have ';'low sinuosity." Similarly, those chains with 
I 
'coefficients lyi~~ .betJeen 1.25 and 1.50 became "somewhat sinuous," 
I 
while all chains above!1.50 were "sinuous." Again, application of 
the technique to a muc~ larger city would surely necessitate a change 
' I 
in these ordinal groups. 
Azimuth Differential 
The position of a vacancy chain with regard to the CBD was 
' also deemed an importa~t consideration. It occurred to the writer 
i 
that in the case of a ehain with a low Spacing Index and low Migration 
i 
! Sinuosity, one need only compute an angular measurement for Link 1 in 
order to obtain the ov~rall alignment of a particular chain. In other 
I 
' 
1 words, if one had a hypothetical chain such as that shown below, where 
I 
both "Sp" and "Si" areilow, a small angular differential between Link 1 
I 
and a "CBD angle" fixes the orientation of the chain with respect to 
the CBD. 
r---- --, 
1. 5 miles 1. 5 miles 1 W-""""~~~~~---::~~~~~~----~Y~l1~·15~nu!h·l~e~s~--Jtz 
~~-+--
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
'-- ---~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The problem thJn became one of actually measuring an "azimuth 
i 
' I 
differential." The simplest solution seemed to be to take the absolute 
I 
I 
difference between theiLink-1 origin-destination azimuth and an azimuth 
I 
struck from the Peak Land Value Intersection to the Link-1 destination. 
Diagrammatically, this:would be represented as: 
PLVI 
w 
I~Grid 
[ North 
I 
I 
' 
9 Grid 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I i 
I I I 
North 
~ : I 
.ie 1..------J- _x_ - - - -- - - - .....j- - - - -
.,.- I I 
I I I 
: I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
a - b I 
or 
effectively, 
A = c d 
In assigning "yerbal synonyms" to facilitate the discussion of 
the Azimuth Differ;nti~ls for the derived vacancy chains, 15-degree 
I 
I 
I groups were settled up9n after consideration of the angular possibil-
' 
ities and their meanin~ with regard to the urban structure of Lincoln. 
' 
I 
i Therefore, an Azimuth pifferential of 15 degrees or less is termed 
I 
I 
"CBD-oriented" while those between 16 and 30 degrees are "somewhat 
' CBD-oriented" and others are "not CBD-oriented." 
Direction of Gain 
The "Direction;-of-Gain Index," developed by. the author, is 
! 
utilized to assess the: contribution to peripheral growth made by a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
I 
'I 
' I 
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I 
i vacancy chain leading !iO a given initiator cell. The measure is 
I 
•based upon the differeJce in distance from the Peak Land Value Inter-
; 
section of the city iniquestion to the destination of the first link 
I 
i and to the origin of tHe last link. Again, one coefficient is computed 
! 
i for each chain. The fdrmula is: 
where: D g 
v . pl. 
v . 
PJ 
Dg = v . - v . pl. PJ 
= ~he Direction-of-Gain Index 
I 
I 
= the vector distance in miles from the Peak Land 
I • Value Intersect1.on (p) to the destination of the 
I 
tirst link in a chain (i) 
I 
I 
= ~he vector distance in miles from the Peak Land 
~alue Intersection (p) to the origin of the last 
link in a chain (j) 
I 
I 
I 
•the following examples iillustrate the concept: 
PLVI 
x*---- ---------- _5..:..2_mil~s---
' 
' 
' 
' '~ ~~ 
,~, 
"'<~ ~ 
' 
' 
' 
I 
• In the example, 
! 
D = 5.2 - 2.2 g 
D = 3.0 miles g 
y 
I 
I 
--J 
1 which indicates that the chain, as a whole, contributed to peripheral 
:growth. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:I: 
,I 
I 
:I 
,I 
I 
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y 
-., 
PLVI _ 
I --
5 o mil&El- - - - -
·--
----· . 
---
-
------------
I 
I 
z I I 
I 
I i*-- L-- --..J I .... .., .... _ 
-........ 
-
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
In this example, 
I 
........ 6 
......... s 
.... .!P{..J.es 
-.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
D = 5.0 - 6.5 g 
D = -1.5 miles g 
--
.... _ 
-.... 
-
--
w 
;which indicates that th
1
e chain, as a whole, contributed a central-city 
i 
gain. Thus, a positive! value of the index indicates that the chain 
I 
I I 
1contributed to peripher~l growth, and the higher the value, the 
I I 
igreater that contributi~n. A negative value represents a total central-
' 
' I 
:city gain. In other words, a positive value means that, as a whole, 
I 
I 
imovers in a particular ~hain are moving outward from the CBD, presum-
1 
housing. 
i 
I jable to better quality 
I 
1 
In keeping with~ the practice of assigning "verbal synonyms" 
I I 
ito each of the developed vacancy-chain indices, the same task was 
I I 
jundertaken with regard fo the Direction-of-Gain statistic. Here, after 
!considering the measure: in light of Lincoln's urban configuration, an 
I : . 
!arbitrary value of 2. 6 ~as adopted to indicate the "significance" of 
' ' 
jthe 
I 
gain (term not as ih statistics). 
I 
I 
Thus, chains with less than 
I 
I 
:I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
:I 
I 
:I 
il ! 
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2.6 miles of positive iain are considered "not significant" while 
those above 2.6 are "s~gnificant." Of course, the level of importance 
I 
I 
of the gain increases ~s the index for a chain increases above 2.6. 
The statistics !discussed in the preceding paragraphs are in-
' I 
tended to assist in the; spatial analysis of the vacancy chains, one of 
I 
I 
the central concerns o£ this work (see Chapter 1). Of course, other j 
: 
well-known, establishe~ quantitative techniques are also used in the 
' geographic analysis of !the intra-urban vacancy chains. 
I Indicators f,or Analyzing the Housing Environments 
of Re~idences in the Vacancy Chains 
I 
I 
I 
Because the vaqancy chains for this project were not drawn 
I 
' 
from interviews but rather were gleaned frQm an existin_g data file, an 
i 
I 
. I 
analysis of the succes~ive housing. environments in a chain, necessary 
I for a better understan~ing of the chaining process, is difficult. How-
l ' I I 
.ever, after scrutinizi~g the U.S. Census block-level data for housing, 
I 
'the author determined ~hat a proper examination could be undertaken. I . . 
Six "housing-environment indicators" were selected from the census 
I 
I 
data, four of which weJe used directly as presented in the census 
I 
publication while two Jere devised by arithmetic manipulation of that 
I . 
I 
ipublished data. The fqur block-level indicators that ·were utilized as 
' 
i 
given include the: 1) :owner average value of homes in the block; 
I 
1 2) average contract rerit paid by renters in the block; 3) owner aver-
1 1age number of rooms foi homes in a block; and the 4) renter average 
I 
'number of rooms for un~ts in each block. The two improvised indicators 
include the 5) percent~ge of total units in a block that are owner-
' 
occupied and the 6) petcentage of total units in a block that are one-! r 
unit structures. ThesJ measures are considered by the author to be 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
:indicative of the "hou~ing environment" of individual blocks. From a 
I I 
I 
comparison of these in~icators as they relate to respective origins 
I 
I 
and destinations of individual moves in the vacancy chains, inferences 
I 
! 
as to whether or not mdvers have bettered themselves can be drawn and 
I 
I 
intra-chain, inter-chatn, and inter-initiator-cell differences can be 
! 
I 
examined. Consequent!~, this approach focuses upon the characteris-
. -· ' i 
tics of the "residenti.:U. environment" of the block--as reflected in 
i 
I 
, the six housing indicators--that each mover vacated and the one that 
I 
lhe chose to enter. 
I Objectives of Remaining Chapters 
I 
I 
I 
1 
The three remaining chapters each will be concerned with one of 
! I ; 
I • ' 
1 the central objectives 1of the study. Chapter 3 is a spatial analysis 
i 
of the vacancy chains that were constructed from the Lincoln mobility 
I 
data. This chapter, w~ich provides the geographer with the first 
I 
' detailed maps of intra~urban vacancy chains for an American city, is 
I 
the crux of the.resear~h. By referring to the maps, an attempt is 
I 
I 
made to qualitatively identify and describe a 
I 
few characteristics of 
I 
I Lincoln's intra-urban I system of migrant flow. The study also strives 
I I 
I 
to quantitatively clarify the local patterns of movement in an effort 
I 
I 
I 
to contribute to the b0dy of knowledge concerning the spatial character 
I 
of intra-urban migrati9n. Finally, clustering procedures are utilized 
in an attempt to disti~guish vacancy chains according to the six 
i 
initiator cells of origin on the basis of the four indices discussed 
previously. 
Chapter 4 is a housing-environment analysis of all the derived 
vacancy chains. CertaJ.n "housing-environment indicators," attached to 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
--- ----------------------c----------------- --------------
the various moves comp~rising the chains, are analyzed in order to 
I 
I 
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assess the extent of r~sidential filtering and also further elucidate 
I 
I 
the workings of intra-~ity vacancy chains. Clustering procedures are 
I 
again utilized in an e!ffort to group vacancy chains by the initiator 
I 
I 
cell of origin, but th~s time, only socio-economic variables are 
I 
used. 
I 
I 
Finally, Chapt~r 5 evaluates the utility of the concept of the 
I 
vacancy chain in descr~bing, analyzing, and explaining intra-urban 
mobility. This 
chain approach, 
I • 
chapter includes 
I 
! 
an assessment of 
I 
I 
the summarization of the vacancy-
the devel_oped methodologies, recom-
mendations for future adjustments in the procedures, and suggestions 
for further research. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
If 
I. 
CHAPTER III 
A SPAITIAL ANALYSIS OF VACANCY CHAINS 
I LINCOLN, NEBRASKA, 1972 
I 
Introduction 
' 
The purpose of this chapter is to conduct a geographical analy-
1 
I 
I 
jsis of the vacancy chaips derived from the Lincoln mobility data. In-
1 : 
lformation is provided oh Lincoln's total mobility system in 1972, the 
I I 
' I 
!ingressions to the six ~nitiator cells, and "multipliers." The chapter 
I • I 
1also ~ncludes the maps pf the Lincoln vacancy chains, which allow an 
' I 
!inspection of the spati~ manifestations of this intra-urban phenomenon. 
I I 
lsome observations regar~, ing the configurations of the chains within the 
! 
I I 
icity are made. Relatedj to the description of the intra-urban moves is 
; I 
Ia section on the four "yacancy-chain indices." The real focus of this 
I ! lpor~ion of the dissertafion, however, is on the testing of certain 
!hypotheses related to i~tra-urban migration, especially one concerning 
I 
I I 
~the statistical identification of "migratory streams." 
! 
Lincoln's Total Mobility System, 1972 
! 
The "Daily Movi-hg Record" reported a total of 19,239 moves in-
1 
~olving the city of Linboln, Nebraska, during 1972. Of these, 12,779 
I I 
l<or 66.4%) were of the intra-urban variety. It seems phenomenal that 
I I 
!such a large number of fntra-urban household moves could take place in 
I , 
fan urbanized area of 16f,972 people in one year's time. If a minimum 
I 
I I 1of 3 persons per household is used for calculating the percentage of 
I 
I 12 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
; 
.population turnover, however, we find that 22.8% of the populace was 
I 
I 
I 
involved in a move wit~in the confines of the urbanized area during 
I 
I 
73 
'1972. Reference to th~ earlier discussion of mobility rates indicates 
i that this figure is noJ out of line with other estimates of yearly 
'urban population turno~er (see Chapter 1). Lincoln, therefore, 
1 appears to be a suitab~e "laboratory" for this mobility study. 
I 
I 
-· , I 
The monthly tot·als reflect the expected summer maximum, with 
I 
! the greatest number of !residential changes (1,481) occurring in June 
' 
' I (see Table 3-1, below): Oddly enough, though, July (with 1,010) was 
' 
'the only month in the ~ay-September period that was below the 1972 
'monthly mean. This ano~aly is not easily explained and it may be that 
' 
i 
'the irregularity is merely a random deviation occurring through chance 
:alone. 
I 
TABLE 3-1 
I 
TOTAL INTRA-URBAN MIGRATION INVOLVING LINCOLN IN 1972 
January 920 July 1010 
February 859 August 1319 
March 1008 September 1197 
April 872 October 978 
May 1174 November 1017 
June 1481 December 944 
Sum = 12779 
Mean= 1065 
S.D. = 182 
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Ingr~ssions to the Initiator Cells 
I 
I 
During 1972, there were 789 total ingressions into the six 
I I 
!initiator cells devised! for this study, 580 (73.5%) of which were of 
: I 
!the intra-urban varietyi. 1 The greatest number of these ingressions 
I I 
74 
: (224) was to "College V~ew," followed by 188 initial moves to "Meadow-
. I 
lane " 143 to "Wedgewook," 123 to "Bethany," 86 to "Trendwood," and 
i , I 
125 to "The Knolls.·;, . The differences in these numbers appear to reflect 
I I 
lmerely the unequal sizes and state of development in 1972 of the 
I 
. . . 11 2 ~n~t~ator ce s. 
I 
I 
i 
I 
The 789 ingress~ons to the six initiator cells yielded a total 
I I 
lof 308 vacancy chains. :There were, then, 481 "non-foundation ingres-
i I 
I ' 
lsions," i.e., moves intb one of the six initiator cells which did not 
i . I 3 
lresult in vacancy chains. Of these 481 non-foundation ingressions, 
! I 
1162 could not possibly lead to a vacancy chain as there was no intra-
1 
lurban vacancy left to a~low a second link. 4 1his left 319 intra-urban 
I I 
I 
1In comparing this percentage (73.5) with the city of Lincoln 
las a whole, the author ~ombined Lincoln's intra-urban migration and in-
lmigration, and concluded that 86.7% of the "city's ingressions" were 
lof the intra-urban varikty. Therefore, these peripheral areas (initi-
lator cells) received a ~reater share of the new in-migrants than the 
lother more central area~ did. · 
I 
2 : College View, Meadowlane, and Wedge~ood are clearly the 
;largest initiator cells~ (see Figure 2-2) in addition to being thoroughly. 
:built up by 1972. Bethflny, Trendwood, and The Knolls are smaller cells 
lwith the latter two still experiencing a considerable amount of new 
:construction in 1972. 1 
3789-308=481. 
4There were 45 moves from elsewhere in Nebraska, 92 from 
another state, 17 stude~ts moving home from University of Nebraska 
dormitories, etc., 3 frpm another country, and 5 from "Rural Route 
Lincoln" address, for ai total of 162. Hence, a move from one of these 
locations into one of the initiator cells does not leave a vacancy 
elsewhere in the city, ~o there can be no second link, and, therefore, 
no vacancy chain (see "Clefinitions," Appendix "A"). 
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I 
!moves to the initiator 
I 
&ells that could have resulted in vacancy chains 
I 
lbut did not. 5 Consequebtly, when an intra-urban ingression into one of 
the initiator cells waslexamined in an attempt to link it with another 
move to form a chain, t~ere was approximately a 50-50 chance of success.6 
I 
I 
I chains 
I 
I i Vacancy-Chain Totals 
I 
The 789 ingressions to the initiator cells yielded 308 vacancy 
I 
consisting of 771 individual vectors.or total links. 7 If the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
5481-162=319. there were two basic reasons for the inability 
of the author to createlvacancy chains from these 319 intra-urban moves 
to the initiator cells., Firstly, the address (at the origin) of the 
move to the initiator c~ll simply was not in the computer list (see 
I 
earlier discussion in Chapter 2). Thus, a second link could not be 
attached. This was, byl far, the most. prevalent reason for chains not 
being developed. If there was no record (in the computer list) of a 
1move to fill the vacanc~ created by the move t;:o an initiator cell, one· 
had to assume that the awelling-unit remained,vacant for the remainder 
of 19 72 since there wks no way, given the nature of the data source, 
to account for occurren~es such as a young person leaving the parental 
home to be married (See Chapter 2). It seems likely that some chains 
which began late in the year could have been continued if the data set 
had continued into 1973. The second (but not so prevalent) reason 
for the inability of th~ author to attach a second link to moves into 
I 
one of the initiator cells is related to the problem of inconsistencies 
in the data (see earliet discussion in Chapter 2). If the initial move 
I 
was from a multiple-unit structure and the exact apartment number could 
I 
not be identified, no chain resulted. 
I 
6In other wordsl, 308 intra-urban ingressions became vacancy 
lchains and 319 did not.l For similar data ~onditions, one can expect 
'Ito construct approximately 50 vacancy chains for every 100 ingressions 
examined when building kequences from an existing data set (as o~tlined 
lin this thesis). I 
7Though the totkl of 308 vacancy chains was somewhat disap-
pointing to the author,! it should be recognized that this is still a 
greater number of vacancy chains for one city than utilized in any of 
I 
the previous studies. Frank S. Kristof, "Housing Policy Goals and the 
Turnover of Housing," J~urnal of the American Institute of Planners, 
Volume 31, August, 19651, pp. 232-245 based his results on 64 vacancy 
chains. J. B. Lansing,i C. W. Clifton, and J. N. Morgan, New Homes and 
Poor People, Survey Res~arch Center, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
1969, studied over l,OOb vacancy chains, but they were sampled from 17 
I 
S.M.S.A. 's (hence, average per city= approximately 60). Roman Dzus, 
"Residential Constructibn, Vacancy Chains, and Mobility Through Intra-
1 
I 
I 
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I 771 vectors of the finished vacancy chains are added to the 319 intra-
1 
urban non-foundation irtgressions that were recorded and checked but 
I 
could not be linked to other moves involving Lincoln, it can be seen 
that 1,090 total moves !related to the six initiator cells were reviewed 
!closely for.this 
I 
I 
reseaich. 
I 
I 
I In all, 688 of :the 771 vectors were intra-urban in nature. Of 
course, the foundation moves are intra-urban by definition, but some of 
the other links were nqt, since some chains terminated by an intra- or 
I 
inter-state move, whic~ is still considered to be a chain "link" (refer 
to the "definitions," ~ppendix "A"). In terms of the vacancy chains, 
I 
there were 246 .that coJtained at least two intra-urban links. 8 These 
are more important for some of the statistical measures utilized in 
this and the following ~chapter. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Multiplier Effect 
The purpose of ~the "multiplier" is ~o assess the extent of 
housing turnover stimul'ated by the addition of new residential units 
I 
I 
(see earlier discussion!, Chapter 1). Because this study focuses upon 
the spatial aspects of racancy chains begun by intra-urban movement 
! into initiator cells rajther than a housing-market analysis based only 
I 
iurban Space: A Case St~dy of the Windsor Metropolitan Area," Unp.ub-
llished Master's Thesis,! Department of Geography, University of Windsor, 
1
197 5, utilized 90 vacan;cy chains, while James P. Rome rill, "Vacancy 
,Chains and Intra-Urban ~igration: The Impact of New Residential Con-
lstruction in Hamilton Cpunty, Ohio," Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
I Department of Geography:, University of Cincinnati, 1975, analyzed 281 
I sequences of moves. ! 
I 
8In addition, t~ere were 98 third-link and 36 fourth-link (and 
later) intra-urban moves studied (308+246+98+36=688). By way of com-
parison, the 90 vacancyi chains constructed by Dzus contained 55 second 
links, 21 third links, ~nd 7 fourth links, while Romerill's 281 chains 
consisted of 171 secondi links, 43 third links, and 11 fourth links 
(see preceding footnote~. 
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I 
I 
on new construction, the measure is of less interpretive value. It can, 
I 
I 
I 
however, be utilized for comparative purposes. 
I 
i 
In 11multiplier!terms," the 308 vacancy chains led to 771 total 
! 
'moves (in-migration indluded). Therefore, the "overall multiplier 11 is 
I I 
! 2.50 (i.e., the average chain was 2.50 links in topological length). 
:This finding compares Javorably with the 1975 study done by Dzus who 
I 
1 determined from his'peJsonal-interview data that the construction of 90 
: I 
:new dwellings in the city of Windsor, Ontario, led to 224 changes of re-
sidence (multipler = 2 49). 9 The 11local multiplier," in-migration ex-
eluded, in Lincoln was found to be 2.23 (308 moves to the initiator 
cells led to 688 total intra-urban changes of residence). The local 
I 1 . 1 . f i d 2 22 lO 
. mu t1p 1er or W n sor was • . By way of comparison, Romerill re-
I ported a rather low multiplier of 1.95 for Cincinnati, Kristof calcula-
, ted a multiplier of apJroximately 2. 40 for New York City, and Lansing 
: I 
and his colleagues computed a much higher multiplier of 3.5 in their 
i 
. 1 u I nat1ona survey. 
9 Dzus, 1975, 
10Ibid. 
I 
i 
I 
I 
op. 
I 
I 
I 
cit.' p. 42. 
I 1~omerill, 19l5, op. cit., p. 91; Kristof, 1965, op. cit., 
p. 241; and Lansing etlal., 1969, op cit., p. 66. The discrepancies 
shown in the various multipliers reflect some of the difficulties in 
constructing vacancy chains. Lansing et al., in fact, state (pp-. 65-
, 
66) that their result 'I'· •• is subject to some margin of uncertainty 
••• 
11 It must be remembered that,the current work is the only one 
that did not utilize d~ta from personal interviews. Because the 
Rundquist and Dzus multipliers are so similar, it appears that a pro-
' portionate number of cfuains ended by 11 interview failure 11 (Dzus) as 
ended by either reachi~g the end of the data set or not being able to 
complete a chain becau~e of difficulties with multiple-unit structures 
(Rundquist). Romerill!apparently had more difficulty in completing 
chains. From this, one could infer that the 11Rundquist method 11 of 
building vacancy chain~ is at least as good as the techniques used by 
Kristof, Dzus, and Rom~rill. In a very strict sense, the true multi-
plier--i.e., the actual number of moves resulting from new construction 
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I 
Spatial Manifiestations of Intra-Urban Vacancy Chains 
I 
The 308 vacancy: chains related to the six initiator cells were 
i 
I 
mapped for the purpose lof undertaking the spatial analysis (Figures 3-1 
through 3-6). In briefily discussing the maps, a "clockwise progression" 
will be used. In other1
1 
words, the first initiator cell examined will 
be Bethany and th~ ~astl will be The Knolls (refer to Figure 2-2). The 
same ordering of the inci.tiator cells will be utilized in all tables 
I I 
!contained in this and s~cceeding chapters. 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
In 1972, 96 intla-city changes of residence terminated in Beth-
. I 
~Bethany 
1any, with 49 becoming fbundation moves for vacancy chains. The 49 
!vacancy chains, comprislng 111 individual intra-urban vectors, are pre-
lsented as Figure 3-1. 12 ! The pattern of the foundation moves, first of 
I. 
lall, reflects a fairly heavy concentration of lines radiating from the 
!southwest to the initiakor cell and pointing toward an important rental 
larea south of "O" Street referred to. as the "Near-South" neighborhood 
l(in the state capitol atea). A secondary group of vectors is oriented 
lfrom the northwest towatd the suburban cell, and these origin points 
i 
I 
!appear clustered in the "University Place"--56th and Adams Streets--
[vicinity. The second-link vectors associated with Bethany reflect a 
I I 
I I 
predominant northeast-s0uthwest orientation as evidence of some inter-
1 I 
' I l<nzus, Romerill, Kristof, Lansing) or "foundation ingressions" (Rund-
~uist)--cannot be dete~ined for any of the,studies. If this problem 
rould be overcome, intet-city comparisons would be more meaningful. 
: 
12The vectors a:Je drawn from exact location of former residence ~o exact location of ne~ residence, but extend only to the boundary of 
fhe initiator cell. Note that a variation in the line symbolization is 
used to distinguish bet~een first, second, third, and fourth (or later) 
inks. I 
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I 
laction between the "Neat-South" neighborhood and the "University Place" 
I 
area. Notice, too, theimovements between the 48th Street and Holdrege-
. I l40th Street and Adams S~reet areas. Belmont (north-central Lincoln east 
I I 
iof Highway 34) is also ~ part of the circulatory system begun in Bethany, 
as is Arnold Heights in! far northwest Lincoln (west of the airport.) 13 
' 
' 1Looking briefly at the spatial manifestations of the third-link vectors 
I I 
I i 
!tied to initial moves into Bethany, one is struck by the great length 
I 
I jof these moves, the prebonderance of east-west trending vectors, and 
I 
I I 
lthe interaction with 
I 
A I ld H . h 14 rp.o e1g ts . 
!Meadow lane 
I 
; 
During 1972, 14f intra-urban moves were made to Meadowlane with 
I 
i 
i81 becoming bona fide 
I 
fbundations for vacancy chains. The great number 
I 
i 
of vectors is perhaps tne most notable feature of Figure 3-2, as 172 
intra-urban changes of tesidence are mapped. The major concentration 
I 
I 
of the first-link or fohndation vectors is the northeast-southwest 
! 
I 
!trending group which or~ginates south of "O" Street and the GBD in the 
lolder, rental-dominatedl "Near-South" area. This concentration is 
!even more apparent than; in the previous figure. The preponderance of 
I . 
moves from the state-capitol or "Near-South" feeder area indicates 
j 
I 
the direct link betweeni close-in rental areas of Lincoln and suburban 
IMeadowlane. 15 Other no~able features of the first-link pattern ~s 
I jshown 
I 
I 
on this map incluae the secondary concentration of flows from 
I 
i 
13 I The term "circulatory system" is used to refer to the flow 
pattern associated withlan initiator cell (see Appendix "A"). 
; 14only one fourhh-link was derived from the Bethany data, hence, 
I there is no discussion.! 
15A "feeder arek" is a neighborhood from which migrants typi-
1 
cally move. 
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82 
!Northwest Lincoln, and ~he general lack of migrants to Meadowlane from 
other peripheral areas ~f the city. The second-link vectors related 
I 
Ito initial moves into M~adowlane are more difficult to describe al-
l 
though there is some nottheast-southwest interaction. There is intense 
I 
rvement within the "Ne~r-South" neighborhood, itself, as evidenced by 
1the many short, r~~h~r 1ulti-directional vectors in that area. Arnold 
~eights was also part o~ this second-link system. The Meadowlane third-
llink vectors are similat to those for Bethany, though perhaps not as 
llong and not as distinct in their orientation, while the fourth and 
later links for Meadowl!ne resemble the second links in terms of their 
spatial alignment. 
I 
i iWedgewood 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I There were 106 intra-city ingressions into Wedgewood during 
I 
1
!1972 resulting in 60 
I . 
va~ancy chains and 143 intra-urban vectors (Figure 
I 
I 
,3-3) •. The Wedgewood 
I 
!those for Meadow lane, 
I The direct connection 
fo~dation moves bear a striking similarity to 
I • 
tl;lough they do not appear to be as "concentrated." 
I w~th the state-capitol feeder area is still re-
I 
I 
fleeted 
I 
!appears 
as is that of U~iversity Place. The remainder of the pattern 
I 
I 
I 
somewhat even with a fair amount of movement from areas south-
1 
I I 
~est and northwest of t~e initiator cell. The second-link vectors for 
I 
I I 
~edgewood reflect a nottceable northeast-southwest trend. ''intra-Near-
1 I 
I I ISouth" interaction is again apparent, with some migration from "West 
i I 
I . iLincoln"--northeast of Capitol Beach Lake--to the 56th and Adams-Have-
, I 
iock Streets area. 
I 
Th~ Wedgewood third-link vectors are remarkably 
! 
I 
long and they manifest a decided northwest-southeast alignment, almost 
I~ 
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VACANCY CHAINS TO WEDGEWOOD 
Figure 3-3 
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I 
kt right angles to the greponderance of the second-link vectors. The 
I ~ourth-and-later links ~or Wedgewood also seem rather long compared to 
~hose for other initiat~r cells. 
I jrrendwood 
I I 
1 Trendwood had 5~ intra-urban ingressions during 1972 allowing 
! I 
Fhe construction of JO +acancy chains of 58 vectors (Figure 3-4). 
I i 
respite the fact that tlis cell had relatively few ingressions, an 
unusual pattern surfaces here. While the overall spread of the founda-
1 I 
I . f I r10n vectors appears a~rly even, a northerly bias in direction is 
rpparent. Many of the toves into this initiator cell came, then, from 
fhe other three "initia{or neighborhoods" which lie to the north of 
krendwood. None of theiother initiator cells reflects a pattern quite 
i I 
I • ~1ke this. The vectorslassociated with Trendwood's second-link moves 
! 
belie some alignment toJard College View, while no distinct patterns 
i I 
are seen in the third aJd fourth-and-later links. 
' I 
I pollege View 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I There were 154 intra-urban ingressions 
I 
~972 leading to the conJtruction of 73 vacancy 
I I 
I I 
into College View during 
chains totaling 165 intra-
Mrban vectors (Figure 3f5). Three "clusters" of first-link vectors can 
I 
! I 
pe identified--one grou~ of moves was almost straight south from the 
I 
' I ~rea around Wyuka Cemet~ry (40th and "O") into the peripheral cell; 
I i 
I ·1 rnother oriented to thelsoutheast toward the initiator cell but in 
I • • • I h f th d "N s h" 1 most cases or1g1nat1ng sout o e more ense ear- out renta 
I I 
I I 
area· and a final group! also oriented to the southeast with most ori-
1 ' : 
~ins east of 27th and "A" Streets, between the two clusters just 
I : 
! I 
bentioned. Some initial movement from the other peripheral cells can 
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VAC~NCY CHAINS TO COLLEGE VIEW 
Figure 3-5 
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I 
I 
i 
1also be noted. 
I 
I The sec9nd links consist of longer moves connecting the 
I 
I 
I 
first-link origins with:Northeast Lincoln and the "Near-South" area. 
I 
I 
I 
The third- and fourth-link moves comprise a rather dense pattern of 
I 
I 
I 
moves within the "Near-South" neighborhood itself. This latter 
I 
I 
"intra-Near-South" phenbmenon is perhaps more clearly shown on this 
I 
I 
map than on any of the bthers. 
I 
Knolls 
' I 
I 
As a result of the relatively small area outlined as the 
I 
initiator neighborhood knd the very low density of the housing in the 
I 
area, only 24 intra-urbkn ingressions were recprded for The Knolls 
I : 
!during 1972. From thes~, 15 vacancy chains with 44 intra-urban links 
I ~ere_constructed (Figur~ 3-6). 
' . ' 
Though few in number, they do provide 
I i 
a glimpse into the circulation related to such a prestigious neighbor-
1 
hood. The foundation mbves into The Knolls show a varied orientation, 
I ! 
lbut several come from the "Lincoln Country Club" area south of Van Dorn 
lnear 17th Street. Othels originate in Northeast Lincoln, and one even 
I I 
lfrom Arnold Heights. T:e second-link moves related to The Knolls origi-
!nate in several places,: but Wedgewood and the College View area are 
!apparently feeder cells!. Other links are too few for any description. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Sunnnary of Spatial Mani~estations: Prospects for 
Multivariate Analysis I 
I 
I 
I 
After viewing the spatial manifestations of the Lincoln vacancy 
ichains, it became apparbnt that the great complexity of the maps hin-
1 
dered clear comprehensibn of the movement patterns. Some tentative 
! 
istatements can, howeveri, be made by way of summarizing the mapped con-
I 
I 
I figurations 
I 
I 
I 
and conside~ing the possibilities for a statistical 
I 
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I VACANCY CHAINS TO THE KNOLLS 
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a MOVE WITHIN SANE 
APARTMENT BUILDING 
I 
~ 0 .5 I M1L£ 
I 
I' 
t: Figure 3-6 
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I 
I 
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·I 
I 
I 
I 
·a 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
identification of "migrLtory streams." 
I In three of thel six initiator cells--Bethany, Meadowlane, and 
I 
89 
Wedgewood--the most appbrent initial flow seemed to be from the "Near-
1 South" neighborhood. This central area tended to contribute directly 
I 
I 
to suburban expansion rather than a gradual, "zone-by-zone" type of 
movement (ala' Ernest B~rgess). Perhaps this is a function of the 
size of Lincoln, with rfsidents being equipped with more information 
about all parts of the ~ity than would be the case in a much larger 
I ! 
l
urban area. There are rpparently some other distinct 'migration 
tendencies" since the L~nk-1 moves to Trendwood, College View, and 
I 
The Knolls were quite different from those of the three previously 
I . 
!mentioned initiator cel~s, and each of these was slightly different. 
ITrendwood, for example,l appeared to be fed directly by some of the 
lmore northerly initiatJ cells in the city and other areas of South-
east Lincoln. College riew, .on the other hand, was tied directly to 
several areas, including a "farther south" neighborhood (seeabove for 
I 
discussion of College V~ew). The Knolls appeared to draw migrants 
I 
lmostly from the "Lineal~ Country Club" area. 
• I 
I I 
I Regarding the second-link vectors, it seemed that the most ~prevalent tie was betweln the University-Place and "Near-South" 
neighborhoods. The mapl indicated a rather continuous exchange between 
I 
these two areas, except~ng only chains associated with Trendwood and 
, I 
IThe Knolls. Second-link vectors tied to specific initiator cells also 
~ I 
lhad other various neighborhoods as a part of their particular circula-
'litory systems, such as Bllmont for Bethany and West Lincoln for Wedge-
wood. 
I 
' I 
I The third and fpurth links appeared to be characterized by 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.a 
I 
I ' . 
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I 
I 
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east-west trending vectdrs--especially the Bethany and Meadowlane third 
I 
I i 
1!-inks--and a rather conGentrated "intra-Near-South" movement. It seems 
I j . 
~hat by this stage in t9e vacancy chains, the movement tends to be of 
I I 
a very short distance, ~ith little recognizable directional bias, and 
the moves are more "cluJtered" in the city. All of these notions are 
bested statistically in !succeeding paragraphs. 
. • I 
The intra-urbanlmovement as indicated by the Lincoln vacancy 
I 
~hains was found to be ~xtremely complex. In some cases, inter-
I 
; 
anitiator-cell differendes were apparent in the vacancy chains. Many 
I 
repetitive configuratiorls, though, were also seen. These spatial mani-
1 
I 
I 
festations now need to be quantified to allow multivariate classifica-
tion in order to confirl or deny the existence of the hypothesized 
I 
Pmigratory streams." 
Analysis 
The maps of thelvacancy chains (Figures 3-1 through 3-6) pro-
1 
I 
vide a view of the spat~al patterns of intra-urban movement in Lincoln, 
I 
Nebraska. Because of tJe spatial complexity of the sequences of moves, 
I 
I 
however, it was difficult to make generalizations regarding this intra-
~ity phenomenon. There~ore, the maps were utilized primarily as a 
bource of quantitative Information needed for the investigations which 
follow. 
I 
Hypothesis 1: 
This 
Pertinent Hypotheses 
The majo~ity of the moves comprising the vacancy chains 
traverseilittle physical distance with at least 60% 
being less than three miles in length. 
! 
I hypothesis:is well founded in the literature concerning 
' 
lthe spatial component cllled "distance." Simmons went so far as to 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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'state that " .•• the lost powerful regularity is the tendency to re-
' I 
I ! 16 
:locate near the origin~" But the work of Butler, et al., based upon 
I . 1 . I f •t d . h d . t• d" 
·a nat~ona survey, ~s most o ten c~ e w~t regar to m~gra ~on ~s-
17 I ! tance. Butler and hils colleagues concluded that 60% of all moves are 
, less than five miles iJ length. Many other academicians have also pro-
1 
!vided evidence for the empirical regularity that geographers term I 
.. • I 18 
"distance bias" or "dis,tance decay." A 1969 study by Ronald Boyce, 
I 
! however, led directly t:o 
: I 
I • b average ~ntra-ur an mo~e 
the stated hypothesis when he found that the 
in Seattle was less than three miles. 19 
I 1
Because Lincoln is much ~smaller than Seattle, at least 60% of the moves 
should be less than thr~e miles. 
I 
I 
16 J. W. Simmonsl, "Changing Residence in the City: A Review of 
Intra Urban Mobility," Geographical Review, Volume 58, Number 4, 
1
0ctober, 1968, pp. 648-~49. 
, 
17
E. W. Butler,! et al., "Moving Behavior and Residential Choice: 
lA National Survey," Natci..onal Cooperative-Highway Research Report Number 
:a1, Highway Research Bokrd, Washington, 1969. 
18
see, for examkle, Richard L. Morrill and Forrest R. Pitts, 
i"Marriage, Migration, ahd the Mean Information Field: A Study of 
'!Uniqueness and Generality," Annals, Association of American Geographers, 
!
Volume 57, Number 2, Jurie, 1967, pp. 401-422; Kevin R. Cox, Man, 
,Location, and Behavior: I An Introduction to Human Geography, New York: 
IJohn Wiley and Sons, 1972, p. 19; R. J. Johnston, Spatial Structures, 
'New York: St. Martin's! Press, 1973, p. 88;· and Douglas Amedeo and 
Reginald G. Golledge, An Introduction to Scientific Reasoning in 
Geography, New York: J6hn Wiley and Sons, 1975, p. 5. 
I I 
I 
19Ronald Boyce, I "Residential Mobility and Its Implications for 
[Urban Spatial Change," Proceedings, Association of American Geographers, 
!Volume 1, 1969, p. 23. 
I 
I 
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I 
1 Hypothesis 2: The leng!th of a link is inversely related to its position 
in the cpain (with the first link being the longest). 
i 
I 
This hypothesis~ is rooted in the work of Romerill who substan-
1 tiated a similar hypothel sis in Cincinnati in 1975 finding that "as 
lchain length increased, the distance between units (or the movement 
!distance of households) decreased. 20 The maps of the Lincoln vacancy 
I 
:chains (Figures 3~l.thrrugh 3-6) also led the author to believe that 
I 
,the same phenomenon wouid surface in the move statistics for that 
I I 
.smaller city. 
I 
I Hypothesis 3: The stat!istical relationship between "directional bias" 
and linkl number decreases as the link number increases. 
The stated hypokhesis resulted largely from the work of W.A.V. 
I 
,Clark who has suggested~ (in what he termed an "inconclusive" study) 
:that central-area chang~s of residence are somewhat random in nature 
. I 
,while moves involving tter areas are more sectorally biased. 21 
Johnston provided furthjr support for the stated hypothesis when he 
• I 
noted that "Although migrations of suburban households may generally 
be biased in terms of dlstance, direction, and sector, however, it is 
:already clear that rentlrs of central-city flats generally display 
I 
i 22 
:only the first bias in their many moves." The maps of the Lincoln 
p. 155' 
" 
size. 
20Romerill, 197$, op. cit., p. 152. Dzus, 1975, op. cit., 
however, found 1'· .. no significant differences in mean length 
of links in Windsor, a city roughly comparable to Lincoln in 
I 
i 
I 
, 
2~. A. V. Clar~, "A Test of Directional Bias in Residential 
'Mobility," in Harold McConnell and David W. Yaseen, Perspectives in 
]Geography 1: Models of!Spatial Variation, Dekalb: Northern Illinois 
!University Press, 197l,!P· 26. 
' 22 i 
· Johnston, 197~, op. cit., pp. 88-89. 
i 
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1 vacancy chains also apJeared to support the stated hypothesis. There-
' I 
i fore, it is expected tnat there will be a decreasing relationship be-
l 
I 
tween the two variables when Links 1 through 4 are considered individ-
1 
I 
I : ually. 
1 Hypothesis 4: 
' I 
I 
VacanciJs in the sequences tend to "move" closer to the 
Central !Business District. 
-· lo I 
Common sense rJgarding urban spatial structure and residential-
movement processes woulld lead one to this hypothesis, but it is also 
I 
:founded in scholarly r+earch, most notably the work of Lansing et a1. 23 
Basing their findings upon (only) 61 vacancy chains that began in 
1 Detroit and remained in the city for at least one further position, 
I 
the authors stated: . I 
At position onel, 6 percent of the dwellings are within ten 
miles of the center~ 31 percent at position two, 50 percent at 
position three, 53 percent at position four, and 54 percent at 
positions five and above.24 
~ansing and his colleagles also found that the mean distances from the 
, I 
!city center were 18.3 nrlles for position one, 14.6 for position two, 
I 
~2~2 for position threel 11.9 for position four, and 12.8 miles for 
position five. 25 This lame tendency, for the vacancies to be located 
¢loser to the CBD as thl position in the vacancy chain increases, 
I 
khould be apparent in tqe much-smaller city of Lincoln, Nebraska, 
I 
provided the overall ouJward movement of migrants is the predominant 
I 
1 
23
Lansing et al , 1969, op. cit. See also Romerill, 1975, 
pp. cit., p. 131. 
I 
I 
24
Lansing et al, 1969, op. cit., p. 20. 
25Ibid., p. 119~ 
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. 1 I. . h . 26 spat1a process operat1ng 1n t e c1ty. 
I 
I 
Hypothesis 5: The degkee of clustering of the link-origins varies with 
the pos~tion in the chain (with the Link-! origins beirig 
the lea~t clustered). 
This hypothesil arose from reasoning concerning the previous 
hypothesis and urban sbatial structure. If successive links in chains 
from all six initi&tor cells tend to become located closer to the CBD, 
it would also seem that the overall distribution of the move-origins 
, I 
would become more clustered. A pronounced clustering near the CBD 
I 
• for the final move-origin points in the sequences would imply that 
certain central-area n1ighborhoods do "benefit" (in the sense of 
I . 
freed housing) from neJ construction on or intra-urban moves to the 
I 
I 
urban periphery. In a4dition, if "migratory channels" do exist in the 
I 
I 
'city, the geographical !location of these "beneficiary areas" may vary 
iaccording to the initiJtor cell in which the vacancy chain originated. 27 
I 
I ~Hypothesis 6: Regular 1"migratory streams" are associated with each of 
the init~ator cells and can be .identified by "clustering" 
certain spatial characteristics related to the vacancy 
chains. I 
This statement ls considered by the author to be the principal 
I 
·~hypothesis of the dissektation since it is the problem to which the 
I 
26 I . Johnston, 1973, op. cit., p. 87, stated that this general 
!
outward movement of the! people toward the urban periphery is indeed 
" ••• a major pattern in the distribution of migration directions 
within the city." The tie between the central "Near-South" neighborhood 
\in Lincoln and the peripheral initiator cells (see earlier discussion) 
may affect the clarity ~f the hypothesized process, but the author 
¢xpects the hypothesis ~o be substantiated. 
1
, 
27 A "beneficiarJ area" is the neighborhood in a city that 
eventually benefits in terms of freed housing, either from new construc-
~ion of residences on the urban periphery or out-migration from these 
bore peripheral locatiorls. · 
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work is addressed (see Ghapter 1). 
I 
Several scholarly works have implied 
I 
that intra-urban migration is "channelized" but none has substantiated 
i 
this claim.
28 
If the slated hypothesis is validated, it could have 
l?ositive ramifications f,or planners. For example, if migratory streams 
do exist and they can bel identified, then the location of new construe-
! I 
tion can be more effecti~ely planned in order to supplement the supply 
I 
I ~f housing in certain ar~as of the city. 
Spatial Components 
' ~istance 
There are two basic spatial aspects to any intra-urban change 
df residence--distance ald direction. The most fundamental and well-
dbcumented c~ncept intriJsic to all forms of residential mobility is 
I 
I 
d[stance, and characteri~tics related to that spatial component are 
treated in this section. 
I 
I 
Hypothes1s 1: The major~ty of the moves comprising the vacancy chains 
will traverse little physical distance with at least 60% 
being less than three miles in length. 
I 
The most expedit~ous means of testing this hypothesis is to I • 
I 
simply place each move-d~stance into a tabular format with specified 
I 
I 
Tablie 3-2 is the synopsis of the moves as analyzed 
I 
I 
distance groupings. -
I I 
in this fashion with Partj A containing the absolute number of occurrences 
i~ each category and Partl B the percentages. 
With regard to thr Link-1 figures for each initiator cell, notice 
28
see, for examplb, Everett S. Lee, "A Theory of Migration," 
Demography, Volume 3, Jan4ary, 1966, pp. 47-57; Duncan Timms, The Urban 
Mqsaic: Towards a Theory: of Residential Differentiation, London: 
Cambridge University Pres~, 1971, p. 122; and Boyce, 1969, op. cit., 
p ·I 24. 
- .... _ .. _ ...... --- .. - .... 
-
.. -
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TABLE 3-2 
DISTRIBUTION OF DISTANCES: ONE-MILE GROUPINGS 
Part A: Absolute Number of Occurrences 
Distance 
Category 
< 1 mile -
Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood College View The Knolls Total 
Ll L2 L3 L4 Ll L2 L3 L4 Ll L2 L3 L4 Ll L2 L3 L4 Ll L2 L3 L4 Ll 12 13 L4 Ll L2 13 14 
9 16 4 0 9 22 11 3 2 15 6 3 3 6 3 4 8 17 10 2 3 4 0 - 34 80 34 12 
--------------r-.:..-T.-g-g----rs-T2--3--o- 14 17 3 3 9 15 4 2 7 3 3 1 17 13 7 4 6 4 1 - 11 64 21 10 
2 - 2.99 5 4 3 0 14 11 7 4 15 9 6 4 8 5 1 0 12 12 4 0 1 2 0 - 55 43 21 8 
3 - 3.99 5 7 1 1 18 8 0 2 21 3 4 1 6 2 0 0 23 8 4 0 0 1 0 - 73 29 9 4 
4 - 4.99 7 4 4 0 15 3 1 0 9 7 1 1 5 0 1 0 9 6 0 0 1 0 1 - 46 20 8 1 
5 - 5.99 2 1 0 0 5 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 0 - 12 7 0 0 
6 - 6.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 - 4 0 2 1 
7- 7.99 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 1 0 
8 - 8.99 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 2 2 0 
9 - 9.99 2 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 10 1 0 0 
Total 49 44 17 1 81 63 23 12 60 50 22 11 30 18 8 5 73 59 26 7 15 12 2 - 308 246 98 36 
\.0 
0'\ 
·~ 
-
__. _. 
- - ·- ·-
.. .. 
- - - -
TABLE 3-2 
__ l'ar.t_B:. __ l'ercentages--
Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trend wood The Knolls Distance 
Category Ll L2 L3 L4 Ll L2 L3 L4 Ll L2 L3 L4 Ll L2 L3 L4 
College View 
L1 L2 L3 L4 Ll L2 L3 L4 
< 1 mile 18.4 36.4 23.5 0 11.1 34.9 47.8 25.0 3.3 30.0 27.3 27.3 10.0 33.3 37.5 80.0 11.0 28.8 38.5 28.6 20.0 33.3 0 
1- 1.99 36.7 27.3 17.7 0 17.3 27.0 13.0 25.0 15.0 30.0 18.2 18.2 23.3 16.7 37.5 20.0 23.3 22.0 26.9 57.1 40.0 33.3 50.0 
2- 2.99 10.2 9.1 17.7 0 17.3 17.5 30.4 33.3 25.0 18.0 27.3 36.4 26.7 27.8 12.5 0 6.7 16.7 0 
3- 3.99 10.2 15.9 5.9100,0 22.2 12.7 0 16.7 35.0 6.0 18.2 9.1 20.0 11.1 0 
0 16.4 20.3 15.4 
0 31.5 13.6 15.4 0 0 8.3 0 
4 - 4.99 14.3 9.1 23.5 
5 - 5.99 
6 - 6.99 
7 - 7.99 
8 - 8.99 
9 - 9.99 
Total 
4.1 2.3 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 5.9 
2.0 0 5.9 
4.1 0 0 
0 18.5 4.8 4.4 
0 6.2 1.6 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 1.2 1.6 4.4 
0 6.2 0 0 
0 15.0 14.0 4.6 9.1 16.7 0 12.5 
0 5.0 2.0 0 0 0 5.6 0 
0 0 0 4.6 0 3.3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1. 7 0 0 0 0 5.6 0 
0 12.3 10.2 0 0 6.7 0 50.0 
0 1.4 3.4 0 0 6.7 8.3 0 
0 1.4 0 3.8 14.3 13.3 0 0 
0 1.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1.7 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1.4 0 0 0 6.7 0 0 
.. .. 
Total 
L1 L2 L3 L4 
- 11.0 32.5 34.7 33.3 
- 23.1 26.0 21.4 27.8 
- 17.9 17.5 21.4 22.2 
- 23.7 11.8 9.2 11.1 
- 14.9 8.1 8.2 2.8 
3.9 2.8 0 0 
1.3 0 2.0 2.8 
0.3 0 1.0 0 
0.6 0.8 2.0 0 
3.2 0.4 0 0 
99.9 99.9 99.9100.0 
-
\0 
....... 
.. 
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I 
:that in all cases, the kreatest percentage of moves is in a "distance 
I 
I 
ring" other than the shbrtest--the "less-than-one-mile" category (Part 
I 
I 
B of Table 3-2). The "Total" column for Link 1 points out the fact that 
i 
1only 11% of all Link-1 boves were less than one mile in length (refer I 
I 
:to right-hand column of! Part B of the table). The bulk of the Link-1 
~oves--in fact, 64.7%--lre between 1 and 3.99 miles and a full 79.6% 
i .. . I 
~re between 1 and 4.99 ~les. Notice, too, that the highest percent-
ages for the Link-2 moves are always--except in the case of The Knolls--
1 I 
, I 
I 
!i.n the "less-than-one-mile" category. The "Total" column in Part B of 
~he table shows that 32.15%, of the Link-2 moves are less than one mile 
I 
I 
58.5% are I and a full 76% are 2.99 miles in length, 1.19 miles or less, 
or less in I The physical distance. total percentages for Link 3 are 
I . 
those for LiJk 2 with 34.7% of all the Link-3 similar to moves being I 
+ess than one mile long and 77.5% being 2.99 miles or less in length. 
I 
the Link-4 statistics again follow the trends of Links 2 and 3 with 
33. 3% of the moves for L!ink 4 being less than one mile long and 83. 3% 
less than 2. 99 miles in ~distance. 
As was stated -inl Chapter 1 (section on "mobility generaliza-
1 
I 
tions"), the previous li~erature on intra-urban residential mobility 
I I 
I 
lias shown time and againl that most moves are very short in terms of 
I 
Rhysical distance. This! general finding and the specific work of- Boyce 
i 
~ed to the hypothesis being tested 
. I 
here that the majority of the intra-
urban moves in Lincoln during 1972 
, I . will cover little distance and 60% 
. 11 1 h h ! .1 29 ~1 cover ess t an t ree m1 es. 
i 
The hypothesis was accepted since 
~5.9% of all the 688 int~a-urban changes of residence examined in 
Dincoln were less than 
29 Boyce, 1969, 
2t99 miles in length. 
I 
I 
i 
I op. cit. 
In order to test the 
II 
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I b b.l. f b .. I h 1 b h h f. b 
,pro a ~ ~ty o o ta~n~n$ t e resu t y c ance, t e ~gures were su -
i I 
I 
:jected to a "Single-Sample Test for Individual Proportions." The 
I 
I 
I I 
!formula is: i 
Where: z 
p 
0 
ph 
Q 
N 
I 
I 
~0 - ph 
z = lr? 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
I N 
thJ z-statistic 
thj observed proportion (65.9% in this case) 
thJ hypothesized proportion (60%) 
I 
th~ hypothesized alternative (40%) I 
I 
i 
the· number of cases (688) 
I 
I 
4 z-statistic of 3.15, significant at a level of .0008, indicated that 
I 
it was highly improbable! that the finding occurred through chance alone. I 
]he complete results with regard to the proportions within the distance 
I I 
categories is as follows!
1
: 23.3% were less than 1. mile, 47.4% were less 
! 
~han 1.99 miles, 65.9% wlre 2.99 miles or less, 82.6% were less than 
I 3i.99 miles, and 93.5% wefe less than 4.99 miles. 30 
I 
I 
I 
H~pothesis 2: The lengtA of a link is inversely related to its position 
in the chain (with the first links being the longest). 
I . 
A comparison of ~he average distance.of moves according to the 
I l~nk-position in the chain is a second way to analyze this spatial 
c~mponent of migration. !Part A of Table 3-3 is a synopsis of the mean 
I 
I 30
In reference td Lincoln's size, it is about 7.7 miles from 
ckpitol Beach Lake to 84tih Street along "O" and 7.1 miles from Superior 
I I 
Street to Old Cheney Roaq along 40th (See Figure 2-2). From the Peak L~nd Value Intersection, !at 14th and "0" Streets, to 84th and "O," it i~ about 5.1 miles. From Arnold Heights in far Northwest Lincoln to 
Stth and "O," it is appr~ximately 10 miles. 
--
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
I 
'I 
I 
distance for each initi~tor cell by link-group, and Part B lists all 
I 
standard deviations, co~fficients of variation, and "n" sizes. 
100 
I 
The first notable feature of Table 3-3, Part A, is the contrast I 
! 
between initiator cellslin terms of mean link-distances. For example, 
rotice the perfect pattern reflected in the case of Trendwood where mean 
aistances become shortej as the "generation" of the move increases, 
i.e., Link 1 is ty~i~alJythe longest and Link 4 the shortest. While 
I I 
the figures for Trendwodd are so "ordered," variation is evident in the 
I 
I 
links associated with tHe other initiator cells. Although the link-
1 . 
group means for Meadowlane, Wedgewood, and College View nearly comprise 
I I 
~n ordered progression ~imilar to that for Trendwood, Bethany is the 
I . 
reverse--as the link number beyond Link 2 increases, so do the dis-
1 
ltances. The "Link-4 groiup mean" for Bethany can be explained by an 
"n-size" of only one obs
1
ervation (see Part B of Table 3-3); but the high 
I 
'1Link-3 average" for the! same initiator cell is perhaps explained by the 
I I . 
interaction with Arnold Heights (see Figure 3-1). Though the number of 
I 
I 
I 
dases is low for links associated with The Knolls, the averages are 
I 
l!elatively high. I 
pheral 
I 
i 
The standard dev~ations for each link-group for the six peri-
l 
I 
initiator cells range from a very "constant"--e.g., Wedgewood--
1 
I 
1 I 
~hrough a "somewhat regutar" declining progression with increasing 
p,osition away from the irtitial moves--e.g., Meadowlane--to "erratic"--
, I 
e1.g., Bethany, Trendwoodl and The Knolls (Part B of Table 3-3). In the 
dase of moves related to the latter three neighborhoods, the link-
giroups do not appear to ~ave an effect on the variation about the mean 
; 
i I 
value of the distances of individual moves. 
! 
i 
The averages of ~he link-group means show a lengthy 3.0 mile 
-~~-~--~---------~-
Part A: Mean Distance 
TABLE 3-3 
DISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF INTRA-URBAN LINKS 
(Values in Miles) 
Link Bethany Meadowlane Wedgewood Trendwood College View The Knolls 
1 2.7 3.4 3.2 2.7 2.8 
2 1.9 1.9 2.0 
---3---- ----3-;-I------T-:-r------2---:-3 _____ -
4+ 3 . 6 2 . 1 1. 9 
2.3 
1.5 
0.6 
2.2 
1.7 
2.0 
Part B: Standard Deviations, Coefficients of Variation, and Number of Cases 
L 
i 
n 
k Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood College View 
s cv N s cv N s cv -N s cv N s cv N 
1 2.2 .80 49 2.2 .65 81 1.4 .45 60 1.4 .52 30 1.5 .56 73 
2 1.4 .74 44 1.6 .83 63 1.5 .76 50 2. 3 1.00 18 1.7 .77 59 
3 2.3 . 75 17 1.8 1.10 23 1.4 .63 22 1.2 .82 8 1.5 .85 26 
4+ 0.0 0.0 1 1.1 .51 12 1.2 .63 11 0.4 .69 5 1.8 .93 7 
Total 111 179 143 61 165 
3.2 
1.9 
3.0 
The Knolls 
s cv N 
2.7 .85 15 
1.5 .78 12 
1.9 .62 2 
- - -
29 
Total 
Mean 
3.0 
2.0 
---
2.1 
1.8 
Totals 
(Weighted 
Means) 
s cv N 
1.8 . 61 308 
1.6 .80 246 
1.7 .83 98 
1.1 .64 36 
688 
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~verage for all foundat~on moves (refer to the right-hand column of 
I 
Part A of Table 3-3) wh~le the average values for the other three link-
' 
.I groups all are near 2 m~les. Most importantly, then, it can be seen 
, I 
that the initial moves dre, on the average, about one mile longer than 
tinks 2, 3, and 4, whicJ remain very similar. On the whole, there is 
~ery little difference i!n distance among the lengths of the second, 
~hird, and fourth links, but all three differ from the first link. In 
Jrder to determine the latistical significance of the differences be-
Jween the mean values for the successive pairs of link-groups, they 
i I 
were subjected to a "T- ;rest for Independent Samples." The formulation 
.i lls: 
' 
where: 
T~e calculated 
L~nk-2 average 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t = thl t-statistic 
I 
x1 = th~ mean for the first ~ample 
si = thl variance of the first sample 
n1 = t~ number of cases in the first sample 
I 
I 
"t" value lfor the difference between the Link-1 and 
distances 1was 6.53 (with 552 degrees of freedom), sig-
n::l.ficant beyond the .005 level. "t" for the Link-2 and Link-3 means 
was -2.43 (with 342 degrees of freedom), significant beyond the .01 
level. Finally, a "t" vallue of 0. 77 (with 132 degrees of freedom) in-
dicated that the differenle between the Link-3 and Link-4 means was not 
' 
' I 
s'tfatistically significant!. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The findings summarized in Table 3-3 and the "t" tests allow 
a decision regarding thl stated hypothesis: "The length of a link is 
inversely related to itl position in the chain (with the first links 
being the longest)." TJe movers in the first position of the Lincoln 
! h · d"d t I h d. h · · vacancy c a1ns 1 rav~rse t e greatest 1stance, t ose compr1s1ng 
I 
the second links averagjd one mile less, and the mean for the fourth-
-- • I 
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link moves was the shoJtest. 
I Thus, the relationship tended to be in-
verse. At the same timJ, a statistically significant difference was 
I 
I _ 31 found between Links 1 arid 2 and between Links 2 and 3. Although 
I 
~here was some evidence Ito the contrary (e.g., the slightly higher 
I i 
average distance for Link 3 and the non-significant 
I 
I ~nd 4) , the hypothesis w;as accepted. 
I)irection 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
"t" between Links 3 
Directional biab, the second spatial component of an intra-urban 
I 
I -
change of residence, is not well understood and lacks sound empirical 
I ~erification (see earlier discussion in Chapter 1). In an attempt to 
I 
C!ontribute to the small body of knowledge concerning this spatial 
I 
I 
c~aracteristic, the following hypothesis was tested: 
I 
I 
H~pothesis 3: The stati~tical relationship between "directional bias" 
and link number decreases as lirik number increases. 
i 
The actual meas~rement of the direction of the residential 
I 
changes was accomplishedlby attaching a "back azimuth" to each of the 
mpves. For example, if Jhe azimuth of an origin-to-destination vector 
I w~re 90 degrees Cmeasure4 from grid north), the back azimuth would 
I 
I 
probabilitlies for "t" also decrease as link-numbers in-
31The 
crease (.005 
Llnks 3-4). 
' for Links 112, .01 for Links 2-3, and "not significant" for 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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simply to 270 degrees €180 + 90 = 270). All azimuths were converted to 
I 
'back azimuths 
1
in the sense 
destinations 
to "standardize" the destinations, i.e., normalize them 
! 
of placinJ all destinations in one location. Thus, all 
I 
for each ~ink-group were considered to be a single point 
I 
,with back azimuths conv~rging on that point. 
I 
I 
The back azimuths for each move in a vacancy chain were 
, I 
,measured and classifiedi into one of twelve categories, each 30 degrees 
, I 
wide (see diagram below~. Each link-group was then subjected to Chi-
Square analysis to testlthe relationship between the link number and 
the frequency of occurrence in the directional categories. Chi-Square I 
for the Link-1 back azi~uths was 130.17 with 5 degrees of freedom 
0 
180 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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32 (significant beyond the .005 level). 
I 
i 
The value for Link 2 was 10.77, 
that for Link 3 was 8.~0, and Link 4 was 8.68 (all of which were not 
t t · t · 11 · · f · I ) 33 s a 1s 1ca y s1gn1 1c~nt . 
I Despite the fact that "X
2
" for Link 4 
I 
was slightly higher th~n for Link 3, the relationship between link 
I 
number and directional ibias does tend to be inverse. Because the 
I 
'relationship generally :lessens as link number increases, indicating 
I 
I 
that central-area moves1 are more random in nature than those for outer 
I :areas, the hypothesis was accepted. 
I 
I 
I 
Other Spatial Tendenciek 
I 
I 
As discussed inj Chapter 1, one of the advantages of using the 
I 
vacancy-chain approach £.or the study of intra-urban migration is the 
I 
fact that the original individual-level data can be aggregated gradu-
ally to provide a view Jf this sp~tial phenomenon at more than one 
I 
"level." The analyses in the current chapter have included the "micro-
1 
I 
studies" of distance and direction where each move was considered in-
dividually, and the linJed moves (vacancy chains) described by the I . 
I 
I 
32
Because the s~x initiator cells were located on the periphery 
0f the city, the generat!ion of the expected distribution for Link 1 was 
made difficult (since hallf of the "directional wedges" were not likely 
to receive a move). To bvercome this problem, ·the 0°-to-180° portion of ~he model was omitted fo~ Link 1. Since the College..:.View and Knolls 
initiator cells are on the southern margin of the city, the model was 
:rrotated 90° clockwise fo~ these latter two initiator neighborhoods. 
therefore, there were 5 tlegrees of freedom for the Link-! contingency ~able. I . 
33
When all twelv~ directional categories were used, the original I 
f 1igure for Link 4 was 25 L 98. But because of the low number of cases 
(]36), many of the catego:tfes had values of less than 5, which tends to 
i~validate the Chi-Squar~ statistic. Therefore, the categories for the 
L1ink-4 moves were widened to 60° resulting in 6 groups (and 5 degrees 
olf freedom). This combitiation of categories resulted in a truer repre-s~ntation of the distrib~tion of back azimuths for that link-group. 
I 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
~aps. This section of the chapter is aimed at providing an even more 
comprehensive view of thl vacancy chains that were mapped within Lincoln 
as the chains will be vilwed in terms of certain summary statistics. 
I 
Hyp~thesis 4: Vacancies!in the sequences tend to "move" closer to the 
Central Business District. 
I 
The line-symbol maps of the vacancy chains, shown as Figures 
I 
I 
I 
31-1 through 3-6, were clarified by converting the data to point 
I 
s~mbols. The resulting figures 3-7 through 3-10, which depict only 
I 
' i 
tpe individual vector orfgins, can be assessed briefly and qualitatively 
i I ~ith respect to the statfd hypothesis. 
! 
Many of the samejpatterns described with regard to the maps of 
I v~cancy chains are againireflected in Figures 3-7 thrOugh 3-10. Most 
importantly, though, notice that beginning with the Link-2 origins 
(Wigure 3-8), there appetrs to be an increasing tendency for points to 
b~ concentrated near theiCBD with a relative lessening in outer areas. 
Oh a qualitative basis, Jhe stated hypothesis seems acceptable, but 
I 
I 
further testing is in order. 
I 
A simple but effJctive way to both test the hypothesis and pro-, 
I 
vide more insight into tJe intra-urban migration process as it operates 
I 
within the city of Lincoln is to make use of.certain summary statistics. 
I 
I 
ohe centrographic measurJ which was of some use in this work is 11Mean 
I I 
dm ter. " Thus, the vee tor origins shown in Figures 3-7 through 3-10 
were assigned cartesian ~oordinates and simplified to "average loca-
t:;Lons." Through the use lof this descriptive statistic, one location 
was derived which stands lfor each of the link-group vector origins, 
! ! 
e1.g., one measure of central tendency was calculated for the Link-1 
i 
o igins for Wedgewood, one for the Link-2 origins for Wedgewood, and 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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so on. The same was dohe for all links and the other five initiator 
1 cells. 
I 
lll 
The Mean Centers for each link-group and initiator cell reveal 
.a general tendency for ~acancies to "move" closer to the CBD (Figure 
i3-ll). The mean pointsi for Bethany, Wedgewood, and Trendwood provide 
:evidence in support of lhe stated hypothesis. The College-View vector 
I 
-- • I 1origins display the same tendency despite the mean for Link 4 being 
~farther from the centerl of the city than the Link-3 mean. While the 
i 
I I 
!Mean Centers for Meadowiane are extremely close together--less than 
~ I 
one-half mile apart--on[y the Link-4 mean is analomous to the general 
I 
' I 
.pattern. The Mean Centers for link origins associated with The Knolls, 1
however, are reversed fkom the "norm" as the Link-1 mean is closest to 
'the Peak Land Value In+rsection, followed in order by Links 2 and 3. 
,The differences in distance from the PLVI are slight, though, and the 
. I 1Mean Centers for The Knolls appear, on the map, to parallel the CBD. 
, I 
I I Because the number of cases for The Knolls is low and since ~he other 
;initiator cells tend to reflect a similar pattern in terms of the 
Mean Centers of their vector origins, the 
tl 'move' closer to 
I 
hypothesis that "vacancies 
in the sequences tend the central Business District" 
I 
~was accepted. 
I 
I 
I If the Mean Cenfers are connected to form "average vacancy 
I 
1chains" tied to each of the six peripheral initiator cells, some addi-
tional observations can be made (see Figure 3-11). The great length of 
! 
I 
I 
:the foundation moves as! compared to the other links is again clearly I ~ 
1seen on the map . The lack of sizable differences in the lengths of the 
: 
1second, third, 
rector origins 
I 
and ·four~h links is also apparent. When the mean-
i 
I 
are conn~cted together as done here, they reflect some 
I 
I 
' t 
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I 
I 
:spatial differences, a~though the later link-origins do seem to gravi-
i 
I I 34 
, tate to one general are·a of the city. In addition, the chains for I 
I 
I 
·Bethany and Meadowlane lare entirely north of "O" Street while the 
1
chains for the other initiator cells are entirely south of "O" Street. 
I 
I 
On the average, then, chains that begin in neighborhoods north of "O" 
1
Street will also end nolth of that main thoroughfare, and vice-versa • 
Could this be indi~~tivl of two "separate" housing markets, one in 
I 
i"North Lincoln" and one in "South Lincoln?" The map would seem to 
iindicate that new construction south of "O" Street would do little in 
:terms of creating eventlal vacancies in the low-income areas in 
. I 
Lincoln such as "Malonel' and "Clinton," both of which are north of "O" 
• . 35 I 
Street. Finally, thelmap shown as Figure 3-11, although the result 
of a very simplistic te~hnique, is one of the few--and may be the only--
~mpirical spatial modell of intra-urban movement shown for any city. 
I 
[t clearly shows that, Jn the average, migration flows are away from 
I 
·~he CBD. ! 
! 
I 
~ypothesis 5: The degr~e of clustering of the link-origins varies with 
the posi~ion in the chain (with the Link-1 origins being 
the leas# clustered). 
All cartesian cdordinates for the individual vector origins I 
I 
I 
utilized in the determination of the Mean Centers (see above) were 
I 
further aggregated into lfour groups--all Link-1 origins, Link-2 origins, 
34
The author reJlizes that the areal mean is only a summary 
statistic dealing with dentral tendencies, and that there are many ~patial situations that '!could produce the same summary positions. There-
fore, the discussion in this paragraph dealing with housing markets is 
0nly speculation on the lpart of the writer. 
35 I . Dzus, 197 5, op1• cit., p. 105, reported the existence of two 
tjlajor housing submarketsi in Windsor. 
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Link-3 origins, and Lil-4 (and later) origins. These point locations 
I 
I 
were then subjected to !"Nearest-Neighbor Analysis" for the purpose of 
'testing the stated hypothesis. 
Table 3-4 contjins the results of the analysis of the point 
I 
distributions related ~o each of the link-groups. The smallest devia-
1 I 
tion for the Link-1 veC:tor origins (0.0987) was from randomness, and 
-· • I 
therefore, the distribdtion had to be classified as random. Surprisingly 
I (in view of the stated rypothesis), the Link-2 deviation from randomness 
'was even smaller (0 .064
1
3) implying a random distribution for this link-
, group. In addition, the smallest deviations for the Link-3 and Link-4 
vector origins were als~ from randomness. 
If one refers tb the "clustered deviations," it is interesting 
· h h d · I. · . 1· k b · · to note tat t e ev1at~on 1ncreases as 1n num er 1ncreases, 1.e., 
I 
the Link-1 distribution is closest to clustered and that for Link-4 
•is furthest from clustered. 
expected (see hypothesil). 
I 
i 
This is the complete reverse of what was 
Therefore, the HyRothesis was rejected. 
TABLE 3-4 
kEAREST-NEIGHBOR ANALYSIS: 
i TOTAL DEVIATIONS 
'Link 1 
.Link 2 
Link 3 
Link 4+ 
Total I 
Randomnes~ 
Index i 
1.1333 
1.0666 
1.1089 
1. 2432 
Uniformity 
Deviation 
0.2518 
0.3019 
0.4236 
0. 6972 
Randomness 
Deviation 
0.0987 
0.0643 
0.1341 
0.5024 
Clustered 
Deviation 
0.6000 
0.6442 
1.1675 
2.3328 
I 
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Despite the fast that visual inspection of Figures 3-7 through 
i 
3-10 would cause one td infer that the degree of clustering of the 
1 points near the centraJ city increases as link number increases~ there 
:are numerous other poinlts scattered throughout the city. These other 
!vector origins~ along Jith a decreasing number of cases with each link-
!group, apparently _c~use~ the rejection of the hYPothesis. In other 
:words~ the nature of thb Nearest-Neighbor statistic~ itself~ may be a 
I 
I 
;factor in the obtained result. At the same time~ though~ recall that 
i 
ithe Chi-Square analysis revealed a general inverse relationship be-
l 
1tween link number and directional bias. Since the orientation of the 
~oves near the ~entral bity is more "random" than those further out~ 
I 
lthe result appears to be an increasingly "lower level" of clustering of 
I !the move origins. In other words~ as link number increases~ the loca-
. f h · .I < · h t1ons o t e move-or1g1ns vary to a greater extent W1t respect to 
one another). 
I 
The Search for "Migratory Streams" 
I 
As was stated irl Chapter 1~ this study emphasizes the spatial ~anifestations and geomJtric character of vacancy chains in describing, 
I 
analyzing, and explainiJg the patterns of intra-city residential move-
1 
ment. The crux of the research, though, involves the use of the 
vacancy chains to eitheJ confirm or deny the existence of intra-urban 
. I 
;channels of migration. "I 
I 
I 
I 
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Ifypothesis 6: Regular "migratory streams" are associated with each of 
Since 
the initiator cells and can 'Qe identified by "clustering" 
certain spatial characteristics related to the vacancy 
chains. 
1 
maps alone1 do not constitute sufficient grounds for either 
i 
' I ~ccepting or rejecting t?e stated hypothesis, it became necessary to 
i 
dake use of certain quantitative derivatives of the maps (the "spatial 
I 
I : 
characteristics" meil'tioned in the hypothesis). Four statistics, "Spac-
ihg " Sinuosity " "Azimubh Differential," and "Direction of Gain" (see 
: • • I 
Cpapter 2) form the basi$ for the search for migratory streams since 
the hypothesis rests on Jhe notion that chains originating in the six 
I I 
p~ripheral initiator cells can be grouped in four-dimensional space on 
I 
the basis of the "sco~es'[ for the four indices. While the importance 
of these indices lies in the test of their ability to be clustered, a 
I 
btief description of the findings relative to each measure follows be-
I 
I 
19w . 
Cfuain Spacing 
The "Spacing Index" provi.des a measurement of the actual spacing 
I 
between residences in a p~articular chain. Recall from Chapter 2 that 
a1high index means that there were great differences in the actual 
. I p~ysical distances of liniks ip a particular chian, and a low index 
sJows regularity in the dkstances traveled. 
I 
Spacing Indices wbre calculated for all 246 vacancy chains that 
cdntained at least two inbra-urban links. The number of occurrences in 
edch "index-group" is claksified according to initiator cell (Table 
I 
I 3~5). The statistics shoWn as percentages refer to the total number of 
j 
I 
vacancy chains in each initiator cell found in each "index category." 
I ! 
' I 
' :1 
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A minimum of one-half of the chains begun in Bethany, Wedgewood, 
and College View have ildices of .99 or less--indicative of at least 
I 
fairly regular spacing.r6 Chains originating in Trendwood and The 
~nolls do not exactly fft the pattern of the three initiator cells 
I just noted, but the smaller number of cases for these two cells may 
I have influenced the results. The Meadowlane chains are a bit unusual, 
with rather high percen~ages in those categories showing irregular 
spacing--30.2% in the lj00-2.24 range and 15.9% in the 2.25-3.99 cate-
37 I gory. Interaction with Arnold Heights surely contributed to these 
~igher-than-average sta,istics (refer back to Figure 3-2). As a whole, 
though, the table points up the fact that 48.4% of all the chains have 
~pacing Indices of .99 dr less--with a fairly even breakdown in the 
I 
three lowest categories ·I 
The higher values for Meadowlane are also reflected in Table 
3-6 which simply lists Jhe mean indices for all chains associated with 
! I 
each of the initiator cellls. 38 Note that the average values range from 
a high of 3.00 for Meadorlane down to 1.40 for College View. Notice, 
too, that while almost h
1
alf of the chains have low Spacing Indices, the 
standard deviations are,l in all cases, larger than the mean for the 
I I 
I 
initiator cell and the cbefficients of variation are larger than one--i 
all indicative of substahtial fluctuation about the mean. 
I 
I 
I 
I 36
rt was decided!by the author that those indices that were ~elow .25 would be termetl "regular," those between .25 and .99 "fairly 
r!egular," and those 1.001 or above "not regular" (see Chapter 2). 
37 I 
The reader mayi recall from the map of Mean Centers that there 
was little difference inl the positions of the four mean points for 
' I Meadowlane (see Figure 3tll). 
! I 
38The table is bksed on the original interval data. 
I 
I 
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TABLE 1-5 
SUMMARY OF ALL SPACING INDICES 
Sp Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood Co lle~e View The Knolls Total 
II % II % II % II % II % II % II % 
.#!!. 25 11 25.0 9 14.3 11 22.0 3 16.7 21 35.6 4 
. 
33.3 59 24.0 
• 2-5 ------.-9-9--- -1-1----2-5-. o ---- -1-4---2-2-;-2---15--3o-;-o----4---22-;2- - -r5-- -z-5--:-4--1--8~- 6o 24.4 
1.00 - 2.24 8 18.2 19 30.2 15 30.0 5 27.8 13 22.0 1 8.3 61 24.8 
2.25 - 3.99 8 1R.2 10 15.9 4 8.0 3 16.7 6 10.2 4 33.3 35 14.2 
4.00 - 6.24 3 6.8 5 7.9 3 6.0 2 11.1 2 3.4 0 0 15 6.1 
6.25 - 8.99 0 0 0 0 1 2.0 0 0 0 0 1 8.3 2 0.8 
9.00 - 12.24 2 4.5 2 3.2 0 0 0 0 1 1.7 1 8.3 6 2.4 
12.25 - 15.99 1 2.3 1 1.6 1 2.0 1 5.6 1 1.7 0 0 5 2.0 
16.00 - 20.24 0 0 2 3.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.8 
20.25 - 30.24 0 0 1 1.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.4 
Total 44 100.0 63 100.1 50 100.0 18 100.1 59 100.0 12 99.8 246 99.9 
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TABLE 3-6 
I 
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND COEFFICIENTS 
OF VARIATION OF SPACING INDICES 
]jnitiator Cell 
I 
I 
I Mean 
-1 
Standard 
Deviation 
Coefficient 
of Variation 
Bethany 
! 
Meadow lane 
Wedgewood 
Tirendwood 
I 
cbllege View 
The Knolls 
I 
*Overall Mean 
*All cases considered 
2.20 
I 
3.00 
I 
1.62 
I 
2.44 
I 
1.40 
I rg 
2.14 
I 
Clfl.ain Sinuosity 
1 
• 
3.15 1.44 
4.62 1.54 
2.34 1.45 
3.54 1.45 
2.19 1.56 
3.04 1.13 
3.36 1.57 
"Migration SinuoJity," a measure of the path wandering of a 
vacancy chain, simply rellates the actual path of the links in a chain 
tq the length of the expelcted path (see Chapter 2). A low index means t~at there is little diffrrence between actual and expected and a high 
i!l-dex implies that a grealter difference exists. 
The distribution bf the Sinuosity Indices for the mapped chains i~ shown as Table 3-7. Fbur of the initiator cells--Bethany, Meadowlane, 
I 
cdllege View, and The Kno~ls--have approximately 40% of their total 
I 
chains in the lowest catekory--1.00 to 1.25. Only Wedgewood and Trend-
w~od do not fit this appatent "norm,-" with the former initiator cell 
I 
i h~ving 24% of its chains tn the 2.01-2.50 range. Referring to the 
I "~otal" column, it can beiseen that 37.4% of the 246 chains have 
I 
I 
I 
............. -, .. - .... , ... - .. - .......... \ , .. -. , ...... , ........ - ..... r . 
- 1 ~' • ---- f, ~---~' '-.' ·-_I.-,' _/~-I<, .1 '_.,' ( __ ' ~- _ ~~ ~
TABLE 3-7 
SUMMARY OF ALL SlNUOSITY INDICES 
Si Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood College View The Knolls Total 
II % II % II % II % II % II % II % 
1.00 - 1.25 18 40.9 26 41.3 13 26.0 6 33.3 24 40.7 5. 41.7 92 37.4 
--------1-.-26----1-.50- ----8-- -l-8-;-2----g----1'4-;-3 ___ 7 ___ r4~o-·-5--27-:-8 9 15.3 3 25.0 41 16.7 
1.51 - 2.00 8 18.2 12 19.0 9 18.0 5 27.8 9 15.3 3 25.0 46 18.7 
2.01 - 2.50 2 4.5 5 7.9 12 24.0 0 0 2 3.4 1 8.3 22 8.9 
2.51 - 3.00 2 4.5 2 3.2 3 6.0 0 0 4 6.8 0 0 11 4.5 
3.01 - 3.50 3 6.8 4 6.3 3 6.0 1 5.6 3 5.1 0 0 14 5.7 
3.51 - 4.00 0 0 1 1.6 1 2.0 1 5.6 2 3.4 0 0 5 2.0 
4.01 - 4.50 0 0 1 1.6 2 4.0 0 0 1 1.7 0 0 4 1.6 
4.51 - 5.00 1 2.3 2 3.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1.2 
5.01 - 5.50 1 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.7 0 0 2 .8 
5.51 - 6.00 0 0 0 0 o· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
>6.01 1 2.3 1 1.6 0 0 0 0 4 6.8 0 0 6 2.4 
Total 44 100.0 63 100.0 50 100.0 18 100.1 59 100.2 12 
..... 
100.0 246 99.9 1-V 0 
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S!inuosity Indices less than 1. 25 and 54.1% are below 1. 50. 
! 
Table 3-8 is thel list of the mean Sinuosity Indices for all 
chains associated with elch of the initiator cells. The mean values 
I 
I ]jange from a high of 2.6V for College View to a low of 1.41 for "Knolls 
, I 
chains." The standard dlviations range from 3.97 for College View down 
to .41 for The Knolls an1 the coefficients of variation also show great 
f;luctuation. 
TABLE 3-8 
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND COEFFICIENTS = 
OF VARIATION OF SINUOSITY INDICES 
I!nitiator 
, Cell 
Bethany 
Meadow lane 
Wedgewood 
Trend wood 
College View 
The Knolls 
Overall Mean 
I 
Mlan 
1!.86 
I 
2!.12 
1.92 
1.65 
I 
2.67 
1.41 
21.10 
I 
Standard 
Deviation 
1.44 
3.10 
.85 
.72 
3.97 
.41 
2.64 
Coefficient 
of Variation 
.77 
1.46. 
.44 
.44 
1.49 
.29 
1.26 
Azimuth Differential 
As was discussed! in Chapter 2, the "Azimuth-Differential" 
statistic describes the ~osition of the first link in a vacancy chain 
I 
with reference to the cehtral Business District in general and the Peak 
Iiand Value Intersection !in particular. A low "differential" implies 
I 
I 
that the foundation movei closely approximates a line from the PLVI to 
I I 
the Link-1 destination, ~hile a high value means that the move-vector 
I 
I 
I 
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'does not "follow" the lfine. 
1 
Azimuth Differebtials were computed for each of the vacancy 
I 
chains tied to the six initiator cells (Table 3-9). As was the case 
I . 
for the Sinuosity Indices, the greatest proportion of the observations 
are in the lowest categlry--in this instanc·e, 15 degrees or less dif-
1 
ference between a chain's Link-1 origin-to-destination azimuth and an 
azimuth from the Peak Land Value Intersection to a chain's Link-1 
. I destination. The h1ghest percentages for Bethany, Meadowlane, Wedgewood, 
I 
I 
I 
and The Knolls--34.1, 33.3, 30.0, and 41.7 respectively--are in the low-
est category, while the highest percentages for Trendwood and College 
View--38.9 and 32.2--are in the 16-30 degree category. The "Total" 
I 1column shows the distribution of percentages with 56.5% of all the first 
links having Azimuth Dikferentials of 30 degrees or less. On the other 
hand, 33% of the differlntials were between 31 and 60 degrees. This 
·latter figure is rather high and does show that a sizable number of the 
:foundation moves are "nbt CBD-oriented. n 39 
I 
The mean Azimuth Differentials according to the initiator cells 
I 
that the chains are linked to can be seen in Table 3-10. The average 
angular differences ranke from a low of 24.67 degrees for The Knolls to 
I 
a high of 41.22 for Meaaowlane. The range in the standard deviations 
is sizable and the readlr can note that the high mean for Meadowlane 
I 
is also accompanied by k significant variation as measured by the 
'standard deviation. Thi deviations for the other initiator cells all 
hover near 20, indicatilg relatively little variation. 
. 
39oifferentia1Jof 15 degrees or less were termed "CBD-oriented." 
I
Those between 16 and 30!degrees were called "somewhat CBD-oriented," and 
others were said to be l'not CBD-oriented" (see Chapter 2) • 
I 
~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
TABLE 3-9 
SUMMARY OF ALL AZIMUTH DIFFERENTIALS 
Ad Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood College View 
II % If % II % II % II % 
15° or less 1.5 34.1 21 33.3 15 30.0 2 11.1 12 20.3 
------------r6-~--3-o-o----ro--2-2--:-7--r6--2s:-li-rr---T6. o 7 38.9-19 32.2 
31 - 45° 10 22.7 5 7.9 10 20.0 1 5.6 16 27.1 
46 - 60° 7 15.9 12 19.0 9 18.0 3 16.7 6 10.2 
61 - 75° 1 2.3 4 6.3 2 4.0 5 27.8 5 8.5 
76 - 90° 1 2.3 1 1.6 0 0 0 0 1 1.7 
91 or more 0 0 4 6.3 1 2.0 0 0 0 0 
Total 44 100.0 63 99.8 50 100.0 18 100.1 59 100.0 
The Knolls 
II % 
. 
5 41.7 
4 33.3 
0 0 
2 16.7 
0 0 
1 8.3 
0 0 
12 100.0 
Total 
II % 
70 28.5 
69 28.0 
42 17.1 
39 15.9 
17 6.9 
4 1.6 
5 2.0 
246 100.0 
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TABLE 3-10 
MEANS, STANpARD DEVIATIONS, A}ID COEFFICIENTS 
OF VARI.NTION OF AZIMUTH DIFFERENTIALS 
124 
I~itiator Standard Coefficient 
1 cell Me:an Deviation of Variation 
I I B~thany 28.12 20.01 .71 I 
Meadow lane 53.33 1.29 41.122 
Wedgewood 19.22 .65 29.170 
T~endwood 21.46 .56 38.13 
i 
College View 3l.e4 18.36 .59 
I Tqe Knolls 22.05 .89 24.r7 
O~erall Mean 33. tll 32.30 .98 
I 
D~rection of Gain 
The "Direction-ofrGain" Index was utilized to assess a vacancy 
c~ain's contribution to peripheral growth (see Chapter 2). A positive 
'1 · d · h h I h · h 1 ·b d i h 1 va ue 1n 1cates t at t e c a1n, as a w o e, contr1 ute to per p era 
growth while a negative vllue represents a total central-city gain. 
Direction-of-Gainiindices were calculated for all 246 vacancy 
I 
chlains that contained at ~east two intra-urban links (Table 3-:11). 
Belthany had the lowest percentage (6.8) of negative gains and The-Knolls 
ha;d the highest (16. 7). 40 In all, only 8. 9% of all the chains scored 
nelgative gains, but the figures tend to substantiate certain qualitative 
in;ferences drawn from the maps of the vacancy chains--namely that 
View (11.9%), and The Knolls (16.7%) tend _T_r~en--dw_o_o_d ___ <_l_l_._l_%_)_, __ c_o_llefe 
40The small number of cases for The Knolls, however, must be 
kept in mind. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 3-11 
SUMMARY OF ALL DIRECTION-OF-GAIN INDICES 
Dg (Miles) Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trend wood College View The Knolls Total 
II % II % II % II % II % II % II % 
. 
Negative Gains 3 6.8 5 7.9 3 6.0 2 11.1 7 11.9 2 16.7 22 8.9 Positive Gains 
----- -~------------ ----
< 0.5 1 2.3 3 4.8 1 2.0 0 0 3 5.1 2 16.7 10 4.1 
0.5 - 1.0 7 15.9 8 12.7 3 6.0 1 5.6 8 13.6 2 16.7 29 11.8 
1.1 - 1.5 6 13.6 3 4.8 6 12.0 2 11.1 5 8.5 1 8.3 23 9.3 
1.6 - 2.0 5 11.4 4 6.3 2 4.0 1 5.6 4 6.8 2 16.7 18 7.3 
2.1 - 2.5 5 11.4 5 7.9 6 12.0 1 5.6 2 3.4 1 8.3 20 8.1 
2.6 - 3.0 4 9.1 7 11.1 10 20.0 4 22.2 11 18.6 1 8.3 37 15.0 
3.1 - 3.5 5 11.4 14 22.2 7 14.0 3 16.7 13 22.0 1 8.3 43 17.5 
3.6 - 4.0 7 15.9 9 14.3 8 16.0 2 11.1 6 10.2 0 0 32 13.0 
> 4.0 1 2.3 5 7.9 .4 8.0 2 11.1 0 0 0 0 12 4.9 
Total 44 100.1 63 99.9 50 100.0 18 100.1 59 100.1 12 100.0 246 99.9 
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to attract migrants from the less-central locations in the city whereas 
Bethany (6.8%), MeadowlJne (7.9%), and Wedgewood (6.0%) are more closely 
I 
tied to the more-centra] parts of Lincoln. This idea surfaces since 
~ovement to The Knolls, lfor example, from other peripheral areas is 
likely to result in a nelgative gain--because the destinations in the 
links of the various chalins are generally closer to the PLVI than are 
the origins (which .. w~uldl indeed be the case with movement from more 
peripheral areas). It cln also be seen from Table 3-11 that the high-
est number of occurrencel for each of the initiator cells tends to be 
in the upper categories ~f gain--above 2.6 miles (see Chapter 2 for 
description of "gain catlgories"). In fact, 50.4% of all the chains 
contributed at least 2.6 miles to peripheral gain .• 
' If one considers~ the "gains" for ea.ch of the links in the 
~acancy chains, some differences can be seen. Part A of Table 3-12 con-
tains the absolute numbels of individual moves that scored positive 
~ains, negative gains, ob no gain at all according to the cal,culated 
I 
i . 
Dlirection-of-Gain Index. I Part B of the table simply depicts the over-
all percentage of moves that were positive gains for each link-group 
and initiator cell. The statistica~ superiority of the positive gains 
for Link 1 is seen clearly as four of the six initiator cells were 
I 
I 41 
apove 90% (Part B of table). The percentages decline markedly,·how-
1 
ever, for the second linRs and even more for the third links. The 
I h~gher fourth-link percentage may be a random occurrence caused by a 
I I 
: I 
smaller number of observations. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of 
I 
tpe table, though, is the fact that second and third links are periph-
1 
I 
41
The conclusion 1is, of course, almost automatic because of the 
prripheral location of t~e initiator cells. 
I 
I 
.. ·r•~ .. .... ...... .. ,. .. ; .. ... -. 
-
.. 
TABLE 3-12 
SUMMARY OF GAINS FOR INDIVIDUAL VECTORS 
Part A: Absolute Number 
Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trend wood College View The Knolls 
Link + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + I - 0 
. 
1 42 2 0 53 10 0 48 2 0 18 0 0 55 4 0 8 3 1 
·-------- . 
2 27 16 1 41 20 2 26 23 1 9 6 3 36 20 3 7 3 2 
3 10 5 2 10 9 4 14 8 0 5 2 1 11 13 2 1 1 0 
4+ 0 0 1 7 4 1 8 2 1 4 1 0 4 3 0 - - -
Part B: Percentage with Positive Gains 
Link Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood College View The Knolls 
1 95.5 84.1 ' 96.0 100.0 93.2 66.7 
2 61.4 65.1 52.0 50.0 61.0 58.3 
3 58.8 43.5 63 •. 6 62.5 42.3 50.0 
4+ 0.0 58.3 72.7 80.0 57.1 -
.. ... 
Total 
+ -
224 21 
146 88 
51 38 
23 10 
Total 
91.1 
59.4 
52.0 
63.9 
.. 
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eral moves only slightl) more than half the time, i.e., it is approxi-
1 
i 
mately a 50-50 propositton. Of these two links, the percentages indi-
cate that the second lidks are more likely to involve outward movement. 
these findings are in aJreement with those related to Hypothesis 3, 
I I 
namely that the statistical relationship between "directional bias" and 
I 
I 
link number decreases a~ link number increases. Recall that the Chi-
Square values for the d~rection-link number relationships were 130.17 
for Link 1, 10.77 for LJnk 2, 8.30 for Link 3, and 8.68 for Link 4 
' 42 (refer to page 104). Hence, the "gain indices" (Table 3-12 Part B) 
I 
tend to substantiate the earlier findings related to directional bias. 
Table 3-13 is a synopsis of the means, standard deviations, and 
~oefficients of variatio.
1
n for the Direction-of-Gain Indices as grouped 
I • 
citccording to initiator cell. The average gain of chains ranges from ~ .11 miles for The Knollls to 2.51 miles for Wedgewood. Standard devia-
tions for the six initialtor cells are comparable as are the coeffic-
ients of variation (withl the exception of The Knolls which is somewhat 
I 
higher). 
I . 
I 
Gross-Correlation of thel Four Indices 
ThO four vacancyrchain indices discussed up to this point--
Spacing, Sinuosity, Azimpth Differential, and Direction-of-Gain--consti-
tute what the author bel~eves is a suitable means of describing and 
i 
gnalyzing the spatial ma~ifestations of intra-urban vacancy chains. The 
Jeal intent of the thesil, however, is to utilize the four calculated 
42The similarity among the Chi-Square values for Links 2, 3, and 
~ is here pointed out. though the relationship tended to be inverse 
(lsee previous discussion! of Hypothesis 113), there was little actual 
~ifference in the values!for the last three link-groups. This appears 
tio be in line with the near "50-50 proposition" of peripheral movement. 
I I 
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TABLE 3-13 
MEANS, STfNDARD DEVIATIONS, AND COEFFICIENTS 
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]Initiator 
Cell 
OF VARI~ION OF DIRECTION:::::::: INDICES 
Mean Deviation 
-1 
Coefficient 
of Variation 
Bethany 
: 
Meadow lane 
Wedgewood 
Trend wood 
I 
c!::o llege View 
The Knolls 
Gverall Mean 
2.07 
I 
I 
2.34 
I 
I 
2.51 
2.J9 
I 
I 
1. 9i7 
I 
l.lil 
I 
I 
I 2.119 
I 
1.32 
1.50 
1.27 
1.33 
1.51 
1.35 
1.44 
measures as input to a mhltivariate analysis. In this way, ~hown whether or not chakns with similar scores on ali four 
originate in the same inktiator cells, i.e., whether or not 
I 
.64 
.64 
.51 
.53 
.77 
1.21 
.66 
it could be 
indices 
there are 
ilndentifiable "migratory streams." When conducting a multivariate 
olassification, however,lit is important to determine that the four 
developed indices truly are independent variables--in other words, the 
c'alculation of one index I is not dependent upon another.' This criterion 
has clearly been met in lhe case of the four vacancy-chain indices. As 
a simple means of judginl the interrelationships of the four indices, 
I 
they were cross-correlated in a matrix. The writer was also curious 
I 
about the relation of al~ the indices to the number of links in a 
I 
I p~rticular chain. Hence,; the matrix was five-by-five in dimension. The 
I r~sults reveal very low qorrelations in all cases with the highest 
I ! 
cbefficient being only I 
- ·j1904 between Sinuosity and Direction-of-Gain 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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(Table 3-14). From this, the writer concludes that there is essentially 
no relationship between the four measures and that they are suitable for 
clustering in four-dime~sional space. 
Piscriminant Analysis 
The 246 vacancy chains with at least two intra-urban links were 
subjected to multivariate linear "Discriminant Analysis" for purposes 
0f testing the hypothes~s that "migratory streams" can be identified 
lDy "clustering" vacancy chains according to the scores on the four 
!?Patial indices (discuss1ed in the previous paragraphs). "The objective 
af discriminant analysis is to classify objects [vacancy chains], by a 
~pacing 
s:inuosity 
A!zimuth 
D]ifferential 
Diirection 
oif Gain 
N~mber 
olf Links 
TABLE 3-14 
CORRELAT[ON MATRIX FOR SPATIAL 
I 
I Spacing Sinuosity 
I 
-0.0268 
(0.338) 
Azimuth 
Differential 
-0.0524 
(0.206) 
0.0680 
(0.144) 
* INDICES 
Direction 
of Gain 
-0.1655 
(0.005) 
-0.1904 
(0.001) 
-0.1503 
(0.009) 
Number 
of Links 
0.1090 
.. (0.044) 
0.1386 
(0.015) 
0.1033 
(0.053) 
0.1149 
(0.036) 
*Top figure is the Pearsqn Correlation (R) and the lower figure (in 
parentheses)is the statistical significance of the correlation. 
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~et of independent variqbles [the four spatial indices], into one of 
two or more mutually exdlusive and exhaustive categories [initiator 
' 11 ] "43 h ld h k ~e s • In ot er wor s, t e question being as ed in the current work 
is, "can this multivariJte statistical technique distinguish vacancy 
Jhains associated with BJethany from those of Meadow lane, from those of 
Wedgewood, etc.?" 
All indices for rhe Spacing, Sinuosity, Azimuth-Differential, 
~nd Direction-of-Gain variables were first standardized by conversion 
yo z-scores. These scorls were then input to the discriminant algor-
' I 
"'th 44 F d. . . f . d . . h 1 m. our 1scr1m1nant unct1ons were compute to max1m1ze t e 
I 
s
1
eparation into groups. The eigenvalues and canonical correlations for 
each of the four functions indicated,that the functions were relatively 
Un;mpo. rtant and that therle ~ was little total variance in the original 
I ~ariables (see Table 3-1.5). The relative percentages for the eigen-
vialues (i.e., the importlnce of each of the functions) were 61.85, 
25.57, 11.84, and 0.74 rlspectively. In addition, the Wilks'-Lambda 
i 
values were all relatively high (the larger the lambda, the less dis-
1 
I 
c~iminating power is present). Notice, too, that after the first 
f~nction was derived, thl discriminatory power was no longer statis-
Thel t~cally significant. standardized discriminant function coeffic-
1 
ients revealed that Direction-of-Gain made the greatest contribution to 
I I 
I 
I 
the first function, Spacing was most important in the second function, 
Sinuosity contributed thJ most to the third function, and Azimuth 
I 
I 
43Donald G. Morr~son, "On the Interpretation of Discriminant 
.Atlalysis," Journal of Ma~keting Research, Volume 6, May, 1969, p. 156. 
' 
44Norman H. Nie ~tal., Statistical Package for the Social 
Stiences, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1975, pp. 434-467. 
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TABLE 3-15 
I DISCRIMINANT STATISTICS FOR 
I 
SPATIAL INDICES 
I 
Discriminant 
Eigentlue 
Relative Canonical 
Function Percentage Correlation 
1 o.o9hn 61.85 0.300 
2 0.04~81 25.57 0.198 
3 0.01~89 11.84 0.136 
I 
I 
4 i 0.00ll7 0.74 0.034 
Fjunctions Wilks' 
]Derived Lambda Chi-Square DF Significance 
0 0.8573 36.966 20 0.012 
1 0.9419 14.373 12 0.278 
2 0.9803 4. 773 6 0.573 
3 0.9988 0.281 2 0.869 
I 
Differential scored highlst on the fourth function (Table 3-16). 45 
The prediction rlsults, however underscored the inability of 
I 
vacancy chains to be claksified properly according to the initiator 
I dell of origin (Table 3-l7). Notice, first of all, that the overall 
percentage of "grouped" racancy chains correctly classified was ollly 
20.3%. Considered on the basis of individual initiator cells, the 
I 
table illustrates that Tbe Knolls (50.0%) and Trendwood (38.9%) had 
I 
45 I These were thel highest values for each of the respective 
functions indicating which of the variables contributed the most to 
~he particular function l(the signs are ignored). . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Variable 
I 
~pacing 
Sinuosity 
Azimuth 
I 
Differential 
' 
I 
I Direction 
~f Gain 
I 
TABLE 3-16 
STANDARDizEti DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
1 FOR SPATIAL INDICES 
Functio,n 1 Function 2 Function 3 
I 0. 55552; -0.63116 0.06629 
i 
0 .05558i 0.49574 0. 72792 
0.64767 -0.09886 0.42430 
0. 785141 0.56068 -0.32965 
I 
Function 4 
-0.57148 
-0.51377 
0.64924 
-0.23512 
Col rrectly 1 "f" d 46 the highest percentage c ass1 1e • Wedgewood, with 34% 
of its chains corr~ctly llassified, was third, followed by College View 
~th .18.6%, Meadowlane wkth 11.1%, and Bethany with a very low 4.5%. 
the plot of the groups aid their centroids in reduced space further sub-
sltantiated the poor disctimination of vacancy chains (Figure 3-12). 47 
I 
The group centroids are located in close proximity with much overlap in 
the plotted chains. 
In an effort to further study the classification, the vacancy 
chains were once again sJbjected to Discriminant Analysis, but this 
:. h · bl I d · h . . tame, t e var1a es were ientere 1nto t e computat1ons one at a t1me 
I in stepwise fashion. Th~ results of this procedure provide some addi-
1 
tiona! insight into the Jacancy-chain analysis. 
46The relatively low number of cases (12 and 18) for these 
neighborhoods should, ho~ever, be kept in mind when reviewing these 
results. I 
47Notice that the greatest amount of clustering 
the Wedgewood chains (shdwn by "3's") around that group 
The Bethany chains are snown by "l's," while'Meadowlane 
I I 
w<flod = "4," College View!= "5," and The Knolls= "6." 
appears to be 
centroid ("W"). 
= "2," Trend-
,. 
~-~~-~~--~----~----
TABLE 3-17 
PREDICTION RESULTS FOR SPATIAL INDICES 
No. of Predicted Group Membership 
Actual Group Cases Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 
Group 1 (Bethany) 44. ~ 4. 8. 11. 6. 
18.2% 25.0% "13. 6% 
Group- --1-~Me-adowl-an-e-) &3-.- ~--~ 17. 17. 8. 
27.0% 27.0% 12.7% 
Group 3 (Wedgewood) 50. 2. 7. 
4.0% 14.0% 
Group 4 (Trendwood) 18. o. 2. 1. 
0.0% 11.1% 
Group 5 (College View) 59. o. 6. 23. 
0.0% 10.2% 39.0% 
Group 6 (The Knolls) 12. 2. 2. 1. 1. 
16.7% 16.7% 8.3% 8.3% 
Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified: 20.33% 
Group 6 
13. 
29.5% 
12. 
19.0% 
9. 
18.0% 
3. 
16.7% 
....... 
w 
~ 
.. 
- - - - - - - - - - -- -
.. 
- - - -
Vi~-c-AN-cY GRAINS AND GROUP CENTROIDS 
SPATIAL INDICES IN REDUCED SPACE 
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The first variaole to enter the algorithm was Direction-of-Gain. 
After the calculations ~n the first step were completed, the overall 
i 
!Dercentage of vacancy ch1ains that were correctly classified was only 
17.9% (Table 3-18). At lthe second step in the computation, the Spacing 
I 
indices were input and the level of prediction rose only slightly (to 
i9.5%). After the thirdl step when only three variables--Direction of 
Gain, Spacing, and Sinuoisity--had been considered, the overall percen-
1 . 
tiage correctly classifie~ was 22.8, higher than when all four variables 
! 
I 
were entered. Azimuth D~fferential, then, contributed essentially 
riothing to the "separatibn" of vacancy chains. 
TABLE 3-18 
I 
RESULTS OF STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 
I OF SPATIAL INDICES 
(Percent Correctly Classified) 
D. I. Azimuth J.rectil.on ]nitiator of Ga~n Spacing Sinuosity Differential 
I Cell (SteE t!l) (SteE 112) (Step f/3) (Step /14) I I 
aethany I 4.51 2.3 11.4 4.5 
Meadow lane 1.6 11.1 6.3 11.1 
~edgewood 60.0 46.0 48.0 34.0 
T1rendwood 0.0 27.8 22.2 38.9 
Cbllege View 6.8 10.2 20.3 18.6 
The Knolls 58.3 50.0 58.3 50.0 
Total 17.9 19.5 22.8 20.3 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
The multivariate discriminant analysis failed to distinguish 
among vacancy chains ac~ording to the accumulated variations of the 
I 
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four spatial indices. [herefore, the original hypothesis, that regular 
"migratory streams" are associated with each of the initiator cells and 
I 
can be identified by 
lated to the vacancy 
This chapter 
"c[ustering" certain spatial characteristics re-
chlins, had to be rejected. 
I . 
Was
l Summary and Conclusions 
intended as a spatial analysis of the mapped 
I 
vacancy chains for Lincpln, Nebraska. While a portion of the investi-
gation is rather "tradi~ional" in nature--viz. the section addressing 
distance--much space is devoted to "newer" analyses which are perhaps 
best .described as "exploratory." This adjective is applicable because 
,of the total lack of prlor precedent for such a methodology for a 
I 
statistical examin~tionl of intra-urban vacancy chains. Despite the 
rejection of the principal hypothesis dealing with the statistical 
I 
!identification of intrtcity "migratory streams," the author believes 
~that the procedures utiilized herein are capable of playing a formidable 
role in future studies bf intra-urban residential mobility and are, 
therefore, important asbects of the chapter. While the procedures 
h 1 ·d I d · ·f· · 1· t· f t emse ves are cons1 ere s1gn1 1cant, certa1n genera 1za 1ons rom 
the analyses undertaken in Chapter 3 may be briefly highlighted. 
Noteworthy findings regarding "distance" included the fact that 
!65. 9% of the 688 intra-lrban changes of residence examined in Lincoln 
were less than 2.99 mil~s in length. The importance of the geographical 
concept of "distance debay" 
1 to the peripheral initiltor 
I I 
was again shown. The foundation ingressions 
cells were typically the longest of the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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link-groups being aboutl one mile longer than Links 2, 3, and 4. It was 
also demonstrated that the average distances for Links 2, 3, and 4 were 
similar. While the difkerences in the mean distances between Links 1 
and 2 and between Links 1 and 2 and between Links 2 and 3 were statis-
tically significant, such was not the case for the averages associated 
with Links 3 and 4. 
As was stated in Chapter 1, much disagreement prevails regard-
'ing the spatial componeht called "directional bias," a contention most 
I 
recently supported by WI. A. V. Clark who noted that ". . • the empirical 
I 
results of studies which have examined directional bias are at best 
. 1 . ,AS Th I k . b kn 1 d b ~nconc us~ve. e crrrent wor contr~ utes some ow e ge a out 
movement directions as ,it was determined that the relationship between 
link number and directibn tends to be inverse. In other words, the 
angles of moves in centlal areas are more "random" than those for outer 
areas. 
The vacancies in the sequences of moves tied to each initiator 
cell generally "moved" closer to the CBD. Thus, vacancy chains begin-
ning on the periphery of the city tend to end near the central city, so 
the outward movement of people was the dominant process. 
The distributio~ of the move-origiris for each link-group, how-
ever, was found to be r
1
andom. In other words, the level of clustering 
of the move-origins doJs not become more clustered as link number in-
·dreases. Rather, the deviations from clustered indicated that the 
I 
reverse was true. 
I 
Volume 
I 
I 
I 
48 I W. A. V. Cla~k, "Migration in Milwaukee," Economic Geography, 
52, Number 1, J~nuary, 1976, p. SO. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
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~ The principal a1m of the chapter was to statistically disting-
1 
' ' 
!uish vacancy chains ass<bciated with each of the initiator cells, there-
PY confirming the existlnce of separate "migratory streams." Four des-
criptive statistics, Splcing, Sinuosity, Azimuth Differential, and 
I I 
Direction-of-Gain, were !utilized to quantify the spatial alignment of 
each chain. After confJrmation of their independent nature through 
cross-correlation~· ~he Judices were input to multivariate linear 
~iscriminant Analysis. The "direct" classification revealed that the 
Jj)irection-of-Gain Index ~contributed the most to the separation of groups 
iollow~d by Spacing, Sin~osity, and Azimuth Differential. It w~s also 
determ1ned that the overall percentage of "grouped" vacancy cha1ns 
~orrectly classified was only" 20.3%. The-stepwise Discriminant Analy-
sis illustrated that .the prediction of group membership could be 
s,lightly improved (to 22. 8%) by using only the first three variables 
(excluding Azimuth Diffetntial). Because the discriminant classifica-
1 
tion algorithm was capable of correctly grouping only about one chain 
ih five, separate "streals" of migration within the c-ity could not be 
iC:ientified. 
The focus of this chapter has been on the use of only spatial I 
I . 
t variables in analyzing intra-urban residential mobility. Certainly 
i 
s0me elements of the cit~'s social-economic fabric must be incorp'orated 
I 
I 
when attempting an undersitanding of the processes related to the 
I 
! 
vacancy chain. These soc!io-economic variables form the crux of the 
! 
research carried out in the succeeding chapter. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
CHAPTER IV 
A "HOUSING-ENViiRONMENT" ANALYSIS OF VACANCY CHAINS 
Introduction 
The purpose of Chapter 4 is to conduct a "housing-environment" 
analysis of the vacancy ~hains derived from the Lincoln mobility data. 
~ereas the preceding chkpter was restricted solely to spatial vari-
ables, the current sectibn includes certain socio-economic indicators 
as they relate to the prlviously discussed spatial configurations. In 
I 
dther words, the vacancy chains are again analyzed, but this time they 
are examined in terms of the "housing-environments" encountered in the 
s1equences of moves. Because residential filtering is intrinsic to the 
whole idea of intra-city mobility, the filtering component of Lincoln's 
ho~sing market is also assessed in Chapter 4. Several hypotheses are 
I 
tested including one dealing with the multivariate classification of 
vkl.cancy chains based on lertain "housing indicators." I 
Hypothesis 7: 
! 
I Analysis 
I 
I 
1ertinent Hypotheses 
The major~ty of the Lincoln vacancy chains end in census 
tracts where the average dollar-value of the owner-occu-
pied homes is below the mean for the city as a whole. 
I 
The stated hypot~esis resulted principally from reasoning con-
I 
I 
cerning general urban stiucture and the map of the areal means of sue-
! I 
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tessive link origins (F~gure 3-11). The illustration substantiated the 
iypothesis that vacanci+ tend to ''move" toward the city center. A 
I I 
~nowledge of urban struc:ture would cause one to surmise that the more-
! 
central locations contain older dwellings that are relatively low in 
I I 
tierms of dollar value. Since the general flow of migration in Lincoln 
I 
i 
I ~s outward, and because ~any sequences of moves terminate near the CBD, 
' I 
t
1
1he last move-origin sho~ld tend to be located within neighborhoods 
w~ere the value of the olner-occupied homes is relatively low. Dzus 
I 
I 
fbund that " •.• succes9ive housing units exhibited a gradual decline 
' 
1 in mean rent/value down the chains of moves." Romerill came to a 
similar conclusion addinJ that the socio-economic status of occupant 
I 
hbuseholds decreased as c!hain length increased. 2 If population groups 
I 
' 
of lesser economic means lare to derive any benefit from moves into 
I 
newer peripheral areas, the hypothesis should be substantiated. 
I 
H;}pothesis 8: Prominent ~'beneficiary areas" within the city can be 
identified 1 but the "poorest" neighborhoods (as judged 
on the basis of the average value of the owner-occupied 
homes) arelnot included in the three highest-ranking 
beneficiary areas. 
The maps of the vlcancy chains (Figures 3-1 through 3-6) led 
I 
di,rectly. to the stated hy~othesis since they revealed that although 
, I 
I 
certain central-area neigliborhoods were a part of the circulatory 
1Roman Dzus, "Residential Construction, Vacancy Chains, and 
Mobility Through Intra-Ur~an Space: A Case Study of the Windsor Metro-
politan Area," Unpublishe~ Master's Thesis, Department of Geography, 
University of Windsor, 19l\5, p. 150. 
1 2James P. Romerill, "Vacancy Chains and Intra-Urban Migration: 
I The Impact of New Resident~ial Construction in Hamilton County, Ohio," 
Un~ublished Master 1 s Thesi:s, Department of Geography, University of 
Ci~cinnati, 1975, pp. 150-~51. 
I 
I 
I 
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s;;-stems of flows originatd.ng in the peripheral initiator cells, "Malone" 
arid "Clinton," two depresred areas in Lincoln, were not well repre-
sented.3 Dzus provided further support for the hypothesis when he 
I 
determined that " •.• lower income groups were not able to partake in 
the housing opportunities resulting from new construction. ,,4 Dzus 
sJrmised that strategies bther than new construction were required to 
i .. > ! 
me
1
et the housing needs of I the lower income groups in Windsor. 5 · Simi-
larly, Lansing suggested that only about 333 (or 9.4%) of the movers 
wi;ll be poor out of the 31545 people who move as a result of 1,000 new 
dw:ellings being constructld. 6 If substantiated, a finding of this type 
would constitute a socio-lconomic discontinuity since the "worst" 
, I 
ne~ghborhoods are not rea~hed by the housing being opened in the se-
1 
qu~nces of vacancies. 
Hypothesis 9: The filter~ng process is substantiated in at least 60% 
of the cas~s examined in Lincoln. 
l 
. 
Lansing, Clifton, and Morgan, in a pioneering effort on vacancy 
chains, examined filtering through extensive interviews in many cities 
I but found that the process was evident in only a slight majority of the 
moves.
7 
The hypothesis sjated above, however, is derived directly from 
I 3Malone and Clintdn had (in 1970) the lowest average values of o~er-occupied homes in tHe city. The value for Malone was $8,600, 
while that for Clinton was: an even-lower $8,300. 
I 4
nzus, 1975, op. clit., p. 150. 
5
rbid., p. 152. 
6
J. B. Lansing, C.
1 
W. Clifton, and J. N. Morgan, New Homes and 
Pocj>r People, Survey Resear:ch Center, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
1969, p. 66. Recall from Chapter 3 that the multiplier determined by 
Larising and his colleagues! was approximately 3.5. 
I I 7
rbid.' P• 45. I 
I 
I 
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t~e work of Abu-Lughod and Foley who suggested that 60% of those who 
I m~ve within the same community are seeking to better their housing 
c~rcumstances. 8 The writ,er suspects that the results from Lincoln will 
I 
approximate this 60% figulre. 
I 
Hypothesis 10: Residential filtering becomes less prevalent as link 
number in.creases. Therefore, "reverse-filtering" be-
comes mor;e prevalent as link number increases. 
; 
' 
Grigsby showed thlat filtering was more pronounced in moves in-
volving the suburbs than ln the central city. 9 Since it has already 
I 
b~en shown that the vacanbies tend to "move" closer to the CBD, it 
s~ands to reason that thele should be an inverse relationship between 
. I 
link number and the extenlt of filtering. As a logical extension of 
that line of reasoning, if filtering is indeed most prqnounced in Link 
1 and it decreases in extlnt thereafter, the amount of "reverse-
f~ltering" should increasL This latter process, whereby movers do not 
"improve" their housing sltuation, is one that has received only slight 
a~tention in the literatuke. The relative importance of the process is 
lfttle known, although Malsel regarded it as extremely significant: 
We know that some families move because they can no longer 
afford their houses. It would appear that in both percentage and 
I . 
absolute numbers those who move because of insufficient finances 
exceed those who movel to upgrade their housing, although it is the 
8Janet Abu-Lughod and Mary Mix Foley, "The Consumer Votes by 
Mo;ving," in Robert Gutman
1 
and David Popenoe (Eds.), Neighborhood, City, 
a~d Metropolis: An Integrated Reader in Urban Sociology, New York: 
Random House, 1970, p. 472. The reader is referred to the earlier dis-
cJssion of filtering in Chapter 1. 
I I 9
william G. Grigsby, Housing Markets and Public Policy, Phila-
dellphia: University of P~nnsylvania Press, 1963, pp. 71-73. 
I I 
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R. J. Johnston underscored 
enon by stating that ". I. 
filtering is an importanb 
the importance ·of investigating this phenom-
• a complementary spatial model of downward 
11 
research need." 
~ypothesis 11: There is,no significant difference in the average 
"dollar-value gain" (block of origin to block of desti-
natipn) by "upward-filterers" and the average "dollar-
value loss" by "downward-filterers." 
The hypothesis alose from reasoning concerning the preceding 
I 
two hypotheses and from the intuitive feeling that little actual dif-
1 . 
fierence exists between the value of the owner-occupied homes in the 
b;locks of origin and des~ination of "upward-" and "downward-filters." 
I 
Thus, the author believes that the "filtering indicators" will reveal 
I . 
that the two processes ate comparable in terms of the extent of "neigh-
' I · 12 borhood change" that takr place. 
10s. J. Maisel, 'j'Rates of Ownership, Mobility, and Purchase," 
E:ssays in Urban Land Economics, Berkeley: University of California 
P~ess, 1966, p. 107. Lansing et al., 1969, p. 45, also noted (with 
r~gard to filtering in t*eir sample) that "the general tendency • • . 
i~ in the expected direction, but there are substantial numbers of 
I 
shifts in the opposite direction." 
11R. J. Johnstonl Urban Residential Patterns, London: G. Bell 
and Sons, Ltd., 1971, p.l300. 
12The reader is reminded that the nature of the data precluded 
detailed analyses of "rerlters" versus "owner-occupiers." (see Chapter 
I I 
2). Therefore, the examination related to Hypothesis #11 makes no dis-
t~nction between the twolgroups of movers. Similarly, changes in ten-
ure (e.g., renter to owner or vice-versa) were necessarily excluded 
ftom the investigations Aimed at residential filtering. 
L-___ _._ ____ ..J...._ ______________________________________ ----
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Hypothesis 12: Vacancy ~hains can be "grouped" more accurately (accord-
ing to t~e initiator cell of origin) by using selected 
"filtering indicators" than was done when only spatial 
variable$ were used. 
The hypothesis wls formulated in response to the failure of the 
f ',our spat1'al 1'nd1'ces to J, e ~ clustered in four-dimensional space accord-
1 
I 
ing to the initiator cells of origin of the respective vacancy chains. 
I 
I Since the "filterip.g,ind::i,.cators" used in the present chapter all deal 
with "housing-environmenJs," and since existing models of urban growth 
ahd development assume ·sJme stratification of households/neighborhoods 
I 
I 
I in the city, vacancy chains should be more readily "classified" with 
I 
socio-economic data than spatial variables. The above statement, along 
with Hypothesis 6 (ChaptJr 3) is regarded by the author as one of the 
two most important in thJ thesis. 
Chain Terminations 
One of the most blasic questions to be answered by a study of 
vacancy chains is the que!stion of who finally benefits (in t4e sense of 
f d h . ) f . . ill . h b b h . 13 tee ous1ng rom 1n1t a moves 1nto t e newer su ur an ous1ng. 
Because of the nature of rhe data used for this work, that question is 
best treated from the standpoint of the housing characteristics of the 
neighborhoods where vacan~y chains tend to terminate. 
I 
I 
Hypothesis 7: The majori~y of the Lincoln vacancy chains end iii census 
tracts whe~e the average dollar-value of the owner-
occupied hqmes is below the mean for the city as a whole. 
In testing the stkted hypothesis, the mean of the average .dollar-
value of the owner-occupild homes for each census tract was calculated. 
I 
I 
I 13Throughout thislwork, the term "benefit" is used only in the 
s~nsing of housing being freed for occupancy. 
I 
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'lJhis figure, derived frotn the 1970 census data, was $17,325. 14 Placed 
I 
I 
~ithin a geographical fr~mework, the tracts with the lowest values 
I 
tended to be around the CBD and the home-values generally increased with 
I 
I 
distance from the CBD, all of which agrees with "typical" urban struc-
ture (Figure 4-1). 15 
In all, 175 of the 246 vacancy chains (71.1%) with at least two 
, -- . I 
i~tra-urban links ended in census tracts that were below the mean for 
the city as a whole. Of these, 144 (58.5%) terminated in tracts that 
I 
w~re one standard deviation below the mean and 31 (12.6%) ended in 
I 
' I t~acts that were two standard deviations below the mean. Therefore, 
, I 
the hypothesis was accep~ed. 
I 
The statistics irtdicated that for every four initial moves into 
the suburban areas of Lilcoln, almost three units eventually became 
vacant in areas of lower housing value, i.e., lower socio-economic 
I 
status. But which of these neighborhoods saw nhe greatest amount of 
I 
opened housing because o£ the foundation moves to the six initiator 
cells? 
I 
14This representJ the mean for 36 census tracts. Tract #35 
c~mprises the Lincoln Regional Center and was therefore excluded, as 
were Tracts 116 (mostly tHe University of Nebraska-Lincoln), 1119 
clargely CBD), 1132 and td6.01 (the state penitentiary). 
15 Note that only one tract #38.01, (Trendwood), is as high as 4 
standard deviations above1 the mean, although portions of 36.02 (The 
Kiilolls) are even more aff1luent. 
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AVERAGE VAILUE OF OWNER -OCCUPIED HOMES, 1970 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
Ill +4 
• +2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
fl\l!l + I 
Eii\1 - I 
fl'.2J - 2 
D EXCLUDED FROM CALCULATIONS I 
MEAN • 117, 325.00 I 
STANDARD DEVIATION • 17,600.45 
(BY CENSUS TRACT) 
-- CENSUS TRACT BOI.JIIOAR"t" 
Figure 4-1 
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,Hypothesis 8: Prominen~ "beneficiary areasn within the city can be 
identified but the "poorest" neighborhoods (as judged on 
the basis of the average value of the owner-occupied 
homes) are not included in the three highest-ranking 
beneficiary areas. 
I When the 246 vacancy chains with at least two intra-urban links 
:were considered in terml of their termination points, Tract //20 emerged 
as the most frequent "blneficiary area" (Figure 4-2). This tract, 
which was one sta~d~rd 1e~iation below the mean in terms of average 
ihome values (see Figure 4-1), encompasses much of the "Near-South" 
heighborhood, referred to so frequently in Chapter 3. 
~ame neighborhood, muchlof which is zoned specifically 
A portion of the 
for multiple-
~nit dwellings, extends into Tract #17. 16 The latter census tract was 
three standard de~iatio~s above the mean as a beneficiary area. Tract 
I 
#2.02, comprising part df University Place, was also three deviations 
I 
I 
I 
above the mean for all tracts. These three census tracts saw the great-
est number of chain te~inations. Note that the Clinton area (Tract #4) 
I 
was one standard deviat~on above ~he mean and thus was one of nine 
' I 
1
'lesser" beneficiar~ arJas, but Malone (Tract 117) was actually below the 
I 
mean of chain terminatidns by census tract. Therefore, the hypothesis 
was accepted. 
When the promineJt beneficiary areas are examined according to 
~nitiator cell, some int!ra-urban differences are apparent (Figure 
4-3) . 17 The two initiat~r cells with the greatest number of vacancy 
I 16
"1,000 Acres Zohed for Multiple Dwellings," Lincoln Journal, 
, I 
Monday, February 12, 197~, p. 7. 
nl.ined 
I qensus 
17These census tract-initiator cell "affiliations" were deter-
' simply be taking tpe mode of the chain terminations for each 
tract and initiatbr cell. 
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STAN.DARD DEVIATIONS 
• + 4 
• + 3 
• + 2 c:a + I 
MEAN = 6.15 
STANDARD DEVIATION • 6.04 
NOTE: ONLY TRACTS ABOVE THE MEAN 
ARE SHOWN. 
NCY-CHAIN TERMINATIONS 
ALL INITIATOR CELLS 
(BY CENSUS TRACTS) 
- CENSUS TRACT BOI..NDAR'I' 
Figure 4-2 
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Figure 4-3 
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chains, Meadowlane and 1College View, tended to have their linkages 
I 18 
terminate in Census Tra!ct 1120. 
I 
Tract /116 was the most prominent ben-
1 eficiary area for- chain1s originating in Wedgewood and Tract 112.02 bene-
1 
•fited the most from iniitial moves to the Bethany initiator cell. The 
:other two initiator cel!ls, Trendwood and The Knolls, also had distinct 
I 
areas of termination, b~t they were perhaps not as important because 
of the relatively low nhmber of cases for each. 
Residential Filtering 
The extent of residential filtering within the housing market 
of Lincoln, Nebraska, dlring 1972 was assessed by investigating the 
I 
:"block-environmental filtering" that occurred between respective ori-
1 
,gins and destinations of the moves making up the vacancy chains. In 
. I 
:other words, the "envir0nments" at each point in a vacancy chain are 
.compared by utilizing clrtain block-level data from the 1970 Census of 
I 
Housing (see discussion of methodology, Chapter 2). 
Hypothesis 9: The filtering process is substantiated in at least 60% 
of the cases examined in Lincoln. 
I 
I 
Hypothesis 10: Resident~al filtering becomes less prevalent as link 
number increases. Therefore., "reverse-filtering" be-
comes more prevalent as link number increases. 
I 
The analysis of ithe filtering process vis-a-vis the testing of 
the hypotheses was carr~ed out by analyzing the numerical changes in 
each of six selected "f~ltering indicators" in terms of the changing 
18
The reader is reminded of the problems associated with the 
determination of the location where sequences actually end. Reference 
I ' 
is made to the discussioln of the philosophy of the vacancy chain (Chap-
ter !--especially footnote 24), the data source (Chapter 2), the expla-~ation of the derivation! and construction of chains (Chapter 2), and ~he ''multiplier effect" ~(Chapter 3--especially footnote 11). 
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positions in the vacan~y chains. The findings are summarized in six 
I bl d • 1 • lk d • • • 11 On . bl • ta es accor 1ng to 1n -group an 1n1t1ator ce • e ta e compr1ses 
'the synopsis for each Jndicator, and each of those tables, in turn, con-
tains three parts incljding: A) the mean values; B) the absolute number 
I 
of cases with "positive" and "negative differences;" and C) the per-
centage of cases with Jos~tive differences. Part A of each table--the 
;mean values--is a -s;no1sis of the indicator-averages for each initiator 
cell and link-group, e ·lg·, the mean value of owned homes for all Link-1 
destinations tied to t~e Bethany initiator cell, the mean value of all 
I 
owned homes for all Lin!k-2 destinations associated with Bethany, and 
so on. The same is pr+ented for the other five initiator cells. 
Part B of each table simply illustrates the absolute number of movers 
1 
in each link-group and !initiator cell who "bettered" themselves 
I 
according to a particuliar indicator, e. g., the number of "Link-1 Wedge-
wood movers" who migrated to a house where the block-level average value 
of homes is higher than that for the block just vacated. This is 
termed a 
I 
·"reverse 
"positive diff~rence." A "negative difference" implies that 
filtering" hasl occurred, i.e., the move was to a block that 
is not "as good" as the one vacated--in terms of the indicator in 
question. 
of movers 
Finally, Part C of each table simply lists the percentage 
I 
in each initiktor cell and link-group that "bettered" them-
'selves according to the indicator. 
Owner Average Value 
The first filtering indicator to be investigated was that of the 
I 
"owner average value" of the homes in each of the blocks of destination 
I 
I 
1and Table 4-1 is a digebt of the statistics for that indicator. In 
I 
I 
I 
.. 
-> ... , .. ,; .. .. - , .. > , .. ~. !, .. ; ...... ... _., .. ... ~--' ' .. -
TABLE 4-1 
OWNER AVERAGE VALUE 
(at successive destinations) 
Part A: Mean Values {dollars) 
Link Bethany __ Meadowlane _ Wedg~wood Trendwood College View The Knolls Total 
1 22,094 20,348 28,041 45,263 22,183 41,138 26,060 
2 14,768 16,503 16,980 29,673 16,367 '25,300 15,990 
3 14,500 13,113 17,700 12,900 12,745 "13,250 14,660 
4+ - *20 ,_400 14_,_z5_z 13.,-160 1--3-,-7-00 16--,----16-7- ----1-3-,-830-----
Part B: Absolute Number of Cases with Positive and Negative Differences+ 
Link Be than~ Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood College View The Knolls Total 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + 
1 34 0 54 10 40 3 26 1 35 6 12 1 201 21 
2 13 13 23 11 13 11 7 3 21 9 4 1 81 48 
3 2 2 3 5 11 0 1 2 4 5 0 2 21 16 
4+ 1 0 4 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 - - 10 6 
Total 50 15 84 28 66 16 36 7 61 21 16 4 313 91 
+The number of cases in this and succeeding tables differs because of the variation in the completeness of 
the census data for some city blocks. Differences of zero were excluded from the results in all tables. 
Part C: Percent of Cases with Positive Differeaces 
Link Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood 
1 100.0 84.4 93.0 96.3 
2 50.0 67.6 54.2 70.0 
3 50.0 37.5 100.0 33.3 
4+ '*100. 0 66.7 50.0 66.7 
Total 76.9 75.0 80.5 83.7 
*One obs~rvation only. This also applies to succeeding tables. 
College View The Knolls 
85.4 92.3 
70.0 80.0 
44 ·'· 0.0 50.0 --
74.4 80.0 
Total 
90.5 
62.8 
56.8 
62.5 
77.5 
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Part A of the table, the link-group averages for each of the initiator 
cells is shown. Note, first of all, that the averages for the Link-1 
destinations for all stx initiator cells are considerably higher than 
those for the other lilk-groups. The most significant column of Part 
A, though, is the linktgroup "Total" column <ohere the figures clearly 
attest to the fact that the average owner values of homes decrease 
-· . I 
with position in the vacancy chains (see right-hand column). In other 
words, whereas the ovejall mean of the Link-1 averages is highest 
($26,060), that for LinJ 2 is lower ($15,990), followed by Link 3 
($14,660), and finally Link 4 ($13,830). 
While Part B o£ Table 4-1 denotes the absolute number of cases 
·that "filtered up" verslus those that "filtered down," Part C of the 
'table is perhaps more c!oncise. Noting the row totals for each link-
group, first of all, itl is seen that 90.5% of the Link-1 movers, 62.8% 
of the Link-2 movers, 51
1
6.8% of the Link-3 movers, and 62.5% of the 
Link-4 movers "improved" their residential environments. The column I 
totals for each initiatrr cell reveal the fact that at least 74% of all 
, the movers "attached tal" each of the six initiator cells moved to 
blocks where the average owner values of homes were higher than those 
. I 
for the block just vacated. In sum, 77.5% of all the movers "bettered" 
themselves according to this particular filtering indicator. 
;Average Contract Rent 
While the previous filtering indicator--owner average value--
1 
was aimed at assessing bhe monetary value of the owned homes in the 
I 
blocks that were "conta~ted" by movers in the empirical va,cancy chains, 
' I 
I 
I 
1the indicator called "average contract rent" was intended to assess the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I I 
'monetary value of the rental units. The results of the examination of 
I 
1
filtering according to this "rental indicator" are presented as Table 
4-2. 
Part A of Table 4-2 is a summary of the average rent paid 
according to both the link-group of the chains and the initiator cell 
I 
~f origin. The only significant finding of this portion of the table 
I 
appears to be listed in lthe "Total" column where it is seen that the 
4verage rent for all thel Link-1 destinations in 1972 was $136 while 
~ents for Links 2, 3,, an~ 4 were $107, $102, and $97 respectively. 
1hese figures clearly dekonstrate that, in gene~al, average contract 
rent decreases with po.sibion in the vacancy chains. 
In Part C of the table, the "Total" column records 86.1% of the 
Uink-1 movers as migrating to blocks where the average rent was higher 
than that paid in their lrevious block of residence. Th~ figures for 
Links 2, 3, and 4 are loler--62.1, 70.0, and 52.2% respectively. The 
cblumn totals for each iJitiator cell indicate that when the link-
1 
groups are disregarded, dhe figures range from 62.3 to 72.6%. The 
I 
investigation of this indicator concludes that 67% of all the movers 
"filtered upward." 
~er Average Number 
The third in 
amined in this study 
of Rooms 
I 
I 
the series of filtering indicators that were ex-
1 
I 
reflects the average number of rooms in the owner-
occupied housing. Again, the focus is on changes seen at successive I 
po:sitions in the vacancy ehains. 
The most significlnt finding in Part A of Table 4-3 is the I 
I 
difference between the ovJrall Link-1 mean and those for Links 2, 3, 
-............. - r-; .. ) .. ~ .... ~.- .. , ...... , --
Part A: Mean Values (dollars) 
TABLE 4-2 
AVERAGE CONTRACT RENT 
(at successive destinations) 
Link Bethany Meadowlane Wedgewood Trendwood College View The Knolls Total 
1 -- 121 150 -- 135 -- 136 
2 101 104 114 104 103 1_2_0 10] __ 
-3 1-os IOli ro-6 99 101 88 102 
4+ 88 91 94 83 109 -- 97 
Part B: Absolute Number of Cases with Positive and Negative Differences 
Link Be than~ Meadow lane Wedgewood Trend wood College View The Knolls Total 
+ - + - + - + 
- + - + - + 
1 
- - 9 1 13 2 
- - 9 2 
- - 31 5 2 8 6 25 7 13 9 0 2 16 13 2 2 64 39 3 6 0 7 5 10 4 2 0 10 6 
- - 35 15 4+ 0 1 4 4 4 3 1 1 3 2 
- - 12 11 Total 14 7 45 17 40 18 3 3 38 23 2 2 142 70 
Part C: Percent of Cases with Positive Differences 
Link Be than~ Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood College View The Knolls Total 
1 
-- ·90.0 86.7 
-- 81.8 
-- 86.1 2 57.1 78.1 59.1 o.o 55.2 50.0 62.1 3 100.0 58.3 71.4 100.0 62.5 
-- 70.0 4+ 0.0 50.0 57.1 50.0 60.0 
-- 52.2 Total 66.7 72.6 69.0 50.0 62.3 50.0 67.0 
I-' 
ln 
0\ 
... .. : .. , .. .. , .. 
Part A: Mean Values (rooms) 
.... ,.) ....... , .. 
TABLE 4-3 
OWNER AVERAGE NUMBER OF ROOMS 
(at successive destinations) 
-
Link Bethany Meadowlane Wedgewood Trendwood College View 
, .... .. 
-
The Knolls Total 
1 5.8 6.1 6.2 7.9 6.0 6.9 6.3 
·-
2 5.5 5.7 5.6 5.9 5.8 . 6.1 5.6 
3 5 o 4 5 o 4 5 o 6 6_._1 5-o-9 5-.--S 5--;-7'-----· 
--4'-F----s-:--q s. 6 s. 9 6. s s . 6 -- s . 7 
Part B: Absolute Number of Cases with Positive and Negative Differences 
Link Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood College View The Knolls Total 
+ 
- + 
- + 
- + 
- + 
- + 
- + 
1 26 7 47 19 33 10 25 2 31 9 9 2 171 49 2 17 11 18 17 14 15 6 5 23 14 2 3 80 65 3 4 2 7 2 3 8 2 1 10 5 0 2 26 20 4+ 1 0 3 3 3 3 2 1 2 1 
- - ll 8 Total 48 20 75 41 53 36 35 9 66 29 11 7 288 142 
Part C: Percent of Cases with Positive Differences 
Link Be than Meadow lane Wed ewood Trendwood Colle e View The Knolls Total 1 78.8 71.2 76.7 92.6 77.5 81.8 77.7 2 60.7 51.4 48.3 54.5 62.2 40.0 55.2 3 66.7 77.8 27.3 66.7 66.7 0.0 56.5 4+ 100.0 50.0 50.0 66.7 66.7 
-- 57.9 1-' VI Total 70.6 64.7 59.6 79.5 69.5 61.1 67.0 ...... 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
:1 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
I 
I 
and 4 (see right-hand Jolumn). While the mean for all the Link-1 
' I 
i 
destinations is 6.3 rooms per dwelling, those for the other links are 
' I 
I 
all.e~ther 5.6 or 5.7-Jiindicating no great differences at the other 
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pos1 t1ons. 
1 
The absolute values of Part B of Table 4-3 were again utilized 
I in compiling Part C, w~ich reflects the same similarity among Links 2, 
3, and 4. In this instance, though, the figures suggest that the 
I 
,movers in those latter llink-groups migrated to blocks of larger owner-
occupied homes approximately 56.5% of the time (average for Links 2, 3, 
i 
and 4), while the figur1e for the Link-1 migrants is a significantly 
•higher 77.7%. The coluL totals for each initiator cell range from 
59.6% for Wedgewood to !79. 5% for Trendwood. The grand-total .percentage 
I 
1 
of movers who "betteredi" their situation according to this indicator is 
67%. 
'Renter Average Number o!f Rooms 
I 
Like the third ~iltering indicator, owner average number of 
rooms, this fourth measlre is also aimed at assessing the extent to 
which movers are improvlng themselves in terms of living space. The 
statistics for the indifator called "renter average number of rooms" 
comprise Table 4-4. 1 
In viewing the kigures in Part A of Table 4-4, one is struck by 
the similarities betweeh these statistics and those in Table 4-3. Note 
that the Link-1 mean is again the highest--this time 5.9 rooms--and 
same. 
the 
! 
i 
other three link-groups are essentially the 
1
the average values for 
One difference between Table 4-4 and the table immediately 
-~~~~-~~~-~~--~~---
Part A: Mean Values (rooms) 
-
TABLE 4-4 
RENTER AVERAGE NUMBER OF ROOMS 
(at successive destinations) 
Link Bethany __ ___l1e~dQ_w:J,an~_ ____Redgewood Trendwood College View 
1 5.8 5.3 6.0 6.0 
The Knolls 
2 5.5 4.2 5.4 4.5 5.6 . 5.0 
3 5.4 4.2 5.8 4.1 5.7 3.4* 
4+-----s ~ 4------3-.-9------5--:-9 4. 3 ---------= 5.5 
Part B: Absolute Number of Cases with Positive and Negative Differences 
Link Be than~ Meadow lane Wedgewood Trend wood College View The Knolls 
+ - + - + - + - + - + -
1 24 0 9 2 34 2 - - 25 1 - -
2 23 0 23 8 23 2 2 1 37 3 4 0 
3 10 0 8 4 15 0 2 1 17 0 0 1 
4+ 1 0 3 4 8 0 0 2 4 1 - -
Total 58 0 43 18 80 4 4 4 83 5 4 1 
Part C: Percent of Cases with Positive Differences 
Link Bethany Meadowlane Wedgewood Trend wood College View The Knolls 
1 100.0 81.8 94.4 -- 96.2 --
2 100.0 74.2 92.0 66.7 92.5 100.0 
3 100.0 66.7 100.0 66.7 100.0 0.0 
4+ 100.0 42.9 100.0 0.0 80.0 --
Total 100.0 70.5 95.2 50.0 94.3 80.0 
*One observation. 
Total 
5.9 
5.1 
5.2 ____ _ 
5.0 
Total 
+ 
92 5 
112 14 
52 6 
16 7 
272 32 
Total 
94.8 
88.9 
89.7 
69.6 ..... l.rl 89.5 \0 
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preceding it is seen, though, in Parts B and C. The outstanding feature 
here is the very great number of cases that scored a positive difference 
on the indicator, i.e., "improved" as they moved to blocks where rental 
units were larger in telrms of the number of rooms. The "Total" column 
of Part C of Table 4-4 indicates that all of the link-groups saw at 
least 69.6% or more of their movers "better" themselves, while the low-
est value for the first three links is 88.9%. The column totals for the 
initiator cells are als,o extremely high with five of the six being above 
I 
I 
70%. An overall total bf 89.5% of all the movers scored a positive 
.difference on this indirator. These very high totals are likely to be 
due to the fact that many families migrate within the city to increase 
I 
their living space as they move through most stages.of the life cycle. 
This would seem to be elpecially true in the case of renters. 
I Percent Owner-Occupied Pnits 
The filtering ihdicator here called "percent owner-occupied 
I 
units" refers to the percentage of all dwelling units in a city block 
1 that are owner-occupiedl. This figure was derived quite simply from the 
census information by dlviding the number of "owner units" by the total 
I 1
number of dwelling unit~ per block. 
Table 4-5 illushrates the results of the analysis of this fifth 
filtering indicator. rl Part A of the table, a general pattern of 
I 
!declining percentages with position in the vacancy chains is seen. The 
;link-group or "row meanl" point out the fact that the Link-1 blocks of 
!destination averaged 85l3% owner-occupied, 60.0% for Link 2, 50.6% for 
. I 
1Link 3, and 45.4% for Link 4. Thus, the level of owner-occupied 
: I 
1dwellings per block decreases with position in the vacancy chains and 
I 
.... 
--~~~~-~~~~~-~~~---
Part A: Mean Values (%) 
TABLE 4.:.5 
PERCENT OWNER-OCCUPIED UNITS 
(at successive destinations) 
Link Bethan)' Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood __ Q()~J~ge View 
87.9 58.2 84.5 60.7 
52.5 51.0 73.7 51.5 
The Knolls Total 
87.6 85.3 
73.3 60.0 
1 
2 
3 
4+ 
80.1 
51.0 
36.9 
61.5 
45.8 46.2 54.0 46.8 ___ 36-.-8 50-;-6 
50. 6 4-5-.-8 3-s--:-2 34 . 5 45.4 
Part B: Absolute Number of Cases with Positive and Negative Differences 
Link Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood College View The Knolls Total 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + 
1 35 5 71 8 34 22 16 13 31 17 7 7 194 72 
2 22 13 36 20 23 19 10 7 36 18 7 3 134 80 
3 8 6 9 8 9 9 4 1 14 9 1 1 45 34 
4+ 0 1 8 3 6 2 1 3 4 2 - - 19 11 
Total 65 25 124 39 72 52 31 24 85 46 15 11 392 197 
Part C: Percent of Cases with Positive Differences 
Link Bethany Meadowlane Wedgewood Trendwood College View The Knolls Total 
1 87.5 89.9 60.7 55.2 64.6 50.0 72.9 
2 62.9 64.3 54.8 58.8 66.7 70.0 62.6 
3 57.1 52.9 50.0 80.0 60.9 50.0 57.0 
4+ 0.0 72.7 75.0 25.0 66.7 
--
63.3 
Total 72.2 76.1 58.1 56.4 64.9 57.7 66.6 
1--' 
0\ 
1--' 
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the figures indicate that more renters are encountered in the later 
. I 
positions in the chains~ 
I 
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In Part C of th~ table, the row totals for each link-group shmv 
similarities with previlus tables as the Link-! figure was highest 
I (72.9%) and those for Links 2, 3, and 4 were more constant at a lower 
I ~eve! (62.6, 57.0, and 63.3% respectively). The column totals for the 
initiator cells i~dfcatJ that between 56.4% and 76.1% of the movers 
. I 
f:lssociated with each ce:Ill "filtered upward." The final statistic shows 
that 66.6% of all the .Jvers judged on this indicator moved to blocks ~hat had a greater percelntage of owner-occupied units. 
~ercent One-Unit Structu~es 
The feeling thatl "filtering upward" meant, in general, that 
movers would choose locations in blocks that had a_ greater amount of 
one-unit structures, ledlto the development of this indicator. The 
s1tatistic is simply a ratio--the number of one-unit structures in a b~ock to the total numbel of structures in that same block. 
Table 4-6 is the synopsis of the indicator aimed at one-unit 
structures. The most interesting facet of Part A of the table is the 
link-group "Mean" column lwhere a perfect decreasing progression of 
percentages is seen--froJ 94.9% for Link 1 all the way down to 52.5% , I 
I 
for Link 4. This, again,! is indicative of the preponderance of single-
family units in the earlikr links and rental units in the later links. I 
I 
The row totals fo~ each link-group in Part C of the table are 
again highest for Link 1 ~in this case, 86.4%) with the figures for th~ other three link-grouls lying at a fairly similar high level. The I -
' I 
cocr.umn percentage totals for the initiator cells range from 67.2% to 
I 
--~~~-~~~-~~~~-----
Part A: Mean Values (%) 
- -TABLE 4-6 
PERCENT ONE-UNIT StRUCTURES 
(at successive destinations) 
Link Bethany Meadow lane Wedget\TO()d _____ TreAd_~o_Q_cL_ ___ Co:tJ..~_ge View The Knolls Total 
99.8 92.6 100.0 82.3 99.4 94.9 
62.8 65.4 79.9 72.7 . 80.9 69.8 
1 
2 
3 
4+ 
99.6 
74.2 
69.2 
69.2 
67.9 59.0 62.3 60. 3 4-5-.-9---- 6-4"":-o----
~_g_._6 4-9.--7 5-s---:-s 8.2 -- 52.5 
Part B: Absolute Number of Cases with Positive and Negative Differences 
Link Bethany Meadow lane Wedgewood Trend wood College View The Knolls Total 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + 
1 25 1 60 0 37 11 11 0 25 13 7 1 165 26 
2 20 12 29 21 23 14 10 5 35 17 9 2 126 71 
3 10 3 12 4 13 6 4 2 16 7 0 2 55 24 
4+ 0 1 8 3 5 3 2 3 4 2 - - 19 12 
Total 55 17 109 28 78 34 27 10 80 39 16 5 365 133 
Part C: Percent of Cases with Positive Differences 
Link Bethanx: Meadow lane Wedgewood Trendwood College View The Knolls Total 
1 96.2 100.0 77.1 100.0 65.8 87.5 86.4 
2 62.5 58.0 62.2 66.7 67.3 81.8 64.0 
3 76.9 75.0 68.4 66.7 69.6 0.0 69.6 
..... 
4+ 0.0 72.7 62.5 40.0 66.7 -- 61.3 0\ w 
Total 76.4 79.6 69.6 73.0 67.2 76.2 73.3 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
_J 
I 
I 
I 
79.6%. Overall, though, it is clear that 73.3% of all the movers 
kigrated to blocks with a greater percentage of one-unit structures 
I 
ithan the block they left. 
The analysis of the filtering indicators as applied to the I 
I 
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kobility data utilized for this study has-, shown that "upward-filtering,." 
~hereby persons improve their residential situation, is the dominant 
I process. Once 
~ng upward for 
I 
again, consider the final percentages of movers filter-
each of Jhe six indicators: 
I Owner Average Value • • • 77.5% 
I Average ~ontract Rent . • • 67.0% 
I Owner Average Number of Rooms • 67.0% 
Renter A~erage Number of Rooms 89.5% 
I Percent 0wner-Occupied Units •.• 66.6% 
I Percent @ne-Unit Structures •••• 73.3% 
j percentage fol r ~he lowest any of the indicators, 66.6% for percent owner-
] - I 
occupied, leav~s no douot that the great majority of the movers are 
I bettering 
I 
their housing circumstances. 
In sum, if the '!'performance" of the moves on the indicators is 
~anked, it can be said that over 73% of all the movers in the study 
I 
koved to blocks where: 1) the average number of rooms in the rental 
~nits was greater; 2) the average value of the owned homes was higher; 
I I 
and 3) the percentage of one-unit structures was greater. It was also 
I I 
bemonstrated that two-tfuirds or more of the moves were to blocks with: 
:4) a higher average num1er of rooms .in the owner units; 5) higher 
~ental costs; and 6) a nigher percentage of owner-occupied units. When 
b11 of the positive gails were taken together, it was determined that 
172.7% of the movers imploved their housing situation (Table, 4-7, Part 
b). Therefore, HypothJis 119, which stated that "the filtering process 
lis substantiated in at least 60% of the cases examined in Lincoln," 
I 
I 
I 
-----~--~~-~~-------
--------- ----- --- ----- ----· ----------
TABLE 4-7 
SID~RY OF FILTERING INDICATORS:. ALL INITIATOR CELLS 
Part A: Absolute Number of Cases with Positive and Negative Differences 
Owner Ave:rage Owner Average Renter Average Percent Percent 
Link Average Value Contract Rent Number Rooms Number Rooms Owner Occ. One Unit Total 
+ - + 
- + - + - + - + - + 
. 
1 201 21 31 5 171 49 92 5 194 72 165 26 854 178 
2 8r--z.-8 6Zi--T9 80 65 112 14 134 80 126 597 317 71 3 21 16 35 15 26 20 52 6 45 34 55 24 234 115 4+ 10 6 12 11 11 8 16 7 19 11 19 12 87 55 Total 313 91 142 70 288 142 272 32 392 197 365 133 1772 665 
Part B: Percent of Cases with Positive Differences 
-
Owner Average Owner Average Ren~er Average Percent Percent Link Average Value Contract Rent Number Rooms Number Rooms Owner Occ. One Unit Total 
1 90.5 86.1 77.7 94.8 72.9 86.4 82.8 2 62.8 62.1 55.2 88.9 62.6 64.0 65.3 3 56.8 70.0 56.5 89.7 57.0 69.6 67.0 4+ 62.5 52.2 57.9 69.6 63.3 61.3 61.3 Total 77.5 67.0 67.0 89.5 66.6 73.3 72.7 
Part C: Percent of Cases with Negative Differences 
Owner Average Owner Average Renter Average Percent Percent Link Average Value Contract Rent Number Rooms Number Rooms Owner Occ. One Unit Total 
1 9.5 13.9 22.3 5.2 27.1 13.6 17.2 2 37.2 37.9 44.8 11.1 37.4 36.0 34.7 3 43.2 30.0 43.5 10.3 43.0 30.4 33.0 ...... 0\ 4+ 37.5 47.8 42.1 30.4 36.7 38.7 38.7 Vl 
Total 22.5 33.0 33.0 10.5 33.4 26.7 27.3 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
19 
was accepted. 
Table 4-7, Part B, is also indicative of the fact that there 
was a general inverse relationship between 
filtering (i.e., the pelcent of cases with 
link number and levels of 
positive differences). If 
the percentage for Link 2 were slightly higher (or that for Link 3 
lower), the relationship would be perfect inverse •. At the same time, 
.. . I 
though, there was much similarity in the percentages for Links 2, 3, 
166 
I . 
and 4. Nevertheless, because the overall proportion of the movers who 
"improved" their housink situation was highest in the first link, lower 
in the second, and lowett in the fourth, the hypothesis stating that 
"residential filtering becomes less prevalent as link number increases 
1
[and] 'reverse-filterink' becomes more prevalent as link number in-
creases" was accepted. 
~Hypothesis 11: There is no significant difference in the average 
"dollar+value gain" (block of origin to block of des-
tination) by "upward:-filterers" and the average 
"dollar+value loss" by "downward-filterers." I 
stated hypo~hesis was tested by means of the ''T-Test for I The 
. 20 Independent Samples." The mean and varignce was calculated for all 
movers whose average value of the owner-occupied homes was given (in 
. I 
the census data) for both the block of move-origin and the block of 
move-destination. Thosl with "negative differences" comprised one 
jsample and those with "lositive differences" cortstituted a second. 
i 
19A z-statistic of 12.80 as determined by the "Single-Sample 
~est for Individual Proportions" (see discussion of Hypothesis #1, 
Chapter 3) insured the Statistical significance of this finding. 
I 
20
see discussiol of Hypothesis 1!2, Chapter 3 for the formula. 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
.I 
'I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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'The mean differJnce in dollar value between move origin and 
I 
I i 
festination was $10,105 .lfor "upward-filterers" but only $5,059 for 
rdownward-filterers." 'llliese values, along with the variance and the 
number of cases, were ijput to the t-formulation to determine the sig-
lificance of the differjnce between the two groups. 21 
! A "t" of 4.96 w~th 401 degrees of freedom (significant beyond 
the . 005 level) caused Jej ection of the hypothesis as stated. lvorded 
1ifferently, the finding! was that there is indeed a statistically sig-
Jificant difference betjeen the two groups in terms of the dollar-
Jalue differential at relpective move-environments. 
i The implication lf this finding which statistically disting-
uishes between "upward-" and "downward-filterers" seems to be that 
jhose who move up to better housing generally move to blocks where 
jhe average value of homls is significantly higher (x = $10,105). On 
Jhe other hand, those whl move down to neighborhoods with homes of 
Jesser value do not move as far down the scale (x = $5,059) as the 
i 
This finding may be at least partly explained ,thers who move upward. 
bly the fact that persons who filter up to better housing are more likely 
I 
tlo be "owner-occupiers" while movers who filter down are more likely to 
be renters. The notion lxpressed here rests on two earlier findings: 
I 
1) the perfect inverse r~lationship between "percent owner-occupied" 
I 
and link number (see Table 4-5), and 2) the general positive relation-
! I 
ship between the level of "reverse-filtering" and link number. In 
orher words, as link numJer increased, the level of owner-occupiers 
djcreased and the amount of downward-filtering tended to increase. 
while 
I 
I 
I 
I 
21The number of cases for individuals filtering upward was 311 
the number filterirlg downward was 92. 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
-I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Thus, the distinction between "renter-moves" and "owner-moves" may be 
I 
the basis for explainin~ the situation. Though it is beyond the scope 
I I 
lof the current work, this rather unexpected finding certainly warrants 
further investigation. 
I 
"Filtering Indicators" and Multivariate 
.. , I Classification 
I Because of the failure of the Discriminate Analysis to correctly 
kroup vacancy chains acJording to the initiator cell of origin on the 
I I 
basis of the four geogrdphic indices, Hypothesis #6, dealing with the 
.I t" 1 "d t"f" . If=". II • d Th spa 1a 1 en 1 1cat1on o m1gratory streams, was reJecte • e 
luthor, however believiJg that it should somehow be possible to make 
lnitiator-cell distinct~ons among vacancy chains, decided to investi-
late this line of reasoJing in one other way. 
I . Hypothes1s 
I 
12: Vacancy ,chains can be "grouped" more 
ing to the initiator cell of origin) 
"filteri;ng indicators" than was done 
variable~s were used. 
~nitial Variable Selectiln 
accurately (accord-
by using selected 
when only spatial 
I Since each intral~rban link of the 246 vacancy chains utilized 
Jn the analysis carried but in Chapter 3 had certain "housing-environ-
jent information" attachL to it--for the "tests" Of filtering--it was 
decided that this informktion could also be utilized in multivariate 
dlassification. Therefole, useful and appropriate variables had to be 
selected from among thosl available. The author decided, first of all, 
I 
that only information relating more directly to the "owner market" 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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w
1
1 
ould be utilized. 22 IR other words, two filtering indicators discussed 
. I ~n previous paragraphs,l"renter average number of rooms" and "average 
lontract rent," were ex<j:luded from consideration. This left four in-
aicators, but each of tJese variables could be applied to each block ~f both move-origin and move-destination. Put another way, it was 
bossible to apply the filtering indicator called "owner average value" 
I ·· , I 
to the Link-1 destinations, the Link-1 origins., the Link-2 origins, 
ltc. Each could then s1rve as a separate variable. Because it was 
~ifficult to find compljte "filtering-indicator information" for each 
bll k f · · d d I. · · h · f h 1· k h oc o or1g1n an est1nat1on 1n a c a1n o more t an two 1n s, t e 
luthor decided to use oJly chains with two links of complete informa-
' I
tion. Therefore, in an effort to maximize the number of chains which 
I 
bould be entered into tHe analysis, four filtering indicators for each 
Link-1 destination, LinJ-1 origin, and Link-2 origin were utilized. 23 
in all, 121 vacancy cha~ns contained information for all twelve vari-
1 I 24 
ables. 
I 
22This decision 
1
was reached primarily because the probability 
9f not having complete i:nformation (from the census data) was greater 
for the filtering indic~tors called "average contract rent" and "renter ~verage number of rooms." Reference to the relative "n" sizes in Part B of Tables 4-1 through 4-6 substantiates this fact. 
! 
I 
23Because the Link-1 origin of a vacancy chain is the same as 
the Link-2 destination, the latter position in the chains was not· used I 
in this analysis. 
I 24 
I Recall from th
1
e preceding section on residential filtering 
that the four variables •referred to include: 1) owner average value; 
2) owner average number bf rooms; 3) percent owner-occupied units; and 4) percent one-unit struftures. Each of these is applied to the Link-1 
destination, Link-1 origd.n, and Link-2 origin for a total of twelve 
Jariables. I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I ~ross Correlation: Fin~l Variable Selection 
I 
1 
Since a total of twelve variables were considered as having 
~otential for classifyiJg vacancy chains, it seemed possible that strong 
.~elationships might exi~t between certain pairs of the variables. To 
~xpose any significant dollinearity, they were cross-correlated in a 
latrix, 12-by-12 in sizJ. Because the total number of resultant cor-
lelations was too gr~at for summarization in a tabular format, only the 
I • 
iight highest values are listed below: 
i 
~orrelation 
I 
0.87 
I (Sig •. 001) 
I 
0.82 
(sig .. OOl) 
i 
0. 77 
I 
~Sig .. 001) 
I 
I q.ss 
~Sig. .001) 
I q.ss 
CSig •. 001) 
I 
I q.45 
CSig. .001) 
I 
I q.42 
(ISig .• 001) 
I q.39 
(Sig .• 001) 
TABLE 4-8 
SELECTED "IR-STATISTICS" FROM THE CORRELATION 
MATRIX FOR FILTERING INDICATORS 
Variables 
I OWner Average Rooms --------- Owner Average Value L-~1 Destination L-1 Destination 
% 
1
awner Occupied --------- % One Unit 
L-2 Origin L-2 Origin 
% ~wner Occupied 
L-11 Origin ----
% One Unit 
L-1 Origin 
I Owher Average Rooms Owner Average Value 
I --~-----L-i Origin L-1 Origin 
% bwner Occupied 
I 
L-i Destination 
% bwner Occupied 
I 
L-i Destination 
% One Unit 
--------- L-1 Destination 
-------- Owner Average_ Value 
L-1 Origin 
I . 
% One Unit % One Unit 
I ---------L-1 Origin L-2 Origin 
owler Average Rooms Owner Average Value 
I ---------L-2 Origin L-2 Origin 
; ' 
;I 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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' . The eight correlJtions shown in Table 4-8 provide no startling 
I ! 
revelations. The two va~iables for six of the eight correlations--
ilcluding the five higheJt--apply to the same "chain position." In 
obher words, the 0.87 coJrelation between the owner average number of 
rtoms and the owner averlge value is no surprise since both apply to 
the blocks at the Link-1 destination. Only the 0.45 and 0.42 correla-
tlons apply to filte~inglindicators at different chain positions. The 
fbrmer relationship (0.45) refers to the percent owner-occupied at the 
Llnk-1 destination and tJe owner average value at the Link-1 origin. 
I ·I The correlation of 0.42 relates the percent one-unit at the Link-1 
I 
origin to the percent on~-unit at the Link-2 origin. Both cases can be 
I 
elxplained, however, by t~e predominant 1;1pward filtering of movers and 
the associated "rate of improvement" in their housing conditions. 
The intention in cross-correlating the variables, however, was 
Jo expose the strong bivariate relationships so that the number of var-
~ables could be reduced. This proved successful as th~ initial list of 
jwelve variables was narrowed to six. As an illustration of the final 
iariable-selection procefure, consider the 0.87 correlation between the 
Jwo variables listed in [able 4-8. Obviously, both are not needed in 
I I distinguishing vacancy chains since they are so closely related. There-
] 
fore, one was eliminated from further consideration. The variable 
I dropped, in this case the owner average number of rooms at the Link-1 
Jestination, was the onel with the lower coefficient of variation.
25 
I I 
I 
25The reasoning lhere is that variables with higher coefficients 
mf variation (when all ]21 cases are considered together) are more like-
' I ly to allow "chain separ:ation." The coefficients of variation were 
bsed to determine which ]variable was eliminated except where a variable 
~orrelated above 0.39 with more than one other. In that case, the un-
~orrelated variable was 1·used. The 0.39 level was determined by the 
I . 
author. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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!The eight highest corre~ations shown above were utilized in narrowing 
lthe list of variables tb six: 1) percent one unit at the Link-1 origin; 
lz) owner average value lt the Link-1 origin; 3) percent owner-occupied 
at the Link-1 destinatiln; 4) owner average value at the Link-1 desti-
nation; 5) percent ownel-occupied at the Link-2 origin; and owner aver-
age value at the Link-2 origin. 
lniscriminant Analysis 
The 121 vacancy chains were subjected to multivariate classif-
!ication for purposes of testing the hypothesis that the chains can be 
I 
I 
!"grouped" according to the initiator cell of origin on the basis of the 
selected housing indicalors. Linear Discriminate Analysis was employed 
i . . . I d. . · h h f once aga1n 1n attempt1ng to 1st1ngu1s among t e sequences o moves. 
The six variablJs selected for inclusion in the clustering 
algorithm were first stlndardized by conversions to z-scores. When 
I 
I 
these values were input to the calculation, five discriminant functions 
lere the result. In relation to those for the four spatial indices 
1iscussed previously (CJapter 3), the eigenvalues and canonical corre-
1 
lations for each of the five functions were higher, indicating that the 
I . 
functions based upon the housing variables were more important in sep-
lrating vacancy chains jcompare Table 4-9 with Table 3-15). The rela-
tive percentages for thJ eigenvalues, which are indicative of the im-
bortance of each of the functions, were much different than those for 
I 
the spatial indices in that the first discriminant function alone 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 4-9 
DISCRIMINANl' STATISTICS FOR FILTERING INDICATORS 
Discriminant 
Function 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Functions 
I Derived 
I 
I 
I 
0 
1 
2 
3 
Eigenyalue 
I 
1. 76334 
I 
0.12860 
I 0.09~85 
I 
I 0.01881 
o.ooLo 
Wilksj 
Lambda 
I 0.2846 
I 0.7864 
I 0.8875 
I 0. 9726 
Chi-Square 
143.268 
27.394 
13.603 
3.169 
I 
4 0.9901 1.045 
Relative Canonical 
Percentage Correlatiqn 
87.48 0.799 
6.38 0.338 
4.75 0.296 
0.93 0.136 
0.46 0.095 
DF Significance 
30 0.0 
20 0.125 
12 0.327 
6 0.787 
2 0.593 
j• explained" 8 7 . 4 8% of Je separation of groups • 2 6 The Wilks ' -Lambda 
talues were lower, indi+ting that more discriminating power was present 
~han was the case with the spatial variables. While the discriminatory 
tower was highly signifilant (0.0) before any functions were derived, 
I 
26
By way of comparison, the relative percentages for the eigen-
values for the spatial ihdices were 61.85, 25.57, 11.84, and 0.74 re-~pectively. As noted, the relative percentage for Function 1 for the ~ousing indicators was 817.48, but the others were 6.38, 4. 75, 0.93, and 
0. 46. Hence, three funcltions were at least somewhat important to the ~eparation of groups based on the spatial indices, but only one was ~ruly significant to the' separation based on the housing indicators. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. I
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
lit 
I 
I 1In 
I 
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was no longer significant after the calculation of the first function • 
I 
additon, the standardized discriminant function coefficients showed 
~hat the "owner average values for the Link-1· destinations" made the 
! ' 
I 
greatest contribution to the first function (see Table 4-10). The fact 
I I 
that the discriminant algorithm determined that the average home values 
I I 
bf the initiator cells alone were (by far) the best "classifier" of 
! h · lh d. . . th th It h d b racancy C aJ.nS WaS somew at J.SappOJ.ntJ.ng to e au or. a een 
toped that variables at other chain positions would contribute signif-
icantly to produce a successful multivariate classification. 
I 
While the "perce1nt owner-occupied at the Link-2 origins" was 
lost important for the srcond function, the "owner average value at the 
].ink-1 origin" contributled the most to the third function, the "owner 
Jverage value at the Link-2 origin" scored highest on the fourth func-
jion, and the "percent ole-unit structures at the Link-! origins" was 
I I .. 
Jost significant to the fifth function (Table 4-10). The reader is 
Jgain reminded, however, that the first discriminant function alone 
Jccounted for 87.48% of the separation of groups, while the other func-
Jions were much less implrtant. 
i I 
I The prediction of the actual initiator cells based on these ~ousing indicators was mlch more accurate than was the case for the 
sl!patial indices, though Lrrect grouping still was not possible in the 
majority of cases (Table 4-11). Whereas the overall percentage of 
I 
vkcancy chains correctly classified was only 20.3% when strictly geo-
glaphical variables were used, the "filtering indicators" allowed 
cbrrect grouping of 42.2% of the chains. When individual initiator 
cllls were considered, tJe analysis determined that Trendwood (63.6%) 
ald Bethany (56.0%) had jhe majority of their chains correctly I . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
I 
' f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
., 
I 
··I 
I 
!variable* 
I POUFLO 
OAVFLO 
POOFLD 
OAVFLD 
POOSLO 
OAVSLO 
I 
*POUFLO = 
OAVFLO = 
POOFLD = 
OAVFLD = 
POOSLO = 
OAVSLO = 
TABLE 4-10 
STANDARDIZED DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
FbR FILTERING INDICATORS 
I 2 Function 1 Function Functio'n 3 Function 
0.09227 0.26875 0.36061 0.10531 
-0.13935 0.19117 -1.01262 0.35073 
-0. 28182·· > 10.67438 -0.46067 0.00706 
1.01218 
-0.15178 0.11067 10.20264 
0.03705 0.06219 -0.08246 -0.78547 
0.03662 0.31321 -0.09403 -1.03724 
Percent One uJit at the Link-1 Origin 
Owner AverageiValue at the Link-1 Origin 
Per.cent Owner-~Occupied at the Link-1 Destination 
Owner Average Value at the Link-1 Destination 
Percent Owner-Occupied at the Link-2. Origin 
Owner Average Value at the Link-2 Origin 
4 
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Function 5 
0.92808 
-0.25100 
0.42675 
-0.03475 
-0.58184 
0.18251 
llassified. The Knolls (50.0%) was third in the rank-ordering, followed 
I •• 21 by College View (42.1%), Meadowlane (37.1%), and Wedgewood (24.0%). ~he plot of the chains Jor each gr.oup around their respective centroids 
l d. t . I f . 1"1 . h f T d Tn 1ca es some separat1on o groups, espec1a y 1n t e case o ren -
I 
wood (4's) and, to some extent, Bethany (l's) and The Knolls (6's) are I 
1istinctive (Figure 4-4). 28 
In an effort to further examine the classification, the filter-
ing indicators were subjected to stepwise Discriminant Analysis (as was 
I 
I 
1 
27Again, the relatively low number of cases for Trendwood (11) 
and The Knolls (6) shoul~ be kept in mind when reviewing these results. 
I 
28The group centloids themselves are labeled with the first 
letter of the name of th~ initiator cell. See Table 4-11 for the I I initiator-cell group numbers. 
I I 
................................. , ........ 
Actual Grou 
Group 1 (Bethany) 
Group 2 (Meadowlane) 
Group 3 (Wedgewood} 
Group 4 (Trendwood) 
Group 5 (College View) 
Group 6 (The Knolls) 
No. of 
Cases 
25. 
35. 
25. 
11. 
19. 
6. 
TABLE 4-11 
PREDICTION RESULTS FOR FILTERING INDICATORS 
Predicted Group Membership 
Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Grouo 5 
7. 
28.0% 
o. 
0.0% 
3. 
15.8% 
o. 
0.0% 
0. 
0.0% 
2. 
10.5% 
0. 
0.0% 
1. 
4.0% 
6. 
31.6% 
2. 
33.3% 
0. 
0.0% 
-
...... "''"' 
1. 
16.7% 
. 
3. 
12.0% 
R. 
22.9% 
4. 
16.0% 
Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified: 42.15% 
Grouo 6 
o. 
0.0% 
3. 
12.0% 
3. 
27.3% 
3. 
50.0% 
...... 
'-I 
0'1 
.......... ~ ...... ,, ....... _ .. , .... ...... 
VACANCY CHAINS AND GROUP CENTROIDS 
FILTERING INDICATORS IN REDUCED SPACE . 
PLOT OF DISCRIMINANT SCORE 1 (HORIZONTAL) VS. DISCRIMINANT SCORE 2 (VERTICAL)o * INDICATES A GROUP CENTROID. 
-3.000 -1o2SO Oo500 2o250 4o000 
+---------+-------+------------------+---------+---------+---------+--------+ 
I I 4o 000 I I 
I I 
I • I 
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I I 
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I I 2 33 4 I 
I I I 1 2 3 I - lo 250 
I e 1 4 I 
I 2 I 
I I 
I I I 
I I 
I I -2. 125 I I 
I I 
I I 
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~one with the spatial variables). The first indicator considered was ~he owner average value at the Link-1 destination (Table 4-12). At 
rhis stage, the overall percentage of the vacancy chains that were cor-
~ectly classified was 22.3%. The second variable to enter the calcula-
hion was the percent owAer-occupied at the Link-2 origin, and the over-
lll level of prediction rose to 35.5%. After the third step, when the 
I ... 
owner average values at the first-link origins were added, the percent 
I 
~orrectly classified stood at 40.5%. The level of prediction decreased 
I I 
when the owner average values at the second-link origins were entered, 
I I 
but it rose again to 43% when the percent owner-occupied at the first-
1 I 
link destinations was added. The overall 'percent correctly classified 
leached a high of 43% aJter the fifth step in the algorithm, and it 
lctually dropped slightJy at the conclusion of the final step. Conse-
tuently, the step~ise aJalysis illustrated that the 40% level of class-
1fication could be atta~ned after only the first three variables were 
I I ~ntered. In addition, the indicators called "owner average value at 
lhe Link-2 origins" and "percent one unit at the Link-1 origins" added 
I 
little to the vacancy-cHain discrimination. 
I Although the inJtiator-cell associations could not be -predicted 
at as high a level as milght be desired, it was determined that a Dis-
lriminate Analysis of thle housing-environment data was more fruitful 
Jhan that for the spatial! indices. Therefore, Hypothesis 1112 was 
I q.ccepted. 
I 
I 
i 
Summary and Conclusions 
1 The present chapter was intended 
Analysis" of the Lincolnl vacancy chains. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
as a "housing-environment 
Three general topics were 
I 
I 
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TABLE 4-12 
RESULTS OF STEPWISE DISCRIM!NANT ANALYSIS 
I 
OF SELECTED FILTERING INDICATORS 
(PJrcent Correctly Classified) 
I Initiator OAVFLD* POOSLO OAVFLO OAVSLO POOFLD 
Cell (Step Ill) I (Step 112) (Step 113) (Step #4) (Step #5) 
Bethany 4.0 60.0 56.0 48.0 60.0 
Meadow lane 40.0 .. 22.9 42.9 42.9 42.9 
IWedgewood 28.0 32.0 20.0 20.0 24.0 
Trendwood 36.4 54.5 72.7 72.7 63.6 
College View 5.3 21.1 21.1 10.5 31.6 
The Knolls 0.0 33.3 50.0 50.0 50.0 
Total 22.3 35.5 40.5 37.2 43.0 
*OAVFLD = Owner Averagel Value at the Link-1 Destination 
POOSLO = Percent Owner-Occupied at the Link-2 Origin 
OAVFLO = Owner Averagel Value at the Link-1 Origin 
OAVSLO =Owner Average
1 
Value at the Link-2,0rigin 
179 
POUFLO 
(Step #6) 
56.0 
37.1 
24.0 
63.6 
42.1 
50.0 
42.2 
POOFLD = Percent OwnerrOccupied at the Link-1 Destination 
. POUFLO = Percent One Uiit at the Link~l Origin 
~addressed in the chapter: 1) areas of vacancy-chain termination; 
2) residential filterink; and 3) multivariate classification. Findings 
I 
related to each of thes~ topics can be briefly reiterated. 
One very importalt aspect of an analysis of vacancy chains re-
I lates to the locations in the city where the sequences of moves tend to 
terminate. The present study determined that 71.1% of the chains ended 
in census tracts that were below the mean dollar-value of owner-occupied 
homes (in all census trlcts). Of that total, only 12.6% terminated in 
tracts that were two stlndard deviations below the mean. These tracts 
I 
I' 
I (-2 s.d.) were the lowest in the city, but only a relatively small 
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~percentage of the vacancy chains reached the poorest areas of the city. 
;In fact, although promilent "beneficiary areas" within Lincoln were 
identified, two specifil depressed areas, Clinton and Malone, did not 
I 
"benefit" from intra-urban moves to the periphery of the city. Thus, 
although there were soml difficulties in dealing with "chain termina-
l 
tions" (see footnote 18), the analyses in the current chapter seem to 
-· . I 
!indicate that the poorest areas of the city do not always "benefit" 
~rom prior intra-urban loves to newer housing located on the edge of 
fhe city. This inferenle is in agreement with earlier findings as 
reported by Lansing, whl suggested that only a small proportion of the 
I I 
fuovers in the sequences are "poor," and by Dzus, who det_ermined that 
I 
I 
lower income groups in Windsor did not benefit by taking advantage of 
: h h. · · · I 1 · f . 29 t e ous1ng opportun1t1es resu t1ng rom new construct1on. 
I I 
I Chapter 4 included an examination of the filtering component of ~he housing market as ij operates within Lincoln. The investigation was 
barried out by analyzinJ certain aspects of the blocks of origin and 
~estination of the indijidual mov~s making up the vacancy chains. The 
*nalysis of these origijs and destinations was based upon six "filter-
1 
I 
ing indicators" derived from block-level census data. The author con-I 
liders these indicators rseful in assessing the changes in block-level 
lnvironments that occur wl ith intra-city movement. Thus, while the 
I 
methodology alone has proven successful, several findings related to 
Jhe filtering process itbelf can be reiterated. 
i The analysis of hhe filtering indicators as applied to the 1972 
Il'l·ncoln mob1"l1"ty data hasl shown that "upward-filtering," whereby persons 
! I 
29
Lansing, et. al., 1969, op. cit., p. 66; and Dzus, 1975, ~ 
p. 150. 
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!improve their residential situation, is the dominant process. In all, 
172.7% of the movers migbated to a "better housing environment." The 
, I 
1
extent of the upward-filtering tended, however, to decrease as link 
~umber increased. Conslquently, persons in the second, third, and 
I fourth positions in the sequences were increasingly less likely to im-
brove their housing situation. In other words, "reverse-filtering" 
i · · I ~ended to become more prevalent as link number increased. When all 
i I ilinks were considered together, 27.3% of all the moves were to "worse" 
hi . . 01 . f" d' . h d h ous1ng env1ronments. ·ne very 1mportant 1n 1ng w1t regar to t e kil~ering process was tJe fact that there is a statistically significant 
lifference between "upwJrd-filterers" and "downward-filterers" in terms 
! I 
bf the dollar-value dif£erential at respective move-environments. The 
I I ~verage level of increaJe in home value for the former group was 
i I $10,105 whiTe the decrease for the latter group was only $5,059. 
I Although the cojcept of residential filtering is widely known, 
~oth suitable methodoloJies for analyses and empirical verifications 
1 I . 3o 
rhemselves are generallyllacklng. While the current work has provided 
4 useful methodology fo~ investigating filtering, it has also deter-
Jined that, in general, people do improve their housing situation after 
l move. At the same timb, though, there is a considerable number of 
Jovers who do not improvl their housing circumstances • 
The Discriminant Analysis of the selected filtering indicators 
42.2% of the vacancy chains to be correctly classified as to 
cell of orkgin. By comparison, the overall percentage 
ctllowed 
I 
I t;he initiator 
I 30Reference is m.kde to statements made by C. A. Maher, "Residen-
tial Change and the Filt~ring Process: Central Toronto, 1953-71," Un-
,rinted Ph.D. Dissertatibn, University of TorontO, 1972. 
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of vacancy chains that were correctly classified by the four spatial 
indices was only 20.3%. Hence, the socio-economic data is roughly twice 
as good as the spatial tlata in predicting the initiator cell to which 
a vacancy chain belongs. However, the most important variable in the 
I jfirst discriminant function, which accounted for 87.48% of the separa-
tion of groups, was the owner average values for the Link-1 destina-
tions. This was evidenced by the fact that Trendwood (owner average 
I I ~alue = $42,300) and Bethany (owner average value= $19,000), at 
lpposite ends of the arlay of home values in the initiator cells (refer 
ro Table 2-1), had the l.jority of their chains correctly classified. 
l"e stepwise Discriminaft Analysis illustrated that the levels of pre-
tliction changed only slightly after the first three variables--"owner 
lverage value at the LiJk-1 destination," "percent owner-occupied at 
hhe Link-2 origin," and "owner average value at the Link-1 origin"--
lere added. 
I The main conclusion related to the Discriminant Analysis of the 
I I ~ocio-economic data is that the technique can distinguish only about 
1our vacancy chains in Jen according to the initiator cell of origin 
lgiven the variables seJected for use in the current work). Much of 
lh d · · · t · I th h d 1 h 1 
... e ~scr~m~na ~ng powe,, oug , reste mere y upon t e average va ues 
lf homes in the initiator cells. The author believes that the approach 
tas great potential, esprcially in larger cities where the range in 
nome values, etc., is much greater and the individual mover has a wider 
Jelection of potential hbmesites. But additional work must be done be-
Jere meaningful results ban be obtained. Future investigators might 
Jven experiment with combinations of spatial and socio-economic 
+riables. 
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CHAPTER V 
RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT 
-· ·Intention and Nature of the Study 
I 
1 
This thesis was intended to provide deeper insight into intra-
jrban migration through ~he use of the vacancy chain in a stricter g~ographical sense than La previously been done. The author believed 
ar the outset that certaL spatial patterns would surface in the course o~ surveying mapped intrl-urban vacancy chains from both a cartographic 
ald quantitative standpolnt. In addition, it was felt that,procedures 
fL constructing, descriJing, and analyzing the linkages should be pro-
plsed and tested. The m1thodological evaluation, in effect, permeates 
Jch of the text and is ~oubtless a significant aspect of the research. 
The present work has perhaps raised more questions than it has 
atswered, which may be bolth appropriate and wholly desirable. The 
study, then, could probabLly best be termed as exploratory since it in-
v1stigates one concept in a way not previously done. Though more 
cJosely attuned to the individual level, the work can, in a sense, also 
bj considered remedial as it seeks to relate the traditional but often 
I 
d~ssociated levels of mobility analysis--the individual and aggregate. 
Filally, although the appLach is indeed new, it is focused upon resi-
debtial change, a familiar yet powerful process that results in a con-
tibually changing urban mosaic. 
I 
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" Principal Findings 
By way of summarizing the results of the research, the most 
!
expeditious method may ~e to list the findings as they relate to the 
I . 
hypotheses tested in Chapters 3 and 4. 
~ypothesis 1: The majolity of the moves compr>s>ng the vacancy chains 
II will traverse little physical distance with at least 60% 
being le~s than three miles in length. 
I Hypothesis acceJted - A total of 65.9% of all the intra-urban 
~ 2.99 miles or less in length. 1 1hanges of resJ."dence werle 
The lenglh of a link is inversely related to its posi-
tion in the chain (with the first links being the 
i 
rypothesis 2: 
longest)~ 
Hypothesis acceJted - The first links in the vacancy chains 
I .. I 
wl ere clearly the longest, averaging 3.0 miles, while other links were 
about one mile shorter. Although the average distances for Links 2, 3, 
~nd 4 were very similar (2.0, 2.1, and 1.8 miles respectively), there 
rasa statistically si~ificant difference between Links 2 and 3. 1 
pverall, a general inverse relationship between link number and move 
~:itstance prevailed. 
I 
i Hypothesis 3: The stattstical relationship between "directional bias" 
I and linklnumber decreases as link number increases. 
I I 
I Hypothesis accepted - Directional bias does generally dec.rease 
~s link number increasel. Moves involving central areas appear more 
i 1Roman Dzus, "Jsidential Construction, Vacancy Chains, and 
Mobility Through Intra-Wrban Space: A Case Study of the Windsor Metro-
~~)Qlitan Area," Unpublisfued Master's Thesis, Department of Geography, 
' I pniversity of Windsor, 1975, p. 155, found little difference in the 
mean lengths of "links"lin Windsor, which is comparable to Lincoln in 
jsize. 
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random in direction tian those involving outer areas. 
Hypothesis 4: Vacanc:i,es in the sequences tend to "move" closer to the 
Centra~ Business District. 
Hypothesis acdepted - The overall outward movement of migrants 
is the dominant patteJn. 
Hypothesis 5: The·delee of clustering of the link-origin varies with 
the position in the chain (with the Link-1 origins being 
the le~st clustered). 
Hypothesis rejlected - The levels of clustering of the individual 
· · d · I h 1· k b · Ra h h move or1g1ns o not 1ncrease as t e 1n num er 1ncreases. t er, t e 
reverse is true--the Jink-1 distribution is closest to clustered and 
that for Link 4 if fuJthest from clustered • 
Hypothesis 6: Regular1 "migratory streams" are associated. with each of 
the iniltiator cells and cari be identified by "clustering" 
certainl spatial characteristics related to the vacancy 
chains .1 
Hypothesis rej!ected - The multivariate linear Discriminant Anal-
1 • 
ysis was incapable of !"separating" vacancy chains according to the ini-
1 tiator cell of origin rhen the four spatial indices were used as input 
to the clustering algo,rithm. The classification showed that the Direc-
tion-of-Gain Index conltributed the most to the separation of groups. 
Hypothesis 7: The majprity of the Lincoln vacancy chains end iri census 
tracts where the average dollar-value of the owner- ' 
occupie~ homes is below the mean for the city as a whole. 
Hypothesis accbpted - In all, 71.1% of the vacancy chains ter-
minated in census tracks that were below the mean for the city.' Of 
these, 58.5% ended in bracts that were one standard deviation below the 
mean and 12.6% termina~ed in tracts that were two standard deviations 
below the mean. I 
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Hypothesis 8: Prominent "beneficiary areas" within the city can be 
identified but the "poorest" neighborhoods (as judged 
on the basis of the average value of the owner~occupie4 
homes) ~re not included in the three highest-ranking 
benefi·c~ary areas. 
I 
Hypotheis accepted -Two census tracts, 20 and 17, emerged as 
the most frequent bene~iciary areas, and both comprise the "Near-South" 
neighborhood in Lincoll. Neither Clinton nor Malone, the two "poorest" 
neighborhoods in .. the. clty, was in the top-ranking group of beneficiary 
areas. Malone was actlally below the mean of chain terminations by 
census tract, although Clinton was one standard deviation above the 
mean. 
Hypothesis 9: The filt:ering process is substantiated in at least 60% 
of the ~ases examined in Lincoln. 
Hypothesis acc1pted- A total of 72.7% of all the movers im-
1 
proved their housing situation according to the six "filtering indica-
1 
I 
tors" used in this work. This "upward-filtering" was clearly the domi-
1 
nant process. 
Hypothesis 10: Residential filtering becomes less prevalent as link 
number ~ncreases. Therefore, "reverse-filtering" be-
comes m0re prevalent as linknumber increases. 
Hypothesis acclpted - A general inverse relationship between 
link number and levels of upward-filtering was found. Reverse-
filtering was most preialent in the later lin~s. 
Hypothesis 11: There ~s no significant difference in the average 
"dollar-value gain" (block of origin to block of desti-
nation) by "upward-filterers" and the average "dollar-
value ~ass" by "downward-filterers." 
I 
Hypothesis rej~cted - There is a statistically significant 
difference between the two groups in terms of the dollar-value differ-
1~-
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ential at respective move-environments. The average level of increase 
I 
I 
in home value for,the j'upward-filterers" was $10,105 while the decrease 
for the "downward-filterers" was only $5,059. 
Hypothesis 12: VacanJ chains can be "grouped" more 
ing tol the initiator cell of origin) 
"filtering indicators" than was done 
variab~es were used. 
. • I 
accurately (accord-
by using selected 
when only spatial 
Hypothesis acc~pted - While the percentage of vacancy chains 
correctly classified bt the discriminant-analysis procedures was 20.3% 
I 
when strictly geographical variables were used, the "filtering indica-
tors" allowed correct lrouping of 42.2% of the chains. The variable 
called "owner average talues for the Link-1 destinations" contributed 
. I 
the most toward the separation of groups. 
The hypothesesland results cited above are helpful in general-
izing about sequences Jf moves in urban areas. By way of summarizing 
what might be expected in cities of comparable size, several character-
istics of the movement process as it operated in Lincoln, Nebraska, can 
be briefly highlighted. 
At the individJal level, the typical change of residence tra-
versed little physical distance, and, if it was a move directly to the 
urban periphery, the length was about 3 miles. The "foundation moves" 
tended to be directionllly biased and the overall distribution of the 
move-origins was more J1ustered than was the case for the points of 
I 
origin for the other link-groups. The initial moves to the edge of 
the city were likely tJ involve "upward-filtering" and the migrants 
themselves were probabJy owners rather than renters. 
j link, 
If an individuJ1 move constituted a second, third, or fourth 
however, it was Juch shorter, averaging about 2 miles in length. 
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The moves comprising trese other link-groups were less biased dir·ec-
tionally, with the Lin~-2 moves being more biased than the other two 
I 
groups. The later links tended to be more "random" in direction, and 
their move-origins werr not as clustered as the first-link origins. 
The percentages.of "oTer-occupiers" decreased with link number so the 
migrants in the later iinks were more likely to be renters. The 
occurrence of "d~~war~-filtering" tended to increase with the link 
number. 
On the whole, many changes of both a geographic and socio-
economic nature occur ls the vacancies "move" through the sequences 
getting ever closer to the CBD. As already stated, the distance of 
the individual moves tends to become shorter, the moves become less 
biased directionally, lnd the move-origins are progressively less 
clustered. In additioh, the average dollar-value of the blocks en-
countered in the chainl decreases as does the average rent paid, the 
percentage of owner-ochupied units, and the percentage of one-unit 
I --
structures. The average number of rooms in the blocks contacted is 
fairly constant for bohh "owner-occupiers" and "renters" in Links 2, 
3, and 4. A greater plrcentage of renters, however, move to blocks 
with larger dwelling uiits when they change residential locations than 
I do owners. Thus, the former group seems more likely to increase their 
I living space. The average level of increase in home value for "up-
ward-filterers" is lar1er than the average decrease for the "downward-
! 
filterers." In general, though, the vast majority of the movers improve 
I 
their "residential environments" with a change of address. 
I 
Considered at the "chain level," though the vacancies generally 
I 
' "moved" closer to the Central Business District where they terminated 
____ _j_ ____ _j__ _________ ·------
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in neighborhoods of less-than-average home value, the chains tended not 
I 
I 
to reach the "poorest'!' areas of the city. Thus, these neighborhoods 
did not "benefit" from the initial moves to the urban periphery. 
One of the dilappointing aspects of the study was the inability 
of the vacancy-chain lpproach to isolate distinct "channels of migra-
tion" within the cityj It appears that the lack of a consistent geo-
.. . I 
graphic/geometric pattern in the second, third, and fourth links was 
the major confounding factor in the search for "migratory streams." 
This similarity in the later links was one of the recurring elements 
of the work. Whatevej spatiai or housing characteristic was being 
considered, little in the way of actual differences among the second, 
third, and fourth linMs was found. Consider, for example, the 
following table (5-1) which is a synopsis of all the "indicators" by 
link-group, and compar;e the values for Links 2, 3, and 4. 
TABLE 5-l 
SUMMARY OF ALL SPATIAL AND FILTERING 
INDICATORS BY LINK-GROUP 
Link A* B c D E F G H I 
1 3.0 130.17 26,060 136 6.3 5.9 85.3 94.9 91.1 
2 2.0 10.77 15,990 107 5.6 5.1 60.0 69.8 59.4 
3 2.1 8.30 14,660 102 5.7 5.2 50.6 64.0 52.0 
4+ 1.8 8.68 13,830 97 5.7 5.0 45.4 52.5 63.9 
*A = Mean Distances (lles) F = Renter Average Rooms 
B = ~=~t~~:r~~:iv!i~:r{~ollars) G = Percent Owner Occupied c = H = Percent One Unit 
D = Average Contract Rent I = Links with Positive Gains (per.-
(dollars) I cent according to the Direction-
E = Owner Average Rooms of-Gain Index) 
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If these same indicato~s are each ranked by link-group and an average 
. I 
rank is calculated, on~ concludes that there is much similarity in the 
characteristics of the later links (Table 5-2). As was suggested above, 
it was this lack of disitinct differences among the second, third, and 
fourth links that caused the rejection of the hypothesis concerning the 
existence of "channels bf migration" in the city. 
TABLE 5-2 
RANK-ORDERING OF ALL SPATIAL AND FILTERING 
INDICATORS BY LINK-GROUP 
I 
!Link A 
I 
B c D E F G H I Avg. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.0 
2 3 2 2 2 4 3 2 2 3 2.6 
3 2 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 4 2.9 
4+ 4 3 4 4 2 4 4 4 2 3.4 
Overall Contributions 
n
Tevhoeurtghhe
1
thees
8
currergeal nrdtswork is considered to be exploratory, the 
iauthor it as a contribution to the field of geo-
1 I 
1
graphy. From the thesis as a whole, specific aspects can be highlighted 
I I 
1as adding to the body of knowledge of urban geography, and more specifi-
! I 
lcally, intra-urban residential mobility. 
1 In the opinion bf the writer, a major contribution of the thesis 
!lies in the fact that il represents the first systematic attempt at a 
I I 
!statistical identification of intra-urban "migratory streams." The fact 
!that the principal hypothesis of the thesis had to be rejected (because 
I 
lthe four 
I 
I 
spatial indices did not allow consistent and accurate grouping 
I 
lof 
I 
vacancy chains) may ~ean that the so-called "channels of migration" 
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On the other hand, thoukh, perhaps the "streams" do exist but were not 
identified because the Lethodology that was developed was not "powerful" 
I 
lenough to do the job. [f that is the case, the procedures utilized here-
in, though exploratory ln nature, should provide the basis for further 
.. . I 
development of a more formal means of vacancy-chain analysis. 
Also related to the contribution associated with the procedures 
is the fact that all of the prior empirical studies focused upon vacancy 
lchains begun strictly tlllrough 
lthe concept of the "initator 
I 
new construction. This work introduced 
cell," and chains were begun in ways other 
ithan solely through new construction. The initiator-cell idea also 
~erved as an organizing concept (e.g., "Wedgewood chains"). 
I 
I 
I 
The writer believes that the dissertation contributes by eluci-
tlating an alternate metJod of constructing chains. Virtually all pre-
1 
tious empirical studies of th~ vacancy chain were based upon personal 
tnterviews. Despite ce11tain difficulties (discussed in Chapter 2), the 
brocedures outlined in Jhis thesis allow historical studies of vacancy 
I 
chains. 
I 
One could, for example, construct linkages for Lincoln using 
1960 data if he so desi~ed. 
I 
I 
Quite obviously, this cannot be done with 
I 
~nterviewing techniques. The procedures developed also clear the way 
I 
for computerized linkage construction and mapping. Careful screening 
l I 0f customer responses by the local utility companies--to insure com-
llete addresses--would provide a "clean" data file from which linkages 
lould be determined automatically. 
I The dissertation~ provides the first real look at the spatial 
I 
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I 
I manifestations of intra-urban vacancy chains. Though derived through 
very simplistic means, the map of Mean Centers (Figure 3-11) is, to the 
knowledge of the writer, the only empirically derived spatial model of 
intra-city mobility in existence. The one way a model such as this can 
be derived is through vacancy-chain procedures simply because it is the 
! only way to classify tJe individual move origins (e.g.,_Link-3 origins). 
-· . I 
This "centrographic model" for Lincoln proves that, on the whole, vac-
ancies do "move" closej to the CBD and "classical" notions regarding 
urban spatial structurj are supported. 
Another contriJution stems from the rather brief look at the 
filtering component of Lincoln's housing market. Unlike most studies· 
of filtering, the present work concluded tl;lat "upward-filtering," where-
. I 
by movers "better" themselves, is clearly the dominant process. The 
~findings related to "r.lerse-filtering'; could serve to initiate research 
!in that important area. The methods used to examine the filtering pro-
lcess seem; to the write;r, to be workable and logical. Once agaj_n, the 
.freedom from interviewihg should be noted. 
The author belilves that the work contributes, if in no other 
I 
lway, merely by the fact that it focuses on the concept of the vacancy 
I 
lchain, an idea 
!advantages in 
lspace include 
lthe individual 
that has received little treatment in the past. The 
using this approach to study residential movement in 
the fact hhat one can still maintain the specificity of 
level on the one hand and can link related moves on the 
1other. As has been stated several times in preceding chapters, each 
bove is only one link il a much longer sequence of changes and it is 
I 
I 
only 
I 
I ~ork 
I 
proper that these $ingle moves should be treated within the frame~ 
I 
of their real-world linkages. In addition, a certain amount of 
~· I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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organization is impart,d to analyses based on the vacancy chain because 
links can be classified as to their position in the sequence (e.g., 
I I 
'Link 2). Similarly, splecific "mobility subsystems" can be studied 
simply by selecting certain "initiator neighborhoods" and mapping the 
chains tied to them (e.g., "Bethany chains"). Thus, the chains can be 
!classified in this fashion. In short, the concept is a worthy one from 
a geographic standp~intl because it allows us to relate the individual 
to the aggregate level L
1 
ith greater meaning and provides a better means 
of organizing residential movement into a suitable framework. 
Evaluation of the Vacancy-Chain Approach 
I 
~Problem of Linkage Construction 
j In retrospect, ~t seems that one of the most difficult aspects 
!of this work was the acrual construction of the intra-urban vacancy 
lchains. The source of rhe problem was the lack of completeness of the 
!addresses as recorded T the "Daily Moving Record"--though that source 
lwas undoubtedly the best to be found in the city. More specifically, 
! I 
!the difficulty arose because of the tendency of the data source to omit 
lthe apartment number fol moves from multiple-family dwellings (see 
! I 
i 
!discussion in Chapter 2~. Consequently, when a particular vacancy chain 
;I reached the rental markel
1 
t, it was more likely to terminate. It is be-
:lieved, however, that the rate of chain terminations as caused by this 
j nol greater than !data inconsistency is the interview failures one would 
1
experience were that mole expensive and time-consuming methodology used 
(see Chapter 3, Footnotk 11). 
I 
... 
•.• 
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The purpose of 1 this dissertation was to use the vacancy chain to 
describe, analyze, and explain patterns of intra-urban migration. It 
seems appropriate, then, by way of conclusion, to evaluate the vacancy 
chain as a means of aclomplishing the stated purpose. 
lVhen the study was in the early stages of formulation, there 
were great expectations concerning the ability of mapped vacancy chains 
to describe intra-urbal movement in Lincoln. It turns out that the ex-
. I d . d . h L k" pectat1ons were warrante 1n some ways an were not 1n ot ers. oo 1ng 
first at the problems, one need only refer back to Figures 3-1 through 
3-6 where it can be seen that the links of the vacancy 
single vectors which rlsut't in conside~able confusion 
chains are still 
when portrayed 
1 graphically. The many varied orientations of the individual moves makes 
it difficult to perceive geographical patterns. The vacancy chain did 
not ease this problem lf the single-vector approach (see discussion in 
Chapter 1) •. 
At the same time, though, some positive statements can be made 
concerning the ability of the vacancy chain to enhance the description 
of intra-city residential mobility. First, only the chain allows one 
to identify neighborholds well down the line of sequences that are 
parts of circulatory slbsystems related to certain initiator cells. 
Recall from Chapter 3, for example, how Belmont was described as a part 
of the circulatory subsystem tied to Bethany. Secondly, the maps seem 
more systematic and lolical when links are identified as to their posi-
tion in the sequences. I This allows one to search for "mini patterns" 
I 
I 
or subsystems within tlie larger circulatory systems While still viewing 
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I I ~he overall pattern of £lows. This logic is well shown in the map of 
hhe chains associated Jth College View (Figure 3-5) where the long 
fl ;rst l;nks can be I t d h h t d 1 · d L L cont~as e to t e many s or er, ran om y or~ente 
I 
fuoves near the CBD that make up the later links. The logic of the 
lrganization is also seJn in the maps of the vector origins (Figures 
I ! 
2-7 through 3-10) wherd the pattern seems to "move" tow·ard the CBD. 
I . . I 
The organization associated with the concept of the vacancy chain, 
hhough, is seen most cljarly in the map of the areal means (Figure 3-11). 
I 
The latter illustration no doubt allows a good description of overall 
I 
I 
movement patterns. Consequently, it can be seen that while there are 
lertain problems in usiJg the vacancy chains--in a qualitative sense--
to describe mobility pajterns, they can be very effective when simple 
~escriptive statistics Jre added to the methodology. 
I 
! The strength of the vacancy chain appears to be best illustrated 
I 
~hen included in an ana]ytical framework such as that suggested in the 
thesis. While the procjdures in some ways allow better description, 
.I 
they, more importantly, form the basis for more systematic and scien-
tific analyses. Again, only the concept of the vacancy chain allows 
bhe vectors to be designated as to their place within the mobility 
lystem, which makes for a more meaningful analysis. Single vectors 
lan be investigated in t,erms of their distance and/or directional· bias, 
~ut the more significanj measures--e.g., Spacing, Sinuosity, Azimuth 
Jifferential, and Directlion-of-Gain Indices--are based upon sequences 
tf moves. 2 These statisltics can then serve as input to more powerful 
j 
2The Azimuth Difjferential is actually based on one link--the 
foundation move--but it jhas more meaning when considered in terms of 
the overall chain methodology (see discussion in Chapter 2). 
I 
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I ~lgorithms such as Discriminant Analysis. The author suggests that the 
~acancy chain offers the organizing concept that has long been lacking 
~n prior analyses of intra-city residential mobility. 
I I 
As Amedeo and Golledge have noted, explanation in geography 
Jenerally refers to accolnting for spatial variation. 3 The current 
I I 
s!tudy has also assessed the utility of the vacancy chain in accounting 
: -· . I 
flor, i.e., explaining, the spatial variation in the patterns of intra-
Jrban residential mobilJy as manifested in the city of Lincoln, ~ebraska. As suggested Lny times previously, one advantage of using 
tre vacancy-chain approath is its "multi -level flexibility." In other 
~ords, single links in chains can be analyzed at the individual level, 
~inks can be combined to form chains and examined at that level, and 
I 
the cbains can be aggregated as was done with the aid of the basic c~ntrographic technique, Mean Center. As the "link-level," the vacancy 
chains have the same individual-level explanatory power as single-
jrctor approaches. When the links are combihed to form the chains, how-
ever, a whole new level of analysis surfaces. As seen in Chapters 3 and 
4!, several techniques cai be applied to these chains which can make the 
ekplanation of the procelses causing the patterns more manageable. 
I I 
I 
Future Research 
As noted at the outset of this chapter, the dissertation has 
rkised more questions thln it has answered. It would have been desir-
1 I 
, I 
able to address some of those questions in the present work, but, be-
l J 
cause of certain constra1nts, many must be left for future research. 
i I 
I 
3
nouglas Amedeo lnd Reginald G. Golledge, An Introduction to 
S~ientific Reasoning in Geography, New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1975, 
PI· 9 and p. 37. 1 
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The nature of several proposed "directions" of further research can, 
I however, be briefly suggested. 
First, with rekard to the "computerization" of the procedures, 
the author suggests thkt this remains a distinct possibility. Of 
course, this would firit require a precise data base which, in turn, 
calls for the careful lonitoring of the residential-address information 
.. . I 
provided by consumers 0f power, gas, and telephone service since these 
I 
services are either initiated or terminated in conjunction with a 
I 
I 
change of residence. €ensus data banks could be tied into a chain-
1 
construction and plotting algorithm to provide a spontaneous view of 
I both the nature and spltial characteristics of the vacancy chains init-
! iated in any neighborhlod in the city. In other ·words, mobility 
I 
patterns could automatically be related to the social and economic 
characteristics of the city to provide a complete "urban social geo-
1 graphy." If such procedures are to be attempted, though, the writer 
I recommends more than o1e year's data to increase the probability of 
I linkage completion. Itt seems that such a computer package would in-
! deed be a powerful weaJon in a planner's "arsenal," especially in the 
I sense of guidi~g new r1sidential construction to best benefit specific 
low-income areas of thj cfty. 
Two areas of r1search were briefly mentioned earlier in the 
text, though they were beyond the scope of the present work. One in-
volved initiating vacancy chains in a few large multiple-unit struc-
. d . 1. h 1 f. It . tures ~n or er to ~nvest~gate t e renta system o a c~ty. n erest~ng 
patterns of movement ~y surface here and lead to a better understand-
' 
particular ~housing submarket. The other suggestion made 
not studied in this work relates to the areal and temporal 
I 
ling of that 
!earlier but 
I 
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characteristics of the vacancies themselves. Are there spatial pat-
I terns 
I 
to the temporal durations of vacancies? Can these patterns pin-
1 
point zones of potentiAl decline? The author feels that these two 
of investigationj readily done with the use of vacancy chains, areas 
could prove lucrative. 
The application of the technique of "simulation" may provide 
-- . I 
I additional knowledge aoout the geographical aspects of intra-urban 
ivacancy chains. Compajing an actual spatial pattern of vacancy chains 
! I 
1
with others generated under random conditions should at least allow 
~ one to assess the impojtance of the local environment in influencing 
I 
the empirical patterns of chains. 
Though the dif£iculties in obtaining a precise data set may 
, I 
:prove prohibitive, the !methodology outlined in the preceding chapters 
1 should probably be tes·ted in a larger city. It would indeed be 
!interesting to compare the findings of such a study to those of this 
work. At the same time, though, a study done in another city the size 
10f Lincoln could also Je compared meaningfully. Even a study focusing 
upon Lincoln but done Jsing 1962 data would be interesting and may be 
I valuable. 
Finally, the important finding of this work regarding "reverse-
I filtering" 
! 
needs to be investigated further. This area of research 
iholds much promise. 
Many other posslibilities for further research have occurred to 
the writer at one time or another during the accomplishing of the pre-
sent work. These 
!more significant 
I 
few mentioned 
I 
examp~es. 
I 
I 
here, though, are considered to be the 
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Concluding Remarks 
I 
The actual conclusion of a study such as this is a formidable 
ltask. Because the apprLch and techniques are clearly exploratory, the 
ronclusions serve only l. a beginning. The author is convinced, how-
fver, that the methods Ltlined in this work are capable of initiating 
, I 
lla whole new thrust in research on intra-urban migration. Modifications 
-- . I 
lin or additions to the ]>rocedures may be beneficial and are certainly 
relearned. It is firmly believed, though, that the distinctly geograph-
!ical concept of the vacancy chain is one worthy of. the current effort 
!and of continued researlh. 
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Definitions 
The terms listed below are important in understanding the 
: I 
vacancy-chain procedures described in the text. They are ordered in 
a sequence which is thlught to allow the greatest comprehension 
I (asterisk* = terminololy mine) • 
:Vacancy chain - A serJs of related moves constructed by linking in-
dividual vectots which connect the origin and destination of 
each change ofiresidence in the series. A vacancy chain con-
sists of at least two vectors with the first link being an 
intra-urban mo~e. The term is used synonomously with 
"linkages." I 
Link - An individual vector in a vacancy chain. It is the straight 
line connecting the points of origin and destination (shortest 
path) of one irttra-urban move. Links are numbered beginning 
I . 
with the "foundation ingression" to an "initiator cell," which 
is Link 111. I 
~Initator cell - A contiguous set of sample blocks which constitute all 
I 
or part of a cJnsus tract. It is taken to be representative 
of a "neighborhood." Moves to the initiator cells are used to 
I "initiate" vacAncy chains. 
~Initiator block - One 1£ the sample blocks in an initiator cell. 
*cell ingression - An iJitial move into an initiator cell. It may be 
intra-urban, irltra-state, inter-state, or inter-national. If 
the intra-urbarl ingression leads to th~ construction of a 
vacancy chain, lit is then referred to as a "foundation ingres-
sion." If it does not lead to the construction of a vacancy 
I 
chain, it is simply termed a "non-foundation ingression" to a 
particular initiator cell. 
*Foundation ingression - IThe 'intra-urban move into an initiator cell 
I which initiates the vacancy chain. It can be caused either 
' because of a ptevious change of res_idence in an initiator cell 
or new construdtion. It is the first link in a vacancy chain 
and is sometimJs termed simply as the "foundation move." 
fNon-foundation ingress~on - An intra-urban ingression to an initiator 
1 cell, but one Jhich did not, for various reasons, initiate 
I a vacancy chairl. In other words, this particular vector could 
not be "tied" tlo others. 
keel! egression - A movl out of an initiator cell. It may be intra-urban, 
intra-state, irlter-state, or inter-national. This move creates 
a vacancy whicH is eventually filled by a cell ingression which 
may in turn be4ome a foundation ingression. 
I 
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I 
In-migration - A change of residence in which the migrant moved into 
a city (but not to an initiator cell) from outside of the 
corporate limits. If the move was to an initiator cell, it 
would be terme~ a cell ingression. The move may come from 
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out of state or even out of the country. It is often a reason 
for the termin~tion of an intra-urban vacancy chain. 
I 
!
'*Beneficiary area - The! neighborhood in a city that eventually benefits 
in terms of freed housing, either from new construction of 
residences on the urban periphery or out-migration from these 
more peripheral locations. Certain neighborhoods "benefit" 
because v:~c.and.es "move" to them due to the filtering process 
and more housi~g becomes available for certain groups, e.g., 
low-income persons. 
Feeder cell (or neighbJrhood) - A "neighborhood" from which migrants 
I 
typically moveJ It is a common or popular origin point for 
mov~rs. 
Receptor cell (or 
1 
typically 
neigqborhood) - A "neighborhood" to which migrants 
moveJ It is a common or popular destination for 
I 
I 
movers. 
I Intra-urban circulatorx system -
' flow pattern irl a city. 
I 
receptor cell linkages. 
The predominant intra-urban mobility 
It is the composite of all feeder-
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TABLE 1 
"ADDRESS EVALUATION" FOR APARTMENTS 
Number Without 
of Apartment Name Address Units Moves In Number 
Carribean Apts. 1215 Arapahoe 96 88 7 
B·ri-arhur-s-e z.-6UO Briar Park 108 58 2 
Century House 1201 J 97 17 3 
Capitol City Villa 2501 N 82 28 3 
Country Club Village 2800 Woods Blvd. 119 51 1 
Southwood Village 4401 s. 27 140 48 1 
Town and Country 4300 Cornhusker 68 23 3 
Charleston Court 1025 N 63rd 150 60 2 
Charleston Court 6100 Vine . 74 31 3 
Crescent Dev't Co. 3636 N 52nd 54 35 3 
Total 988 439 28 
Moves Out 
46 
87 
36 
57 
74 
64 
6 
90 
34 
43 
537 
Without 
Apartment 
Number 
39 
71 
34 
49 
63 
53 
6 
71 
33 
36 
455 
N 
0 
~ 
-------------------
TABLE 2 
"ADDRESS EVALUATION" FOR TRAILER PARKS 
Number Without Without of Moves Lot Moves Lot Name Address Lots In Number Out Number 
. Center Court 4000 Cornhusker 181 42 2 41 38 
t Village 2801 N. 1st 74 0 0 3 3 
Countryside Estates 2400 N. 1st 33 5 2 8 8 Rainbow 1801 Cornhusker 27 8 0 9 9 Skyview 1030 N. 48 92 13 0 18 17 Shamrock 2545 Theresa . 72 10 2 13 12 
Carroll Courts 2701 N. 27 52 12 0 19 19 Schmall 2700 N. 27 44 8 3 9 8 
Pine Acres 4200 Cornhusker 50 22 2 16 15 
Clare Brothers 2700 Cornhusker 23 0 0 1 1 
Total 648 120 11 137 130 
N 
0 
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